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Representations of the Other in Modern Hebrew Literature
This study posits that the concept of the Other is central in modem Hebrew literature. It

traces its beginnings in Jewish thought to the Bible, and connects the creation and Eden
narratives to contemporary psychoanalytic thought on ego formation and the Other. It
considers the importance of the figure of the talush to the focus on the Other in modem
Hebrew literature and suggests that the conflicts of the collective versus the individual that
are expressed in the early stages of the literature do not disappear as it moves into the present
day, but are discernible in different guise and can be seen in the burden of group
consciousness which besets Hebrew authors and vitiates their attempts to configure the
unique. The feminized Other is seen as especially important in this regard because of the
collective textual and thus social repression of women in the tradition. Its presentation is thus
taken as a useful measure of the successful resolution of individual as opposed to group
narration. The modem Hebrew texts analyzed, beginning with a poem by the late Haskhalah
poet, Y.L. Gordon through D. Baron, M.Y. Berdichewski, A. Kahana-Carman, S.Y. Agnon,
A Appelfeld and ending with a novel by the contemporary Israeli writer, D. Grossman,

support this decision as the collective is subjugated only in Kahana-Carman's text where the
feminine is fully realized. The thesis examines the ways the eight narratives grapple with the
awareness of the Other, and focuses on the aspects, including body, war and language, that
are highlighted variously in each text. The struggles of modem Hebrew writers are also
viewed as part of the difficulties entailed in the denotative endeavors of writing itself which
strives, towards the always elusive Other that predates ego-formation and thus individuality
itself. It is proposed that this intensifies the tensions about the Other in modem Hebrew
literature which derive from its specific cultural heritage.
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SUMMARY
This work examines representations of and interactions with the Other in modem Hebrew
literature. The Other is viewed both as a philosophically/psychoanalytically and socially
constructed notion, and is placed within the context of some Jewish perceptions of the Other
and of Otherness. In its philosophical and psychoanalytic rendering, the Other is taken to .
portray the individual's sense of loss of Self which becomes especially searing at the ftrst
moment of self-awareness, which is an awareness of Self as separate, and thus object and
Other. The idea posited here is that that sense of loss performs as a determinate throughout
the life of the individual, where the ongoing desire is cathected onto the moment of
separation, and is bonded onto the trace of the sense of the all-encompassing unity which
predates that experience. The importance of this to the present study is the idea, appropriated
from Lacan and later commentators on his work, that language is the marker of the fmal and
most excruciating rent from the world of unity and wholeness. This is important in the
present context inasmuch as the writing of texts is seen as an attempt to grasp at the sense of
primal oneness by way of that which is most other to it, through language. The social
construal of the Other is taken very much from within the world of Jewish thought, as its
focus is on woman as Other, and on the Talmudic view of woman's voice as abomination or
lewdity.
The frrst chapter is an introduction which explains the ways in which the idea of the
Other is relevant to the study of literature in general, and to Jewish literature in particular. It
mentions the texts that are explored in the work, and their relationship to the topic of the
Other. The second chapter briefly positions the elements of the Other referred to above within
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the Jewish world-view, beginning with a reading of the biblical creation and Eden stories.
From there the work moves into analyses of various expressions of Otherness in individual
modem Hebrew literary texts, starting from the late Haskhalah poetic saga Qotzo shel Yud by
Y.L. Gordon, and ending with the contemporary novel The Smile of the Lamb by David

Grossman.
Qotzo shel Yud, and its companion piece in this study, Mishpacha by Devorah Baron

are seen as examples of the stilling of women's voices in traditional Jewish society, and their
consequent oppression by the textually formulated world of dominant masculine religiosity.
The novel Miryam, written by M.Y. Berdichewski, is a portrayal of the absence of woman's
voice in the east European Jewish world. Miry am, the subject of the novel, is silent through
most of the narrative, but even though she is silent and passive she has fearful effects upon
many lives in the lustful male world around her. Miryam's silence and inaction combined
with her effect serves as a statement about the intensity of masculine fears which initiated the
suppression of woman's vocality. Amaliah Kahana-Carmon's Ne'ima Sasson Writes Poems
depicts a young Israeli woman who comes to adulthood by learning to claim her own voice,
and fmally knowing that it is independent of the world of the masculine.
Shmuel Yosef Agnon's two works selected here are A Guest for the Night and Ad
Hena. A Guest for the Night is the portrait of a disintegrating and misconstrued Jewish world

in the wake of the upheaval of World War I. The novel illustrates the misconstrual in various
shades of Otherness, beginning with the amputation of bodily parts, and right through the
dissolution of traditional values. Ad Hena is the story of the narrator's adventures in wartime
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Germany, though its temporality is deceptive, and its mode is full of deflection and
transposition. In both stories woman is configured as a silent, but magical redemptive
agency.
The next reading focuses on the Holocaust or, rather, on the ravages it wreaks on the
lives of its survivors. Aharon Appelfeld's Bartfuss the Immortal is the story of a man who is
all closed up, and tight, and almost inwardly dead, as he walks around and lives in Tel Aviv
in the post-Holocaust period. The only succor he fmds is in things that approximate the sense
of primal Mother consciousness. His quelling of the horrors have repressed his whole being
and the women in his life are useful or desirable only in so far as they are silent vehicles of
receptivity. He is fmally brought out of his stupor by a woman who is the antithesis of the
murmuring inchoate female, a woman very much attached to the world of culture and
separated from the consuming bonds of the desire for prelinguistic completeness.
The fmal text examined is David Grossman's The Smile of the Lamb. This novel
brings to the surface the primary concerns of the study, as it deals both with story telling and
fictivity, and with woman as a feminized presence of difference, albeit not fully realized in
the work. The tensions in The Smile of the Lamb, between the nation and the individual,
between competing nationalities and ethnic cultures, and modes of narration, as well as the
striving to fmd a way to the 'truth' through the word, encapsulate_in great measure the
. subjects of inquiry in this dissertation.
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THE RENT IN THE TEXT:
THE OTHER AS LANGUAGE AND RUPTURE

The centre which I cannot find
Is known to my unconscious mind
I have no reason to despair
Because I am already there.
"The Labyrinth"- W.H. Auden

As to the question of the nature and nascence of modem Hebrew literature, the present work
shortcircuits it and chooses the simple statement that the 1880s are the beginning of modem
Hebrew literature, and that belles lettres written from this time on in Hebrew are modem
Hebrew (belles lettres) literature. This position takes S.Y. Abramovitch's successful return to
writing his fiction in Hebrew (he had abandoned a similar enterprise in the 1860s), and the
publication in the 1880s of works by writers such as Berdichewski, Frishman and Peretz who
"molded the new era,{ .. ) and pointed to the change that began to show itself in the Hebrew
literature of the eighties, "

1

as the defming moment in the creation of this literature. In

doing so, much that is important is discounted and many valid debates unacknowledged. The
questions not accounted for here range from historical\cultural periodization (the advent of the
Modem), to the continuity of Hebrew literature and the illusory notion of the specificity of its
modem incarnation, to the similarly oft undesirable isolation of Hebrew literature from other
Jewish literature, and the many further discussions begged by these issues in their tum. In
that vein

th~

concept of belles lettres is taken in its conservative meaning and is not

destablized or considered. It is the very complexity of the subjects of modem Hebrew

1

Shaked, Gershon haSipporet haivrit: 1880-1970, v.1, baGolah, Keter and haKibbutz
haMeuchad, 1978. p. 26.

2
literature and the construction of genre (even that a questionable term) that leads me to
simplify the dating as far as possible and to use a falsely girded literary term in a work to
which the debates surrounding them are not relevant.
Modem Hebrew literature, which is distinguished from its predecessors by its secular
character and its absorption of European literary forms, began in central and eastern Europe
in the 1880s.

2

It is the product of the Jewish Enlightenment, the Haskhalah, which

germinated in Berlin in the second half of the eighteenth century and spread eastwards
reaching (in broad terms) the Russian domain by the 1830s and 40s. The distinctive feature
of the Haskalah as an Enlightenment movement was its focus on communal education, which
served as its ideological core.

This focus found its expression in the thematics of the new literature, where the early
works drew on the school of Russian Social Realism as the formal vehicle for their
didactically-directed social satire. But the communal concern itself speaks to a tension that is
inextricably bound in the ideology of the Haskalah, and which continues in modem Hebrew
literature right up to the present.
One of the central assertions of the Haskalah was that the nature of Jewish life under
Rabbinic-religious rule, where the community was all and the individual counted for nought,
was stultifying to the Jewish creative and vital spirit.

2

See first ~hapter here.

3

See especially Halkin, op cit., pp. 74-99.

3

It aimed to free the individual qua

3
individual of the ropes of the communal

4

Yet its concern was framed within the

community whose privilege it sought to overturn, and it was the group, or the many, that its
discourse addressed. The early works of modem Hebrew fiction, then, spoke from within a
mode of the general or representative. There was scant, if any, portrayal of the uniquely
constituted or individual
In a series of twelve lectures about the development of modem Hebrew literature,

Simon Halkin 5 speaks of the tension between the acknowledgement of the individual as
individual, and the primacy of the concept of Kenneset Yisrael in Jewish life (The People of
Israel as a whole, as an entity, and as a religious concept), where communal consciousness
was entrenched in a culture whose cast was religious at base, as one of the great dilemmas
confronting the new Hebrew writers. The Haskhalah, in whose spirit these authors wrote,
called for the reemergence of the Jew of flesh, blood and feeling impounded up till now, in
its view, by the hegemony of traditional (and sacred) texts on the community. Halkin says
these are the texts of "A monolithic Jewry that speaks in the name of the entire group." 6 The
new literature, while not asking "the reader to forgo religious and traditional values"
demanded nonetheless a recognition of the reader's own human value, without an a priori

4

For a discussion on "the process undermining Jewish exclusivism," see Michael Meyer
Jewish Identity in the Modem World, University of Washington Press, Seattle & London, 1990,
pp. 10-32 (the quote above, p. 17 there)
5

These were given at a Graduate seminar at the University of Tel Aviv in Winter 1973,
collected by Zippora Cagan, and published in 1980 as Conventions and Crises in Hebrew
Literature by The Bialik Institute.
6

ibid. : p. 21. The translations are my own.

•

4

reference to supreme powers." 7 Halkin adds that although this pressure (of hallowed past
texts) is also, "the explanation of the conflicts of world literature (sic) since the Renaissance
( ... )In Hebrew literature this transition from the monolithic ... to the inner conflicts in man's

own soul is much more difficult than in European literature (whose models were the classics,
and thus not sacred)."

8

I

Halkin ends this part of the discussion with the sense that modem

Hebrew writers might never free themselves of this conundrum because of the cultural axiom
that says "I, as a person, as a Jew, am responsible for the communal. And thus for the
survival of Jewish collective." Thus "Hebrew literature has been ceaselessly obsessed with
the problems of the Jewish collective, and therefore it is difficult for it to part from the
literary traditions of the past at whose core always lay the survival of the collective Jew.'19

•

The closing years of last century, however, signalled a change of emphasis, heralded
by the publication of M.Y. Berdichewski's two novellas- ni!J N:lilV and O'JnY.J.

10

While

still set within the social quests and questions of the time, these stories draw interior
individual portraits that had been mostly absent from the literature until that time.

7

ibid. : p. 22

8

op cit. Comments in parentheses are mine.

9

ibid. : p. 23.

•
)

11

10

Dan Miron sees these two works as a turning point in modem Hebrew fiction. See Miron,
Dan haMifne baSipporet halvrit haHadasha al-pi "Mahanayim" in Z. Cagan ed., Hagut
· veSipporet beYetzirat Berdichewski, Haifa University, 1981.

•

11

Gershon Shaked, haSipporet halvrit: 1880-1970, v.1, baGolah, Keter and haKibbutz
haMeuchad, 1978, p. 167:
, \Ji£lil ,1')n')n 'J'V 1n1:n nz-n .. il£l')il n1i£ltJil 'J'V ill1:J.'JY nN Y:J.n ')po:J.'~')1i:J.
i1'ViJil ,1')n')'J il'VP ilY.l N1il ).111') nN~ oy .n')i:J.Y ili')~') 'J'V '))Ni N'V1l n1')n'J
.)ilY.l 1Y.l~Y i1pY'J ,1n1:J.in-n'Vi1Y.l'J1 1n:J.'):J.tJ'J 1i1:J.\J:J.

-

5
Berdichewski's work led the way for many who followed him, and in the

~ords

of his

.younger contemporary, Gnessin, 11 described the rent (of the times) in all its force, 11

12

which

was the tom cry of the individual attempting to break the chains of the collective even while
imprisoned in its grip. The knot at the core of the Haskalah came to expression in
Berdichewski's writing, and continued as a thematic in the ensuing stages of modem Hebrew
literature where for obvious reasons the communal was increasingly phrased in a locution of
national politics.
For the Hebrew writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and their
like-minded contemporaries, the oppression of the collective (within their own psyches and as
an actual outside entity) was a lived experience. They were a small group which wrote for a
small audience, and were abominated by the majority of their potential audience. Although
the majority of adult Jewish males in eastern Europe was to some extent literate in Hebrew,
their literacy was not sufficient to read the 'new' writing.

13

Those who were able to read

these works were, for a considerable period, the staunchly traditional and religious of the
community who would not abide the use of the Holy Tongue

14

for secular purposes, and

indeed did not abide secularism at all. The maskhilim and those who later followed their

12

ibid. : p. 205.

13

See notes on Jewish literacy in eastern Europe in the nineteenth century in Chapter Three

here.
14

It is common belief, though extremely permeable as statement, that Hebrew was used for

purely religious or pragmatic purposes from ca. 200 C.E. till modem times. In any case, it had
the status of a Holy Language which would be revived only with the advent of the Messiah.
Thus its use for mundane purposes was abhorred.

•
6
course were considered by the establishment with its religious authority as idolaters, were
distanced from the community, and were often even chased away from the settlements. Often
they left of their own free· will seeking the 'fresh air' of an outside world. But the desired
'new world' was repeatedly unwelcoming and, in any case, they themselves were conditioned
to collectivity and unable to forgo communal sanction, and were thus left in a state of limbo,
suspended between all worlds, with the authors embodying their internal literary struggle..
From this strife was created a figure that became almost ubiquitous in various fonns in the
new literature, the figure of the \!J1'J:n, the uprooted or dispossessed.
The figure of the \!J"l'JTI
criticism,

16

15

as such has received much attention in Hebrew literary

and especially by way of the work of Y.D. Berkowitz, where this representation

is first defmed.

17

It is important in the current context inasmuch as it speaks of collectivity

which was set against the ideological thrust towards individuality, and was opposed to the

The term is taken from the title of the short story, l!ll~n. Yitzchak Dov Berkowitz, frrst
publication, Tsiyur Odessa, 1904.
15

16

For an example of the exposition of this figure see Simon Halkin, Modem Hebrew
Literature, from the Enlightenment to the Birth of the State of Israel: Trends and Values,
Schocken Books, New York, 2nd ed. 1970, pp. 87-88, and elsewhere.
17

For work relating directly to Berkowitz's Talush, see Avraham Holtz, Isaac Dov
Berkowitz: Voice of the Uprooted, Comeil University Press, 1973, and n1nn!Jni1::I D>lp :.Nl::IJ:J
n11p>::J.i1 y>::Ilp1::I . 7. > n1>.Y> .7).1, pp. 7-52; Dov Sadan .N1lJi7 pi11J:Ji1, pp. 67-73; Simon
Halkin, nlJ:J>:J. n>l!IJ:Ji1, pp. 74-81, in Y.D. Berkowitz: A Selection of Critical Essays on his
Literary Prose, ed. Avraham Holtz, Am Oved, Tel Aviv, 1976. See also Gershon Shaked,
.7).1 : i7l!.17nil nll!.1>.7ni1 >.7.N1l!.1>- Y1.Ni71l!J'>Dill y>:J. 1p1::1. 7. >, Moznayim, 11, 6 Cheshvan, 1960,
pp.431-438. Holtz (1976) says:
The central issue that recurs in almost every critical essay or research that deal
with Berkowitz's writing is the telishut, and by extension the telushim. It is not
at all surprising for one of his most perfected works is called Talush. One can say
that the term talush was received and accepted as a "technical term' in modem
Hebrew literature, thanks to this novella and the criticism written about it. (p. 9)

7
construction and acknowledgement of the speaking subject as voice. The ideational ground
on which the figure of the talush rests, has important implications for the perception and
expression of otherness in modem Hebrew literary consciousness. It has at its base a wider
notion of otherness which is an important structural element in the constitution both of this
figure, and of modem Hebrew literature as a whole. Attempts at the integration of the 'other'
comprise one of the building blocks of this literature, and are evident in its linguistic, formal
and thematic concerns. They manifest throughout its history - in the Hebrew writings of the
Yiddish-speaking Mendele and right through to the present-day, where they appear in the
work of contemporary Israeli writers like Amalia Kahana-Cannon and David Grossman. 18
For all the early and some of the later attention given the dispossessed, the \U1'J1l, the
Other, its most extreme example has more often than not been ignored in the literature. This
prime exemplar is the Jewish woman whose voice and specificity have till very recently only
sounded lightly in the new texts. Her absence is peculiar in a literature where the construct
of the \U1'J1l and its extensions is a recurring thematic, while she is society's most
marginalized figure. She was dispossessed early on, way before the first maskhilim suffered
the same fate. She was uprooted from communal discourse and authority, merely (despite all

apologia) supplement and subject to, but was neither agent in, nor securely rooted in her
status in the community.

19

Arguably then, as voice and image she could have contributed

18

See Nurit Govrin in Telishut ve'Hitchadshut: haSipporet halvrit be'Reshit haMe'a
haEsrim bagolah u'v'Eretz Yisrael, Tel Aviv, Misrad haBitachon, 1985, p. 21:
This figure not only did n.ot disappear, but even became stronger, and appears in
various incarnations, in Hebrew literature right to the present. (translation mine).
19

See Chapter Three, following.

8
to the new literature's engagement with the collective/individual nexus, as the textual Knesset

Yisrael to which she was appended was not of her making nor did she partake of its
elaboration, and in her oppression she may have therefore remained inwardly more free of its
constraints. Yet woman is hardly given primacy in the· new writing, and therein lies both a
riddle and a testament to the efficacy of conditioning. The woman remained Other to the
newly named Others.
The object of this study is to frame an underlying concept of the Other in modem
Hebrew literature, to briefly define it in terms of its Jewish historio-cultural antecedents, and
to see it as it weaves through the literature as the representation of the general in battle with
· the expression of the specific, the function of the representation of woman in this and
especially as pertaining to the acts of language and writing themselves.
Though the research concentrates on the function of the psychological, linguistic and
literary perspectives of 'otherness' in modem Hebrew literature, and sees the Other as an
underlying assumption and psychological notion that is primary to the development of modem
Hebrew literature from 1880 onwards, the conceptual emphasis of Otherness in Jewish
consciousness antedates the modem period by many centuries. Otherness is fundamental to
Jewish thinking, as an awareness of distinction forms the basis of its defmition of the world.
The order by which the world stands, the order by which it is created and upheld by its
Creator, is contingent upon separateness and distinction. This separateness is repeatedly
celebrated and emphasized in religious observances and ceremonies. God is blessed for
separating the holy from the mundane, Israel from the nations, darkness from light. In echo
of this Divine activity the life of the Jew is attuned to the celebration of division: The dietary

9
laws distinguish between the clean, and thus permitted, animals, and the unclean, and thus
forbidden, animals; the ritual of the festivals focuses on the distinction of those days from all
others, and the Sabbath, which is central to Judaism, is built upon a construct of difference in
the continual pausing it imbues on the world of activity and ordinariness.
The Hebrew word 'other' in its plural inflection Q')lnN. is emphasized in the Bible in
its reference to 'following other gods,' signifying idolatry (Deut. 5:7; 6:14, and elsewhere).
The term is mentioned by early Talmudic scholars, who appropriated the religious implication
of the term, and employed it as an epithet for Elisha ben Abuyah, a Tannaitic convert to
Hellenistic thinking, who for this heresy became known as InN., or Other (Hagiga 15), and
the term InN. l:t1 is used to refer to pig or pork (Shabbat 129). In later mystical writings
the words N.lnN. N.l\:>0, The Other Side,

20

denote that which is evil, wrong and other. The

phrase is associated with the demonic. Thus the word Other - and with it the construct of
Otherness - has a specific meaning in Hebrew which derives from its historical usage in
Jewish literature. The- religious semantic residue of its earlier incarnations still obtains as the
literature moves into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and becomes secular modem
Hebrew literature.

20

According to Gershom Scholem, Sefer ha-Bahir categorizes the "Sefirah Gevurah, as "the
left hand of the Holy One blessed be He," and as "an attribute whose name is evil" and which
has many offshoots in the forces of judgement, the constricting and limiting powers in the
universe." -From this, via Isaac the Blind, "the doctrine gradually developed which saw the
source of evil in the superabundant growth of the power of judgement, which was made possible
by the substantification and separation of the attribute of lovingkindness. Pure judgement,
untempered by any mitigating admixture, produced from within itself the sitrah ahra ("the other
side")" which is "the domain of dark emanations and demonic powers ... (and) henceforth no
longer an organic part of the World of Holiness and the Sefirot." (Encyclopedia Judaica, v. 10,
Keter, Jerusalem, 197l,p. 583) The relevance of the sitra ahra to the present discussion will be
elaborated in the next chapter.

10
As mentioned· above, the Haskhalah, or Enlightenment, of which this secularized
literature is an outgrowth, added a new dimension to the conceptual cluster of Otherness
within the psyche of European Jewry that was both different from and kin to the original
application of the term. Socio-historical economic circumstances had, throughout generations
of residence in foreign majority communities, already rendered a pronounced 'us and them'
awareness an axiomatic European-Jewish psychological construct. With the advent of the
Haskhalah- which coincided strangely, or maybe not so strangely, with the rise of Chasidism, 21
a new religious force which also had powerful implications pertaining to the comprehension
and social statements of Otherness

22

-

a noticeable shift in 'us/them' alliances occurred:

those who were swept along with the spirit of the Enlightenment became the new idolaters,
who 'followed other gods.'
Chapter Two of this work examines the Other as it appears in what I call a mythicoelementary text- the Bible. The theme of exile is pivotal in Jewish consciousness, and the
opening verses of the Bible and the stories examined in these chapters lay the groundwork as ·
foundational tales of banishment and exclusion that repeat in protean guise in the historical
and cultural narrative of Jewry. The world of will and action comes into being after the exile
from Eden; Abraham's lived acceptance of the Creator begins when he leaves his homeland;

21

For accounts of the period, which comes in the wake of 1648-49, and the Sabbatean
debacle, see Seltzer, Jewish People, Jewish Thought, and elsewhere. Da~id Biale, Power and
Powerlessness in Jewish History, Chapter Four, (Schocken Books, New York, 1986) sees the rise
of Chasidism and the Haskhalah movement as a struggle for leadership in the mid and east
European Jewish world.
22

In socio-religious terms the Chasidim became Other to normative Judaism: their religious
practice was barred and seen as heretical, and they became societal outcasts.

11
the twelve tribes and the Israelite entity are structured by the Egyptian exile, and exile is
implicated in many of the notable events in Jewish history.
But exile itself has a strong psychical component which the present study considers
primary to the experience of being, and important to the act of writing. The presentation of
the Eden story speaks to this notion of exile, while its relationship to the Other is explicated
later in this chapter. Chapter Two constructs the Other in terms of theoretical material
pertaining to the notion of 'otherness' in general. The readings operate in the realm of the ahistorical, engaging the creation and the Eden story as they appear in the biblical corpus.
Creation is seen as an account of primary soul exile, while the Eden tale is read not as a
unique story, but the rendering of the repeated moment of Self/Other nascence of subjectivity,
from which all sense of self, suffering and other originates. The notion of primary exile is
especially interesting when reviewing the work of Jewish writers for whom exile is a cultural·
heritage and whose sense of historical and social experience is textually driven.
The analysis of modem Hebrew literature begins in Chapter Three with a late
Haskhalah poem,

23

Yalag's 77' )~ J::JJp, written in 1875, and iln!J~Y.J, written by Devorah

Baron in the 1930s. These texts look at the way in which the feminized Jewish Other is used
to constitute and reinforce Jewish masculine identity, and its sense of potency, by means of a
negating apposition achieved by the exploitation of accepted religious dicta that are framed as
Halakhah, a collective and ongoing Jewish male enterprise, and readings of that Halakhah.
As mentioned earlier, woman does not figure prominently in

23

~1'Jn

literature and criticism.

Again, as I did in the opening paragraph for modem Hebrew literature, and for the sake
of convenience in the present context, I take the position that Hebrew literature 1750-1881 is
Haskhalah literature.

12
Yalag is the first to acknowledge the extent of her dispossession, in a work that determines
her subaltern status

24

the result of Halakhic declarations that are supported, manipulated and

even subverted at the hands of Rabbinic scholars. Deborah Baron's story, written some sixty
years later, addresses the same issues as the poem, but here the tone and its effects is subtler,
smaller and almost deliberately restrained in a sound that is objective correlative to the
silenced woman's voice within that Jewish world construction. Both protagonists, Bat-shua in
the poem and Dinah in the story, are persecuted by the collective and their ends suggest there
is no way out for the dispossessed. Bat-shua fortunes fall to utter penury so that she is left to
the mercy of strangers for her meager livelihood, and Dinah is embraced by the fold when
Halakhic prescriptions fell themselves and a letter on her Divorce Writ is fouled. Their
stories are pertinent both to the depiction of woman as silenced Other, apart from the group,
yet prey to it, and to the collective/Individual brace as metaphor for the talush's hapless quest
which is answered both from within and without with the uncompromising collective cry of
'fit in or be forever damned.'
Other writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century who specifically
address peripheral woman include Ya'acov Steinberg

25

and Micha Yosef Berdichewski.

Berdichewski's last fictional output 0>1>:J is the subject of the next analysis. The novel is
interesting in view of the elusive yet dominant presence of Miryam, the subject of its title.
Voiceless woman is _expressed by way of a· mediating and distanced narrative voice, and as an
eventful, causative presence that prompts everyone's never-ending activities but her

24
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For an expansion of the position of the subaltern, see Chapter 3 following.
"171)}117 ;~1i1 11~" and elsewhere.

o~,
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which are merely an expression of her as subject 26 in the subordinate legal sense. The
narrative shape too, comprising compounded and fractured religious and folk-based narrative
styles in an adapted Berdichewskian style, combines with Miryam's most present absence as
illustrative statement of its own barred access to woman and her expressivity. Unlike the two
earlier texts, however, Miryam ends on the beginning of a woman's note as Miryam, the
subject, initiates an independent call for identity, when she goes to Dr. Koch, the town doctor
and asks to work as his aide, thereby moving, albeit not in an altogether satisfactory manner,
from mere marital commodity, to somewhat autonomous being, as we shall see below.

27

While the novel, and especially in its relationship between content and form, voices Jewish
woman's situation in a world of male textual hegemony, the heterogenous textual mode
speaks too of the talush's need for innovative discourse that would break through the old.
The voice of the collective need be at least fractured for the individual to show through its
cracks. Variations on the theme of telishut and alienation weave through the tale, but no
happy resolutions are presented. Dr. Koch is a Jewish doctor who stands apart from the
collective as he was taken into the army as a young boy and is schooled neither in the texts
nor in communal pressure. It is because of this that he is a suitable avenue for Miryam's
escape from the community. On the other hand, Dr. Koch's own escape is neither achieved
by an act of will, nor is it total. It is brought about by his subjection to another collective
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subject, adj. (often with to) under rule, government, jurisdiction, or control: owing
allegiance; under obligation: subordinate: subservient: dependent: liable: exposed: prone,
disposed: cognisable: dependent upon condition or contingency: (Spens.) underlying, spread out
below: (Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary, London, 1952, p. 1099)
27

See analysis of the story, Chapter Four of this work.
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(the Russian army), and his life is still involved with the community, if only in a professional
capacity. Miryam herself follows the route of the maskhilim; a road not as closed to her as it
is to the men in the community, for she is never sworn on Jewish texts. She fmds the
courage to make her move by reading Russian literature. In this she is foil to another
character who plays a part in the novel's denouement, Batlon, the maskhil. He is a teacher of
Russian, who through his association with her, goes quite mad and falls into a crazed state of
linguistic incomprehensibility. The Jewish male figure who vows faithfulness to other texts
loses textuality, while those same texts inspire the female figure to action, though they do not
guarantee joyous freedom, as will be seen in the discussion on Miryam.
The third section that deals with the feminized Other looks at Ne 'ima Sasson Writes

Poems, a short story written by Amalia Kahana-Carmon in the early nineteen sixties. Viewed
in a genealogical relationship to the three earlier texts, this works provides a culmination of
the quest for woman's voice and identity formation. Right from the start the narrative
utterance issues directly, and in the unmediated first-person, from the Ne'ima Sasson of the
story's focus, herself an inScriber of words in the form of poetry. Though her story opens
with a supposed romantic obsession, and continues with a presumed illness attendant on her
infatuation with a male teacher, whose desired but withheld validation she sees as her sole
strength and inspiration, it ends with her knowing what she had always known, "the secret
that makes the fain~earted strong."

28
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That all he ever was to her was a reflection of

herself, constituted by her best, repressed parts, the unadmitted shadow of the so-called

28

Nei 'ma Sasson Writes Poems, Amalia Kahana-Carmon, in Ribcage: Israeli Women's
Fiction, ed. Carol Diament and Lily Ratok, Hadassah, 1994. See the analysis of the story itself,
Chapter Five following.
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masculine (animus),

29

long appropriated in the world by male-identity claiming devices.

Ne'ima emerges victorious; knows she is a poet and hears her own voice. Her victory is
punctuated by the circularity of the printed text, where the end is the repeated retrospective
first-person narration of the fictively present beginning, and in doing so opens the text to a an
altogether different reading. As the narrative turns in on itself, the repeated words spoken in
the frrst person break the linear hierarchy with a new statement of agency, and propose a
strong 'feminine,' or at least alternative, patterning.
This story, written in the by an Israeli-born writer in the sixties is interesting in its

relationship to the dilemmas confronting the earlier, European-born, writers mentioned above.
Ne'ima finds her own voice in a text made up of a good number of biblical borrowings,_ and
punctuated by the insistent exultation of the Law- "For Thy Law in my delight," inscribed on
her school gates. She does this despite the force of the collective. She encompasses the
chaotic, and understands that the Law is hers and not an external thing. She can transform its
words, as she does in her use of biblical usage, and use them as she will. Her creativity and
her voice are her freedom, all the rest is subordinate. She incorporates the Other, and does
not wage battle with either its external or internal manifestations. Whereas the talush hoped
for some rational victory over the collective, this young girl manages to move beyond it. The
solution in this story is achieved in the world of the personal, with little reference to the
corporate. Ne'ima's tale is thus quite different. This representation of a young Sephardi girl
consumed by the romance of wanting to write poetry in a religious single-sex high school in
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The terms shadow and animus are drawn from the work of Carl Gustav Jung. See C.G.
Jung, The Collected Works of C. G. lung, v.9., Part II, Aion, trans. R.F.C. Hull, Bollingen Series
XX, Princeton University Press, 2nd edition, 1968.
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the Israeli context of the sixties is an appropriate modem-day incarnation of the talush,
complete with all the features of dispossession, succeeds where her predecessors did not
because she is not fettered by the communal and does not logically conceive her battle, but
learns to rest in the chaos, and comes to know the Law within her.
The remaining chapters in this work examine narratives about exile, war, death and
disintegration. All respond to the demands of the collective, either speaking in its voice, .
cowering under its pressure or resisting it, or talking of its destruction and then ostensibly
presaging its idealized recovery. The frrst two are written by Shmuel Yosef Agnon and are
about the First World War and its effects.

30

The next text is by Aharon Appelfeld, and is

about the effects of the Holocaust on its survivors, while the final one is by David Grossman
and is about the Israeli occupation of the West Bank. In all these texts the feminine is set up
as an Other who either participates in an otherworldly and questionable redemption (Agnon),
thwarts and alternatively points the way to a type of individuation (Appelfeld), or even used
as an emblem for the Ashkenazi-Israeli establishment (Grossman).
S. Y. Agnon's A Guest for the Night is a destablized version of the tale of the prodigal
son. The narrator, whose biography is melded with the author's, and who merges his identity
with Knesset Yisrael, returns to his Galician birthplace, Shibush (a metathesized version of
Agnon's home-town Buczacz), and stays there for almost a year. He_fmds his hometown and
Jewish community

ill ruins.

Everything is in a state of misconstruction brought upon, it

would seem, by the war. He attempts to restore some of Shibush's remembered glory by

30

This is only the apparent signified in i7Ji7 1)), where displacement takes place, and the

War described is really WWII. See that chapter for an expansion of this theme.
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, revivifying its old Beit Midrash, but is unsuccessful whereupon, thanks to his wife who sends
him a ticket, he returns to the Land of Israel, and the story ends by looking forwards to a

perfected Messianic world when all Israel, its texts, people, places and artifacts, will be one in
· an idealized unity. Set against the perfection of the end, which enters the text as a deus ex

machina and is mere vision, is the textual imagery of the fictive present in Shibush, which is
replete with amputation, maladaption, grafting, death and malappropriation. · And despite the
-reiterated assertions in the novel about the desirability of the Land of Israel, one cannot forget
that the narrator fmds his way to his old home after the twice repeated destruction of his
present home, which is symbolically linked to the destruction of the two Temples, and is thus
-connected to the Land itself.

31

These factors do not suggest a harmonious relationship to

the Jewish collective of this world.
. realm of the otherworldly.

32

It seems that resolution can only be found in the

His awareness. of communal need keeps him from his work as a

writer (although he is quite amenable to this escape), and communal need makes the very act
of writing, which does not lead to any practical end, questionable. The narrator comforts
himself saying that the redemption of the world is dependent on self red~mption,
intertextual reference assuaging any collective/self conflict.

34
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the

His wife, who is not part of

the Shibush world, is bound in his need for repair and reappropriation of home, community
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For ~ exposition of this theme see Chapter Six here.
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For an comment on Agnon's ambivalence to the Collective, see Gershon Shaked
hasipporet haivrit: 1880-1980, v.2, baAretz u'vaTefutza, Keter and hakibbutz hameuchad, 1983,
pp 230-1.
33

Chapter Six here.

34

"Whoever saves one soul saves the entire world."

18.
and past perfection, which is realized through the narratalogical magic of the ending. She is
part of the process of redemption, but is an undelineated, prototypic presence in the text.
Like Ne 'ima Sasson Writes Poems, this novel is concerned with writing and literature.
The narrator idealizes some form of writing in which community and individual are unified,
and the author is the holy scribe (sofer) of old, servant to the Divine.

35

He exonerates his

scribal activity by deciding that all vocations, and his among them, were indelibly fixed. at
creation. But this does not solve the difficulty of writing itself and the text grapples with the
problems of language and expressivity, and is experimental and associative in form. Agnon
blends religious texts in his narratives, but as Shaked points out, he bends them to his own
purposes,

36

searching for a voice loyal to both the collective and the self.

Ad Hena, also written by Agnon, and the subject of the analysis in Chapter Seven, is
the story of First World War Germany, though this temporality probably serves as
displacement, standing as surrogate for the Second World War.

37

The narrator of this text

is himself in a state of actual displacement, and the plot impetus spins on his ongoing search
for lodgings in a world contorted by war's inversions. His quest for a place to live becomes
bound with the need to fmd a home for a deceased friend's library, and both problems are
ultimately solved, as in the previous work, by the twin constructs of woman and Eretz
Yisrael. An idealized, redemptive feminine possibility hovers over this story and the
narrator's pursuit of

~

place in the world. Although it does not materialize in the tale itself,
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This a recurring theme in Agnon's writing.

36

ibid. : p. 166.

37

See footnote 12.
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this feminine is anticipated at the end as he builds a house in expectation of the arrival in
Israel of a German Jewish widow (who in Germany was not a suitable companion because
she was ill, but later, after his return to Israel, recovers) and her dead husband's library (for
which he failed to find a home in Germany). Though the narrator's misadventures and their
eventual resolution in this saga are his own, they clearly constitute a meditation on the state
of the collective,

38

and the salvation for both resides in Eretz Yisrael. The happiness

envisioned in the fmale results from his return; it is there that he has the incentive to take
things into his own hands and build a home large enough to house Dr. Levy's homeless texts
and it is after this return that Mrs. Levy (the widow mentioned above) miraculously heals.
The reference to Jewish collective in these is unavoidable: Homelessenss and alienation are
inevitable diasporic conditions. Only the Land of the Torah can house the Jewish people and
its texts, and guarantee its continuation.
The analysis of Ad Hena focuses on Agnon's language, and poses the question whether
language succeeds in crossing the borders of interpsychical translatability. This is compelling
because of the complexities of author, writing and the Other which are discussed in the
second section of this introduction, because it extends the discussion to include the reader.
Agnon expands the associative components of language in a manner that subverts its seeming
linearity and denotation. In this text he also uses dream, displacement and transposition as
structuring

~evices

to allude to a world that is entirely out of kilter. These techniques reach

towards an expression of the other in their allusive possibilities. This study asks if the lack

For a comment on the synechdocic relationship of the characters and German society in
Ad Hena, see Shaked, op cit., 1983, p. 194.
38
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of reader accessibility to an author's cultural repository renders a text unviable.
Chapter Eight discusses Aharon Appelfeld's Bartfuss the Immortal, which is grounded
in the Holocaust, but located in post Second World War Israel. It is an account of the ways
in which the experiences of an unknown, terrifyingly warped world settle on the bodies of
those who have physically survived its trauma. The sense of self and Subject are frozen in an
icy repression that creates a stultifying regression to anality. The only relative relief from this
withholding is through the return to an approximation of the murmuring prelinguistic primacy
of the Oceanic Self 39 which in this work takes the form of sea and rocking motion.
Bartfuss carries the burden of the communal. He is a legend in the survivor community. A
symbol of survival itself. His body has been pierced by ftfty bullets and he lives. But the
communal imprinting deprives him of individuality, and imprisons him in the past. His
journey towards himself is begun in the book by the pains of that legendary body that is
group property, as it claims its individual existence, and is fmally realized with the help of a
woman.

Bartfuss' relationships to the women in his life are determined by his regression,

and become either retentive like him (his wife Rosa and Theresa, an acquaintance from the
Holocaust), or are associated with formlessness and unable to express themselves (the most
extremes examples of this is his silent, retarded daughter to whom he feels a closeness, but
with whom he cannot communicate, and the woman, Marion, on whom he fmally bestows the
treasure he nursed aU the years of his repression). But it also a woman that frees him of his
collective burden by (re)introducing him to the world of forms and human culture.

39

cf. Freud, via Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics, Oxford University Press, New
York, 1983, p. 155 and Lacan "l'hommelett" (loc. cit).
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The last work referred to in this study is David Grossman's first novel, The Smile of

the Lamb, published in 1983. The thematics of the four novels Grossman published between
then and 1994 move from a representation of the group to the individual and illustrate, in
miniature, the story of modem Hebrew literature as it battles for individual expression. This
first novel is interesting as, despite its representative features which depict the social and
political through its characters, it is also concerned with the idea of 'truth' in terms of the
subject, with the difficulties of overcoming ·and translating difference, and with language
itself. The novel is set in the realities of the Israeli occupation of the West Bank in the early
seventies. It is made of four narrative voices, with three voices representing features of
Israeli society and an 'outside', exotic voice symbolizing an almost impenetrable Palestinian
world. Playing political and social Other to the Israeli establishment is a persecuted, halfcrazed, holy fool hunch-backed elderly Palestinian called Chilmi, who is also other to his own
group which shuns him. The Israeli establishment itself is divided, and its ethnic and cultural
differences are shown in the representative construal of its three exemplars, and in the stories
they narrate. But despite their generalized features, the three Israeli voices issue from
personalities that like Chilmi are alienated from their own circles. At the center of their
narratives is a desperate search for truth. This is voiced variously by Uri, an Iraqi-Israeli who
is the main narrator, by Shosh, an Ashkenazi-Israeli product of the Labor Zionist intelligentsia

and the only female narrator, and by the military commander, Katzman who is a survivor of
the war in Europe and the only fatality in the story, whose narrative alone is presented in the

.

deflected form of a third-person voice. By contrast, Chilmi proffers his own truth by way of
invention: he fabricates stories about things that were never there to make them more true.

22
His stylistically divergent mode of telling and getting at the truth of things emphasizes his

difference, as well as the difficulties entailed in communion with the Other.

The novel

finally does not manage to portray individual sound, and this is illustrated in the voices given
the societally marginal characters. This is particularly true of Shosh. As peripheral as Uri
and Katzman are in their own society, they are still part of its masculine milieu and as such
their language and modes of narration pose no problem as they do not require innovation.
Chilmi- the male Other- is given his own style, although it is over-romanticized and
sentimental. But with Shosh, whose gender, as opposed to anything else, makes her Other
(she is the only female voice in the entire text, the other women mentioned are either mute or
imaginary or are spoken of indirectly), it seems that no such attempt is made. She is given a
voice blended of masculine conventions, and at the end of the tale is left to the protection of
her drunken father and his inebriated, crazed ex-comrade at arms. Whether this is meant or
not is uncertain. The present reading does not fmd any signs of intentionality, and thus
concludes that despite the great care taken to represent the Other marked by political identity
in this contemporary text, woman, like her predecessors in the early literature, is not
(appearances to the contrary notwithstanding) deemed part of the national discourse.

The Other

Nowadays the term Other is widely used in scholarly and political writing. It has moved out
of its earlier, fairly neutral ground and become encrusted with value in the intellectual world.
The term is used extensively by a range of psychoanalytic, political and literary theorists.
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Lacan, borrowing the idea of identity as reaction formation from Freud, posits the necessity of
the Other in the constitution of a Subject;
of gendered subjectivity.
42

41

40

Kristeva extrapolates on this in her discussion

Edward Said adds a more specific historical nuance to the term,

and the notion is central to the social and ethical thought of philosophers such as Husserl,

Heidegger, Sartre, Buber, Levinas and Derrida.

43

The contemporary usage of Other often has a strong ideological component. It
frequently appears in discussions on prejudice and discrimination, where it is used to denote
some central vantage-point's definition of that which is peripheral and alien to it. It is
employed as a substitute for the word object in its most negative and stereotypical sense. Its
semantic component of difference in an undesirable attribution has been amplifted.
Dictionary definitions of the word are unbiased. The 1952 edition of the Chambers
Dictionary defmes it as follows:

40

See Lacan Introduction of the big Other in The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book II: The
Ego in Freud's Theory and in the Technique of Psychoanalysis 1954-1955, ed. Jacques-Alain
Miller, trans. Sylvanna Tomaselli, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1988, pp. 235-247.
41

See Moi Marginality and subversion, in Toril Moi, Sexual/Textual Politics, Routledge,
London and New York, 1988, pp. 163-167, for a discussion on the possibilities of gendered
subjectivity. For comment on the maternal body as "the embodiment of alterity within, " and
further Kristeva references, see Kelly Oliver, Kristeva, in The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary
Theory and Criticism, Michael Groden and Martin Kreiswirth ed., The Johns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore and London, 1994, pp. 445-447.
42

See Edward Said, Orientalism, New York, 1979.

43

See, for instance: Michael Theunissen, The Other: Studies in the Social Ontology of
Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre, and Buber, trans. Christopher Macann, The MIT Press, 1984;
Jacques Derrida, Violence and Metaphysics: An Essay on the Thought of Emmanuel Levinas, in
Derrida, Writing and Difference, trans. Alan Bass, The University of Chicago Press, 1978, pp.
79-153 and Emmanuel Levinas, Time and the Other, in The Levinas Reader, trans. Richard A.
Cohen, ed. Sean Hand, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1989, pp. 37-58.
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Other adj. (orig.) one of two: second: alternate: different: different from or not the
same as the one in question (often with than): not the same: remaining: additional:

(Spens, appar.) left. pron. (or n.) other one: another: (arch. & Scot.) each other.
(... ) n. otherness. ... 44

The word stands within the realm of relationship. As an adjective its spheres of association
are distributed along the sense of sameness/parity, duality/order, substitutability, difference,
dissimilarity and relational quantity. As a pronoun/noun it is purely relational in the sense of
alterneity, and in its archaic and Scottish noun renderings it is expressive of mutuality.
The noun other (as defmed object) in the primary relational meaning of alterity and
difference (to the subject), and as associated with consciousness and perception, is the point
of departure of the present discussion. It is from this point that its additional, and fmally
negative, ascriptions derive.
The Other may be construed in many different ways that stem- from the initial split of
the Self from itself into the world of objects, in Kleinian terms,
via the Mirror Stage in Lacanian terms.
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46

45

or the world of language

The Self's ongoing quest is to find its way back

op cit., Chambers, p. 758.
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Klein sees perception of the Other as beginning with "Infantile feelings and phantasies"
that are "experienced in connection with external and internal stimuli. The first gratification
which the child derives from the external world is the satisfaction experienced in being fed."
Melanie Klein, Weaning, pp. 290-305, in Klein, Love, Guilt and Reparation, Delacorte
Press/Seymor Lawrence, 1975. Thus the "big Other" is the breast in Kleinian terms.
46

Lacan on the Mirror Stage:
... the mirror stage is based on the relation between, on the one hand, a certain
level of tendencies which are experienced... as disconnected, discordant, in pieces -
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to itself. This is its ever unrequitable desire.
Birth, which is a separation from the embryo-foetal-matriachal unity, and a continued
living, become almost inevitably the entry into the world of sense, object and event. Here
there is no Self, only the perception of Self as self,

47

and thus as object, as Other. It is

within the first movement that chaos yawns; at the point of primal differentiation, as
separateness of structure is alluded by the frrst differentiated sense-awareness. Whether this .
is by way of vision (the mirror stage in developmental Lacanian terms)

48

or by way of any

of the other of the senses, the reflection, outwardly formulated, determines the moment of
loss. It is an auto-reflection: from here to out and then back towards again, to reflect upon
itself. It is a mirroring, whether undergone by vision or sound or touch.

49

It is self-

and there's always something of that that remains - and on the other hand, a unity
with which it is merged and paired. It is in this unity that the subject for the first
times knows himself as a unity, but as an alienated, virtual unity. It does not
partake in the characteristics of inertia of the phenomenon of consciousness under
its primitive form, on the contrary, it has a vital, or anti-vital, relation with the
subject.
A materialist definition of the phenomenon of consciousness, in The Seminar of Jacques Lacan,
Book II, p. 50. op cit. On language and the Other: "The subject is separated from the Others,
the true ones, by the wall of language." ibid. p.244. These two concepts are expanded upon later
in this chapter.
47

I capitalize Self to refer to the all-encompassing Oceanic. The non-capitalized self refers
to that which is associated with the states of consciousness, and fmally the ego, i.e. subjectivity.
48
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Silverman, op cit., 157:
Lacan tells us that somewhere between the ages of six months and eighteen
months the subject arrives at an apprehension of both its self and the other indeed, of its self as other. This discovery is assisted by the child seeing, for the
frrst time, its own reflection in a mirror.

Although for. Lacan the senses other than vision would seem to be more associated with
the secondary Real (the formulation of "secondary Real" is mine, and is used to refer to the premirror, but post-natal stage when, according to Lacan "the child's body undergoes a process of
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conscious reflection, which would be more aptly termed an Other-conscious reflection.
The metaphor of sight will be useful for its definition; sight being so oft used as a
metaphor for conditioned knowledge or understanding,
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it provides an apposite explication

of the moment and its processes. For that primal differentiation does become a moment;
constitutes an entry into order and the notion of time. It is in this breaking with an aeverything and a beyond or even a-knowledge that nascence occurs: Order and time and
difference and Other. And it is from here that knowledge and dominion is sought to assuage
and "minorate (the) atrocit(y)ies"

51

of rent into 'self as', which is unavoidably Self as Other.

From here ensue the categories, the orders. From here ensues the quest for Self in the
.

.

world of Other. Yet it ensues precisely in terms of the world of Other. There is further
differentiation, and further formation/s right up to the formulation of speech, which is the
most constitutive of difference. Termed by Lacan as the Name-of-the-Father, inasmuch as for
him it represents the Oedipal awareness of the split from and the unattainability of the

differentiation, whereby the erotogenic zones are inscribed and libido is canalized." - Silverman.,
ibid. p.155), while vision attaches to the second order, the Imaginary.
50

And interestingly is associated with male potency. cf. Isaac in Genesis, and the case of
Oedipus, cf. Robert Graves, The Greek Myths, v.2., Penguin Books, Middlesex, 1955, p.124:
Oedipus' remorseful self-blinding has been interpreted by psychologists to mean
castration; but though the blindness of Achille's tutor Phoenix was said by Greek
grammarians to be a euphemism for impotence, primitive myth is always
downright, and the castration of Uranus and Attis continued to be recorded
unblushingly in Classical text books .
. For Lacan,. the entry into culture is the entry into the world of the Phallus.
51

James Joyce, Ulysses, Penguin Books, 1968, p. 391.
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mother.

52

A more basic rendering of this is that it is the brutal rupture from the primal

illusion of the likeness of the mother to the mother consciousness, embodied in the
attachment to the actual mother, and entailed in the second or Imaginary Order.
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Language comes, and its image is the Father who denies access to the world of the
like - correspondence etc., associated with the Imaginary, and separates by his Law, further
defining the split with the introduction of a Symbolic order. Thus for Lacan motivated sound
is the third order of business in the journey out of Self, for journey it now is, and spatial
nodes are already described.
Of all the cultural means by which the attempt to reassert or attain the uroboric 54 is
52

"In "Field and function of speech and language" Lacan attributes to the Oedipus complex
the same determinative role as that of language in the constitution of the unconscious, subjectivity
and the symbolic order.( ... ) Lacan indicates that the Oedipus complex do not merely resemble
each other, but that they are "identical"(... ) Lacan further consolidates the relationship between
the Oedipus complex and language by deftning the paternal signifter - what he calls "Name-ofthe-Father" as the all-important one both in the history of the subject and the organization of the
larger symbolic fteld. In short, he conceptualizes the Oedipus complex as a linguistic
transaction." Silverman, ibid. p. 181. And "with the subject's entry into the symbolic the father
quickly replaces the mother as the central object of desire. Lacan tells us that the child wants
to be desired by the mother- that is it desires the mother's desire. The mother on the other hand,
desires what she lacks, i.e. the phallus. Since she associates the phallus with the father, she
consequently desires him. The child's desire for the mother is therefore displaced onto what she
desires, and the paternal signifier emerges as the definitive one in the history of the subject.,;
op cit., Silverman, p. 190.
53

Lacan's orders, which relate to the development of subjectivity: The frrst order is The
Real = the foetal experience, prior even to sex differentiation, which causes a lack that removes
the subject away from the Real. The second order is The Imaginary = entered into at the Mirror
Stage, and "dominated by identification and duality ... it not only precedes the symbolic order,
which introduces the subject to language and Oedipul triangulation, but continues to exist with
it afterwards." (Silverman: 157) The third order is The Symbolic = the fteld of language and
culture, where signification marks the "thing whose loss inaugurates desire." ibid:183.
The term uroboros and hence uroboric is used by Erich Neumann to refer to the
"primordial Self that exists prior to the differentiation and development of the ego." It is based
on the mythological world serpent - Midgarssnake - in Scandinavian mythology which in
54
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contrived, language is therefore the most difficult. It is the final function of the Split. Form
as in plastic art is iconographic and thus more full of trace, and in representation more whole
and less different, albeit discrete, even in its most directly representational and thus
delineating aspects. Non-word language sound- music- is the same, even in its most refmed
rendition. Although located in cultural discourse, and thus held in the Symbolic, these have
more of Lacan's second order, the Imaginary, that works in the hopeful framework of
correspondence and alliance. The· ineluctable impossibility of the Imaginary too however (it
cannot escape difference and the discrete), makes its nomination apposite. But with words
the discrete is constitutive twice-over.
The difference entailed in verbal language makes its expressiveness more abstract in
the paradoxical guise of assumed denotation in the apparent signifier/signified relationship.
The fallacy of the presumed impermeability of denotation works doubly against itself. By
taking on the sense of buttressed meaning, of absolute relationship, its creed is even more
divisive by its statements of defmition than the division held in its very existence as third
order object which is divisive enough in itself. But even in its permeable, mutable and
connotative aspects the path is illusory. It mostly points back to itself, even if in an ever-

"peaceful period(s) ... assumes the character of the uroborus, encircling-the world with its tail in
its mouth." Of the uroboric phase Neumann says "(it is) a mythological reality (... )The term
uroboric has been selected for the initial pre-ego state, because the symbol of the uroboros, the
circular snake, touching its tail with its mouth and so "eating" it, is characteristic of the
oppositionless unity of this psychic reality. Thus the uroboros as the Great Round, in whose
womb center the ego-germ lies sheltered, is the characteristic symbol of the uterine situation in
which there is not yet a clearly delimited child personality confronting a human and extra-human
environment. This undelimited state characteristic of the uterine embryonic situation is largely,
though not fully, preserved after birth." Erich Neumann, The Child: Structure and Dynamics of
the Nascent Personality, trans. Ralph Manheim, G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1973, p. 10.
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dilating spatiality of meaning, which can only be an accrual of the definitional Though here
meaning appears in undefined transmutive guise, ever differing and deferring,
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it is still

language-made, which of its substance (and the word is used advisedly) is manifold, removed
and differentiated in ever greater complexity. Yet this is the mode to which the moment of
attentive nascence has made the out-workings of consciousness most amenable. Maybe
precisely because its constitutive effects ameliorate the chaos and horror induced by the fatal
moment of self-sense and senses. The moment (space, movement, time) which sends us
hurtling into the meaning-induced curvatures of time and space and causality.
Thus language is a paradox. As too is meaning en tout which is sought by both the
second and third orders. Meaning is a standing alongside, and the ftlling up of a constructed
Other, whose construal alone is a constitutive act, and thus an act of attribution of meaning
by way of the construct of meaning, which itself is defmed, and thus object and Other.
Writing is the most difficult task, for it engages the Other-consciousness most intently,
and words are the enemy of union with that which is beyond chaos. Writing is another order
yet. Words further distanced by the marks that bind them, created away from the immediacy
of preprocessed absorption by the sense organs, achieved by manual manipulation and
perceived through a prism of the learnt, and not within the primary or even secondary order.
Writing and text are battle using the ann of the defmitional, in an attempt to conquer the a-

Taken from Derrida's use of dijferance, which courts each and both meanings. See "La
differance", Jacques Derrida's 1968lecture, reprinted in Marges, Editions de Minuit, Paris, 1962.
(via op cit. Alan Bass, p. xvi.)
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definitional by union.
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Thus their use in the quest for merging, for getting at 'the core,'

meaning and alliance can only mean betrayal and loss.
So what is a writer to do? This is how poetic and narrative devices, how thematics,
enter the picture. This is where the ways of artifice originate. There is something
paradoxical in this, and the paradox is embedded for the most part in the good sense it makes.
The expression of the ineffable is not a possibility. The expression of anything of
even an approximate and assumed essentiality is impossible by way of the signals of language
and word-thought. It is only in the emptiness of the dilations of compounded and mobile
meaning, in the between-spaces, that some grasping at the inexpressible may be intuited and
then explained to itself in terms of the verbal which betrays and demeans it. It can only be
evoked and elevated again in a reconstructed, but different, ellipsis.
Thus intimations of immortality are in the ellipsi, and the ellipsi themselves are a
reaching, a movement towards, and an expansion beyond the structures of language itself.
And the paradox is imbedded in the crafting of an artifice within the margins of
differentiating and constitutive language. Its good sense is entailed in the shifts that are
created by the scrapings agitated by language formulated in complex conceptualities that are
ever in movement and thus widen the sphere of sense beyond itself. Language working
through itself to go beyond itself. The Other being 'othered' towards its limits so that it might
once again become itSelf. Differentiation stretched ad nauseam (and often with that actual
physical effect) to allude to Same. Categories refmed, defmitions embellished, the Symbolic
made more so for the sake of the a-categorical and the a-defmed Real.

56

And thus overcoming loss and its attendant repression.
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This work looks at texts in their connection to Self and Other, both in tenns ofthe

psychoanalytically conceived Other delineated above, where the desire for the Self/Other acts
in service of that wish-fulfillment as agency, and spurs the act of writing, and in tenns of
their Jewish/Israeli cultural determination, in an extension of the dilemmas confronting the
figure of the talush. It considers an account of the initial Self/Other split in a foundational
Jewish text, the Bible and observes the meaning of the Hebrew word acher (other) as it
moves through some later religious texts; the way the female Other is oppressed by men's
possession and exploitation of language (Yalag and Baron); the attempt to create an 'other'
narrative through the manipulation of masculine Jewish textual fonns (Berdichewski); the uses
of the gendered Other in the formation of subject identity (Kahana-Carmon);

57

expiation

from the conflict of collective vs. individual by magical'other' means, and trying to reach the
Other by the use of other states of consciousness, away from the defenses of the waking-state
Ego (Agnon); the delayed escape from the other world of the Holocaust and its collective
dimension (Appelfeld) and fmally, the quest for the expression of the actual and ephemeral
Other (Grossman). But the underlying thesis is that texts, that of their 'nature' are located,
have their starting-point and reference, in the world of categories, phenomena and culture,
tend more towards the disorder of the ellipsis than to the words that create them when they
try to engage with the Other, which has no expression. That texts themselves and writing are
paradoxical and attempt to overcome themselves by attaching to an amplification of difference .

57

Toril Moi on Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex: "Beauvoir's main thesis in this
epochal work is simple: throughout history, women have been reduced to objects for men:
'woman' has been constructed as man's Other, denied the right to her own subjectivity and to
responsibility for her own actions." op cit., Moi, p. 92.
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in the quest for redemption, and the intuition that writing is· the door and the gate to some
'real' experience and expression, beyond conditioning and culture. It is in this context that the
talush's struggle, no matter its specific determinants, is part of a struggle that is universal

rather than unique, and the adversary is the colledive repository that is necessarily entered
into in the covenant of world and ego formation.
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SELF/OTHER-PERCEPTION IN THE EDEN NARRATIVE AND BEYOND

In the past, Adam was created from the ground,
and Eve from Adam; but henceforth it shall be, In
our image, after our likeness (Gen I, 26): neither
man without woman nor woman without man; nor
both of them without the Shekhina.
Genesis Rabbah 22:2

The idea of Otherness is not only outwardly or socially attributed in Jewish thinking. Split is
the condition on which the oldest extant Judaic text of any length, the Bible, is built, and
otherness is emphasized, with what have been considered disastrously negative effects, in its
opening chapters.
To make a rather general statement about the underlying determinants of the Bible, or
rather about Genesis, I would like to propose an awareness of differentiation as the prime
structure of the discourse that ensues from the story of creation which, from its placement in
the canon, is the raison d 'etre of the text. Although the story of creation 1 is not necessarily
interpreted - even by traditional commentators such as Rashi - as the 'actual' revealed account
of the order of creation, its textual positioning as well as the nature of the content, justifies
the attribution of primacy to these narratives. · I do not make inviolable claims about the
biblical text/s, but rather wish to point to some of the oppositional components that operate as
the basic agents in what may be construed as the 'basic biblical stuff.' As per the canonical
embodiment and if only (and yet not only) by virtue of locative precedence, these opening
sections are the ftssures that make possible biblical subsequence which is contingent upon

1

With reference to the two Creation stories.
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(with some notable temporally unmarked exceptions) linear adduction.
This section looks at the Eden story as a developmental narrative, as an illustration of
the movement out of uroboric consciousness, and into the split world of Self and Other. It
also addresses some portions of the preceding biblical text (the creation story/ies) so as to
leaven the suggested reading, by setting it within the context of an already existing exile that
revolves upon the notion of substance and categories. Talmudic and Kabbalistic reference of
the Other are also mentioned.
The story of creation. is a story of separation, bounded by sequentiality and refracted in
a prism of objectification. The One creates the many, creates an image of Itself that does not
know its separation. The image then has vision of itself, and in its image dies.
Yet even the One of the creation story - both linguistically and conceptually - is not
an unproblematic One without second. The Creator of Genesis I is accorded the plural
appellation

o~p1'JN

right from the start of the narrative. This plural noun is the ftrst

nomination in the text, and appears as the referent for what is presumably the signification of
all that substantively or maybe supersubstantively was/is. The words that precede this
nomination are words of sequence ("in/at the beginning"), words of locus in time, which
make possible the proceeding subject - "God", and action - "created".
The time/movement construal that signals the start of creation militates, right at the
outset of the narrative, against the conception of a

~ne-without-second

whole subject, by

objectifying the subject into a Creator who acts within the medium of existing time. Located
in the primary place, the unit "1P\!JNI:t", shows that a conditioning of the "all in all" has
already occurred. Prepositions are markers of relationship, and relationship is dependent on
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the existence of at least two entities which interact in some manner. The preposition :J.
(=in/at), placed in the fust position, indicates the construal of a pre-existing medium in which
the prepositional relationship occurs. That the quality of the pre-existent is temporal, is
suggested by the signifying field of the noun )i')'tJN.1. The verb (=movement), following the
initial time marker N.1:J., projects towards a grammatical subject, which in terms of the
unitary subject is derivative, and thus an object - O')jJ1?N., who is the agent of the action and

a discreet entity operating within an existing temporal substance. The objectification into
conditioned stuff is sharpened by the use of the plural noun allotted this entity. Pluralization
continues throughout the biblical first chapter. From verse 4 in the second chapter there
appears to be an attempt to remedy or make whole the implication of the many contained in
the plural marker 0') in O')jJ1?N., and the 'being name' - Y H W H - is appended to it.

2

The pluralization is reinforced by the plural fust person verb and pronominal sufftxes
the Creator uses to express the decision to create the fust proto-human, Adam:

God's speech act,, which in this case is the expression of intent, is introduced in the singular
pattern - 1bN.')), but the voicing of the intention to create, as well as the self-reference, are set
in the plural form.

For an alternative view of the O')jJ1?N. I YHWH question see Harold Bloom, The Book of
J, Grove Wedienfeld, New York, 1990.
2

3

Genesis 1:26.
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Rashi explained the use of O'>jJ1'JN in the opening words of Genesis as the residue of
God's decision to create the world first with the quality of mercy (which is denoted by that
particular form of the Name) after coming to realize, contrary to a prior decision 4 (the
notion of priority itself implies an earlier existent within an existing temporality, while mercy
and law reinforce the idea of an existing quality, if not a substantiality), that the world
would/could not be created on the basis of the quality of law or judgement (which is denoted
by the being name). He explains the present plural speech presentation, indicated by the verb
and pronominal sufftxes, by suggesting that these words narrate not a Divine monologue, but
a dialogue between God and the Angels. He says that this sentence illustrates God's modesty
inasmuch as God turns to the Angels, who are created by the Divine in its own image, to ask
for their permission, as it were, to make yet other beings that would be like the Divine.
God's justification for this action, according to Rashi, is that if the Divine image were not
present below (on earth) as it is above, a cause for jealousy would be inherent in the creation
itself.
The attribution of the quality of mercy (perceived as potency - able to create) to the
pluralized and thus substantive name, and of law (seen as impotence - incapable of creation)
to the name that expresses being, is interesting, as it (like Rashi's explanation of the later text)
contains assumptions about image and objectification. Being, without second, cannot create
and is known only by the measure of created things. But a pluralized deity which has an
image that can replicate itself is capable of creation.

4

Therefore pre the "beginning".
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Rashi adds that having seen that law could not create, God put mercy first and then
joined it to law. The combination of the two appears in Genesis 2:4, at the beginning of
second rendering of the creation narrative:

...

Image and replication suggest separation, and separation ·seems essential to creation. The
interesting element in this creation story is the implication of separation right at the outset of
the narrative, where a pre-existing temporality makes possible Divine agency and even being,
and where this form of Divine manifestation (somewhat substantive by dint of number and
form - however rationalized and abstracted) is given precedence over that which is One
without second.
The valency of creation and separation is emphasized by the creation of Adam. The
Creator separates to create. In creating the Human, the expressed intention is to create that
which is not separate; to create- "1lll1b1:>

1lb~~J.."

But this image (stamped by the

preposition 'in') and likeness (analogized by the word 'like') seem to be 'in Our form', but only
'like Our quality.' The creative intention revolves upon a bifurcated Self-perception that
distinguishes shape from quality. (cf. Rashi who explains

0~~

as imprint and ll1b1 as "to

understand and learn/become wise/have knowledge.") The use of the comparative 'like' would
seem to suggest the withholding of some part of the perceived quality.
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The intention to create 'in Our image' implies the wish for a unity contingent on
identity; the comparative component of the reiterated phrase, however, is expressive of
distinction and thus separation. By virtue of its placement, the second part of the verse:

'flN.il 'J:>:n

o~b'l'il

"lWl

o~il

1n1:1 ,,,~,

- serves as an explanation of the quality intrinsic to the Divine imprint and likeness, which is
contingent upon a project of domination. The insertion of domination here serves as an
explicit statement of Divine self-perception as a perception of its own separateness to. that
which it dominates, and militates against Rashi's relating the plural

o~p1'JN.

to the quality of

mercy.
This notion of domination is repeated later, in verse 28, which describes the Divine

blessing apportioned the created male and female.

God's creation of the Human - in Its perceived image - contains traces of both unity and
separation: Unity by way of an identity which is itself dependent on _:;eparation (by way of
the

J.

preposition), and separation because of the act of creation itself, and by the marking of

degree (by way of the comparative::> preposition). The meaning and force of this degree, and
the separation it entails, become apparent through the reading of the adjacent Eden narrative,
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where separation and self-perception play into each other and reflect back onto these earlier
portions of the text, constructing the arena for biblical sequentiality.
Before leaving these first sections it may be useful to mention some additional textual
features:

The Two Creation Stories

In the first story God creates the human. The act is described as follows:

The verse may be divided into three sections and the following elements noted:

a. God creates Adam in His own Image
God, as masculine, creates Adam (singular), in what He considers His image. (God, can only
perceive Its own image by way of pluralization, thus it is o')p1':JN who does the creating. But
as God is the only being to whom perception is attributed at this stage, God, the singular Y H W H, is the only possible perceiver of this image.)

b. In the image of God He created him
Adam (masculine singular) is the expression of God's auto-representation - the Other to the
Self, i.e. the subjective-object or the objective-subject to the subject. The objectification is
signified by the repetition of the connotatively visual root 0 ':J

5

Genesis 1:27.

~.

which is strengthened by
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repeated references to God apprehending the quality of creation by way of sight ilNI.

6

The

presence of sight (of Self as image, and the visual perception of that image) is a marker of a
separation that seeks identification, sought by the substantive Divine (D')jJ1'JN). Despite the
plural nomination, there is no noun\verb agreement. The Divine is not attributed plurality,
but is presented as singular masculine by the verb N I:J., and the singularity is echoed by the
creation of the masculine 'hlm'

=

U11N, despite the following cosexuality (il:J.jJ)1 1:n).

c. Male and female He created them
Although the verb attributed to the Divine action is yet again singular masculine, the
reiteration of human creation in the Divine image (which may be viewed as an extension of
the ftrst impulse or, at any rate, is imbued with the force of the

o'J~

of the ftrst clause by the

adjacent textual placement) shifts and expands creation (and the Creator) into the plural
(marked by the pronominal suffix D), and the 'bi-gendered'.
Although this clause is independent and does not anaphorically repeat the word D 'J

~.

there is justification in reading it as a detailing of the earlier portions of the verse. The
statement of singularity contained in the masculine marker - \ followed by the pluralization
of the masculine (inclusive?) - DT, is suggestive in its interweaving of unity and separation.
The Aggada 7 has the Human frrst created Janus-faced and then divided, and Rashi posits the
following as the "plain meaning" or peshat: He says that the present text teaches that both
female and male were created on the sixth day, but that the actual method and process of

6

::11\J-').:::J 11Nil-nN D')p'JN Nl')\ (Genesis 1:4), and throughout the frrst chapter.

7

Berakot 61:71; Eruvin 18:71 and Bereshit Rabba 8:1.
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creation is described in the second story: that this is the principle, the 'what' and the 'when',
which is explicated by the 'how' of the second story.
The Aggadic notion of division feeds into the Divine reflection on Adam's lone state
in Gen. 2:18:

- and harks back by way of a metathesized linguistic association to the creation of the world
in the preceding chapter. The word

11:1~,

which stands in contradiction to the double-

facedness of Chapter 1, prompts, in the present context, the creation of woman. It is

~ed

as

the reason for providing Adam with that with which to unite. This declaration of separateness
is given as the reason for creating/supplying identity. The root i :J.
root

~ i :J.

~

is a metathesis of the

(separation, distinction), which functions as a leitwort across the earlier verses

where it is used repeatedly to describe separation as the operative element of creation:

9

; ... .,"T:J.'1

Y'P1i1 nN O'P1~N 'VY'1
11

8

ibid. 1:4.

9

ibid. 1:7.

10

ibid. 1:8.

11

ibid. 1:14.

8

;T~nni1)':J.1 11Ni11':J. O'iJ1~N .,..,:J.'1

i1~'~i1)'J.1 01'i1 )'J. .,,i:J.il

10

;O'Y.l~ O'Y.l )'J. .,,i:J.r.l 'i1'1
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The linguistic and conceptual nexus suggest an identity between God and Adam. In the
creation of Adam there is at first, a unified, unseparated, though nonetheless somewhat
bifurcated, whole (male and female), possibly analogous to the two names for the Divine.
Later, in Chapter Two, after the mention of the second Divine name, there is a retraction of
the above, and the negation of the whole, by an emphasis of the separateness (':J 1 :1), which
creates a solitariness (1 :1 ':J) that needs to be overcome by being replicated (or doubled).
This idea also suggests an equivalence between the Divine (which creates the Other- Adam,
the prototypical female\tnale Human- in Its own image) and the human (specifically the male
of the second story here), who himself is replicated by God who replicated him from Itself.
The separation and objectification which are central to the creation stories, as well as
the way in which they are expressed, extend and are echoed and expanded the story that
follows them, and is really a third creation story - the Eden narrative.
The main element in the climax of the Eden story- Genesis 3:7 - is Self-perception.
Adam and Eve eat of the forbidden Tree of Knowledge, ")Ji) :11\J 1l)J1i1 '()J," and come to
full consciousness when "their eyes are opened and they know that they are naked.":

This coming to knowledge, in the wake of eating from the fruits of a tree whose nature is

12

ibid. 1:18.
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dichotomous - the tree of knowing good and bad, has death as a consequence.

13

When

Adam is commanded, in Genesis 2:17, not to eat from it, he is informed by the Divine voice
of the result of this potential action:

The sexual overtones of the snake and the woman and the tree notwithstanding,

14

the

climax of the narrative is expressive, in terms of the present reading, of the rent from the

13

See Harold Bloom's remarks on the question of mortality in op cit., Bloom p. 186. Of
the J narrative in this regard Bloom says:
J does not say that our mortality results from our disobedience and consequent
expulsion from Eden. We have been created mortal: living beings, with clay
sides and life's wind moving through us, but not likely to sustain that wind
forever.
Of course the very fact that in addition to the Tree of Knowledge there is a Tree of Life speaks
for human mortality. After the humans eat from the ftrst tree God (as both names) decides to
exile them from Eden saying:
Here the Human has become as one of us, knowing good and bad, and now before
he send his hand and takes also from the tree of life and eats and lives forever.
(Gn. 3:22)
This rationale clearly indicates that the human did not have eternal life, for had it been so there
would have been no justification for an exile from the tree's proximity.
One could argue against the above by saying that mortality ohly came to be as the result of the
eating of the forbidden fruit, and this would be supported by God's warning: "For on the day you
eat from it you will surely die." (Gn. 2: 17) But in terms of a plain reading of the text this does
not hold, for Adam and Eve do not die on that day, but go on to live for a long time.
The present interpretation sees the death of 2:17 not as mortality, but in quite different terms as
will be shown below.
14

And they can easily be read in the text, and have been subjected to such interpretation
many times and at length.
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Eden of unaffected consciousness; of the split in psychic awareness between Self and Other
or rather, the awakened consciousness that perceives Self as Other, and in its seeing dies.

15

The verses are replete with resonances of duality and knowledge of duality. The
snake tempting Eve to partake of the Tree of Knowledge tells her:

16

)Ji'l

and God, in confirmation of these words, says after the event: 17

Yi'l :n\? ny1? 'l)Y.lY.l 1rlN.:l il')il 01N.il )il o')p'JN. '1 iY.lN.')'l

But what does this knowledge consist of? What are the 'good and evil' that are now Adam
and Eve's bounty?
A number of elements are noteworthy in the iext in their intimation of the features of
this clearly stated, yet simultaneously destablized, dichotomy. The climax, as mentioned
earlier, is directly associated with the fulftllment of the snake's promise, the opening of eyes,
which amounts to vision or consciousness. The importance of vision is reiterated later in the
15

In this context it useful to note that the snake, biting its own tale is often representation
of the Uroboros, and the tree is reminiscent of Yggdrasil, the ash-tree which, in Scandinavian
mythology, "bind... (s) together heaven, earth and hell, and extending its branches over the whole
world and above the heavens." (Chambers 1952:1294)
16

Genesis ~:5.

17

ibid. 3:22.
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text where the result of the climax of Adam and Eve eating and then seeing, extends to the

denouement of the adjacent, combinatory tale - the banishment from Eden (comprising God's
discovery of the deed and its punishment), and revolves once again around the motif of seeing
(subject/object), with its passive counterpart of being. seen (object/subject). This banishment
story, which follows the couple's active response to their newly acquired vision as they sew
themselves loincloths with which to cover their nakedness, punctuates the primacy of vision
as the discrete element in the ascription of dichotomous good and evil.
God, "tJ"''')i1 nYl~ p:I. l~i11lb",

18

(a description which is redolent of dualistic

implication in theological terms: God is anthropomorphosized and smaller than the world that
contains His walking), calls to Adam (as He cannot see him!) asking "?il.J')N",

19

and Adam

answers:

As he sees, Adam is afraid of being seen. Vision makes him aware both of his own image,
and of the perceptibility of this image. The primary awareness of division refracts and
becomes even more divisive and fractured. In perceiving Self as Other, Adam (in terms of
this reading) perceives others both as images and as perceivers of images. It is then that exile
from the Self becomes complete. The uroboric no longer obtains. Adam and Eve have
moved from the Oceanic oneness to the mirror stage and into the law/Name-of-the-Father,

18

ibid. 3:8.

19

ibid. 3:9.
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who exiles and makes them separate indeed.
The perception of Self as Other is, in effect, the perception of Self as image, which is
Self image, that in turn becomes the perception of others as images, and the generalization of
the world as image and separate. Image j,s possible only where there is, at least, duality, a
split from the all, as the perceiver of the image and the image cannot be one and the same.
Thus the Eden narrative is a story of most essential separation, where Self separates from
itself, and in its separation dies.
This reading is reinforced by the predominance of the female element in the
temptation (and banishment) story, as this element may be taken to denote the mother
consciousness, or the state of undifferentiated awareness. I would like to suggest that the
reading of the tale as prejudicial statement emerging from masculine fears of woman and
sexuality (with temptation, snake, fruit &c. partaking of this cluster) be extended and that in
place of emphasizing these features it may be useful to interpret Eve in a more encompassing
aspect. 20
The knowing of good and evil (according to the simple logic of the text), is the seeing
of one's image (and the first perception of image is the observation of one's own body). This
knowing creates the awareness that others too may know(= perceive) and the consequence of

20

There are many readings that address this subject. For important treatments see Phyllis
Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1978, particularly pp. 72143 (Trible fmally attempts to deny a textual valorization of Patriarchy); Mieke Bal, Lethal Love,
Indiana University Press, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1987, pp. 104-130 (Bal's chapter
responds to Paul's words quoted in 1 Timothy 2:11-14, and peels the Eden text by addressing the ·
modes of and approaches to characterization, while focusing on the process of differentiation),
and Ilana Pardes, Countertraditions in the Bible, Harvard University Press, 1992, pp. 13-59 (
Pardes provides an overview of feminist interpretations of the opening chapters of the Bible in
pp. 13-38, and address the question of "Maternal Naming" in the following pages).
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this knowing is the exile from Eden (to which are appended many pain-bearing punishments
(for the man, as for the woman),
unity):

21

of toil and travail till there is a return to the source, to a

22

In this way the story may be seen as a depiction of the great feeling of loss and suffering

attendant on the primary separation from all-cohering unity.
In the wake of these events, immediately following upon the Divine adduction:

23

-Adam names his wife, saying she is "Chava/Life-giver" to which is adjoined the narrative
comment "~n-).:J ON il1W1 N~il ~.:>."

24

The necessity he feels at this stage to name her, to

signify her with a word, where the word itself depicts her as the source of all things, supports
this reading of the text, and especially with the rather lengthy enumeration of pain bearing
punishments which precedes these events.

21

25

Adam sees himself as separate to Eve after he

For a discussion of the punishments, their relationship to human reality, and the creation
of character and sex difference, see Bal, op cit., pp. 125-129. Also Trible, op cit., pp. 123-134.
22

Genesis 3:17.

23

ibid. 3:19.

24

ibid. 3:22.

25

ibid. 3:16-19.
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awakens to the divisive world of images (and God supports the separation by separating the
pains of man and woman). His need to name her shows, in terms of what is said about
naming in the opening portion of Genesis, the need to dominate, to have control over that
which is other than him. He is encouraged by the Divine statement about woman's
subjugation to man via her desire. Or he may be trying to get at its being by calling it (and
here the "it" is embodied in the person of Chava) "the mother of all the living," as the closest
expression to the mother consciousness of his desire. He has lost his home in the signified,
which remains the node of his longing. He no longer has the uroboric bliss of unity and
essence, but replaces it with a nominal signifier that can never satisfy, can never bind his
exile into a return.
The Eden narrative ends with an ironic description of the perpetual attempt to reenter
unity; a search that is doomed to forever toil on and with that which it desires, in its attempts
to attain it.

26

Adam is sent from the Garden of Eden to work the soil from which he was taken: In this
reading the soil stands for the primal unity, the original mire, which

~e

will spend his days

battling in the attempt to reenter it.
Chava succumbs to. temptation when she has vision, sees, knows "that the tree is good
for the eating" and "desirable to the eye." Once more it is sight that leads the way to

26

ibid. 3:22.
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self/image/other consciousness:

27

The snake promises her that the eating of the fruit will make her and Adam "like gods". This
promise is echoed by God's dismay when discovering the deed:

~rn J."'\? n~,':J

28

"')bb 1nN:J il')il 01N.il )il o')p':JN '1 1bN')"'

This notion derives from the perception of a God who is multiple, and aware of Its own
multiplicity, as indicated by the plural affixation in ""')bb 1nN.:J." This God is all-inhering
(YHWH) and separate to Itself (as o')p"'':JN.). And this is a Creator who creates (by naming,
by words - markers, in Its own words, of domination) with the desire to replicate Itself, and
yet, threatened with full replication unhesitatingly separates from Its creation.
Chava's role in the Eden story is pivotal. It is her agency that makes this a third
creation story, even, and especially, within the traditional, biblical framework of interpretation
which anachronistically attaches the narrative to the fulftllment or lack thereof of positive and
negative commandments, which are later Halakhic interpretations of biblical commandments.
How are the man and the woman to know that it is good to hearken to God's voice, and
without the power of an innate discrimination to see good and bad, to disobey and obey?

27

ibid. 3:6.

28

ibid. 3:22.
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This is the contradiction which allows us to view the text as a creation story disguised.

God says (3:22) "Here the man has become like one of Us," i.e. a knower of
distinctions, a self-conscious observer. From this derives the conclusion that because of
Chava's eating and sharing the fruit, the exile from the Eden of unaffected and unaffecting
consciousness occurred. "And He exiled man ... " 1(3:24) Here begins the entry into
chronology, and the world of separate consciousness. And thus the world in which God's
original words that created heaven and earth, and. all the distinctions, appear as change and
time, and are not bound up in the static splendor of perfection. '
There is a Talmudic statement which says., "from the time the Temple was destroyed,
prophecy disappeared and was put in the mouth of fools." (Bava Batra 12b)

This may be

appropriately applied to Adam as, in search of dominion over her, he names Chava. Whereas
he meant that she would be the mother of all physical, animate being,

29

he unknowingly

names her what she is: The mother of all, the mover and cause. It is she who completes the
work of God's creation by setting it into motion. The paradox at the heart of the exile
narrative teaches that this fact is not a mark of Chava's temptation and failure, but of her, and
the world, coming to life. It is the. act by which all is vivified, and moved out of discrete, but
undiscriminated matter, and into the kinesis of individual consciousness. Chava eats from the
tree and creates. This tale of eating of the forbidden is the third, and final, creation story. God
created the world and the cosexual in Genesis 1:27 - "male and female He created them."
That creation story is repeated in somewhat different form in Genesis 2, where, in an instance

29

This is the reading to which Trible, op cit., and Bal, op cit., addre~s their texts.
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of sexual differentiation,

30

Adam is created, and Eve built from his rib. The second story

expresses greater distinction and difference, and moves further away from the stasis of unity.
Since Adam and Eve had no wisdom prior to this event, how could they have known what
was entailed in the fulfilling a commandment?· The fulfillment of a commandment not
conditioned on intentionality? Rashi says in his commentary on this section that their
realization of their nakedness was the understanding that they had stripped themselves of the
fulfillment of the ftrst negative commandment, but it was precisely this disobedience that
made possible the fulfillment of the very first positive commandment, "be fruitful and
multiply and fill the earth."

31

The third creation story, Eve's story, tells of the completion

of a differentiated world, the creation of consciousness, and the beginning of a worldnarrative. It was only after their acquisition of self-consciousness that "Adam knew Chava
his woman, and she became pregnant, and gave birth to Cain." And it was Chava's awareness
of the creative force of her act in the Garden that made her able to name her son Cain for, in
her words, she "acquired (or created) a man with God."
30

32 33

Indeed, she created worlds

Bal sees this as the essential differentiation that culminates in the naming of Adam and
Eve (p. 130), and as the beginning of character (not unlike my proposition of split
consciousness):
The construction of character has followed a specific line in the story. First its
existence was posited, but then it was not yet a sexual being. Then it was
sexually differentiated, addressed, and successively endowed with different aspects
of subjectivity. It became the subject of awareness, hence of focalization; of
speech; of possible action; of choice; and of actual action. It was characterized
by description. Then, and only then, it was named: Adam the man, Eve the
woman. "Paul" entirely missed that construction. Hence he missed the point of
the creation story. For that point is, simply creation, by differentiation - of .
humanity, of character.
31

Genesis 1:28.

32

Genesis 4: 1.
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with God.
Chava is the element that allows for humanity's entry into the world of individual
being. This is the world of the Other, and it is the world that need be entered into as we
move through the developmental stages. This rendering of the story is related to the mirror
stage in its associations with visual self perception and reflection, but it holds more meaning
than that. In psychoanalytic theories it is the Father or the Phallus that makes possible
culture, that is associated with the world of language. Here it is Chava, ·the world of the allinhering mother, who also is the active principle in the migration towards world, language
and culture. Adam, for all his posturing and even usurping of language (in naming, without
God's guidance in this instance), is merely her willing partner.

33

Pardes, op cit., pp. 40-41, points to the importance of Genesis 4-11, to "an understanding
of both the Priestly and Yahwistic treatments of femininity in Genesis 1-3." She notes that the
"knowledge" (.)1.1.')- thus especially as sexual), "is within human reach, (and) propagation takes
place and a new mode of discourse arises: genealogy." In the realm of genealogy (which fills
the proceeding chapters, and is masculine focused, she focuses on Genesis 4:1, and reading it
with Cassuto as '"I have created a man [equally/together] with the Lord (1961:198), 111 sees it as
"setting th~ ground for maternal naming-speeches in the Bible. (and hence) naming ... (becomes)
not only Adam's pejorative... nor is it necessarily a paternal medium." She further cites Cassuto,
p. 44, as he says:
The ftrst woman ... in her joy at giving birth to her frrst son, boasts of her
generative power, which approximates in her estimation to the Divine creative
power.
- and posits that:
Eve's naming-speech may be perceived as a trace from an earlier mythological
phase in which mother goddesses were very much involved in the process of
creation, even if in a secondary position, under the auspices of the supreme mal~
deity.
This "trace" well fits the present proposition which sees her as co-creator of the historical world,
even while archetypally serving as an image/allusion of the All.
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The Kabbalah

the root of evil is a principle within Ein-Sof itself, which
holds itself aloof from creation and seeks to prevent the
forms of light which contains thought from being
actualized, not because it is evil by nature but only because
its whole desire is that nothing should exist apart from the
Ein-Sof. 34

Jewish mystical writing such as that of the Gerona Kabbalists, and the text of the Zohar,
related the NlnN NIDO to an essential separation that occurred in the story of creation,
which was associated with the trees in the Eden story:

Another association, found in the Gerona kabbalists, and following them in the
Zohar as well, is with "the mystery of the Tree of Knowledge." The Tree of Life
and the Tree of Knowledge were bound together in perfect harmony until Adam
came and separated them, thereby giving substance to evil, which had been
contained within the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil and was now
materialized in the evil instinct (yezer ha-ra).

It was Adam therefore who

activated the potential evil concealed within the Tree of Knowledge by separating
the two trees and also by separating the Tree of Knowledge from its fruit, which
was now detached from its source.

34

This event is called metaphorically "the

op cit. Scholem in Encyclopedia Judaica, v. 7 p. 587, speaking of Nathan of Gaza's
interpretation of evil. This reading of the sitrah ahra is quite the opposite of the one quoted
below, where evil is associated with separation.
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cutting of the shoots" (kizzuz ha-neti'ot) and is the archetype of all the great sins
mentioned in the Bible, whose common denominator was the introduction of
division into divine unity.

The essence of Adam's sin was that it introduced

"separation above and below" into what should have been united, a separation of
which every sin is fundamentally a repetition.

35

The idea that "'the cutting of the shoots" (kizzuz ha-neti'ot)" is "the archetype of all the great
sins mentioned in the Bible, .whose common denominator was the introduction of division into
divine unity," fits well with the present interpretation. Here the "divine unity" is the uroboric
bliss, the blended consciousness where no separation exists, and the division is the division
into self-other consciousness in whose wake comes the profound feeling of alienation which
is the price of individual experience.
The Hebrew word 'other' in its plural inflection O'>lnN. is emphasized in the Bible in
its reference to "following other gods,"

36

and it signifies idolatry. The act of idolatry

reflects back to the Eden story inasmuch as it is associated with the making of "graven
images," an act the Jew is expressly forbidden. These images are the signifiers of other gods
- they are symbols of undesirable mediation. At this stage the one God becomes physically
without attribute, could never be observed walking through a garden at the breezy-time of
day; becomes One without a second, albeit distinct from the world of phenomena, or the
world of image and name. The true name of this God is not to be uttered, nor yet is it

35

Scholem1 op cit., Encyclopedia Judaica, v. 7 p. 585.

36

e.g. Deut. 20:3.
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known to any but the High Priest who recites it but once a year, on the Day of Atonement,
the day on which the Jew is most fervent in the attempt to repent. Repenting is, within the
Jewish conception naught but return. The popular etymology explaining the English word
Atonement is thus not as far off beam as one may assume, as at-one-ment is a return, and the
return here is a return to the nameless and thus unmediated source which stands in opposition
to the Other, featured and therefore distanced, because mediated, symbols of mediation.

The Talmud

The Hebrew term Other - is mentioned by early Talmudic scholars, who appropriated its
religious implication and employed it as epithet for Elisha ben Avuyah who possibly was a
Tannaitic convert to Hellenistic or Gnostic thinking, or who simply took to

transgres~ing

Halakhah. For this heresy he became known as 1rlN and was banished from the community
of believers. The best known version of Elisha's heresy
38

2:3.

37

is to be found in Tosefta Hagigah

It reads as follows and has strong associations with the Eden story:

Four scholars entered paradise (i.e., engaged in esoteric philosophy), Ben Azzai,
Ben Zoma, Aher and R. Akiva ... Elisha looked (into the divine secrets) and

·.
37

According to the Encyclopedia Judaica, v. 6 pp. 668-669 this is the most ancient tradition
regarding his apostasy.
38

ibid.

Apparently there are "parallel passages in the Talmuds and in Song of Songs Rabbah 1:4,"
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destroyed the plants" (i.e., became a heretic).

39

The use of Paradise (the Garden of Eden) as metaphor for the realm of esoteric knowledge
harks back to the pre-split state of Eden, and Elisha's aCtivity there,

llW~\?)J. '(~~jJ,

more

correctly translated as "cut at the plants," clearly echoes Eve's action in the biblical narrative.
The Babylonian Talmud's explication of the content of the metaphor of cutting at the plants,
that it refers "to a belief in two supreme beings, probably a kind of Gnostic dualism,"

40

strengthens the connections between the two texts in the present reading. The picking of the
fruit and its consumption which bring into being an awareness of Other/Self dualism, may be
viewed as analogous to the act of Gnostic dualism mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud.
The explanation of the name Acher in the Babylonian Talmud cites Elisha's meeting
with a prostitute:

He found a harlot and solicited her. She said: 'Are you not Elisha b. Avuyah?'
But when he transgressed the Sabbath by plucking a radish and giving it to her,
she said: 'He has become Aher.'

41

The plucking of the radish on the Sabbath by the past holy, now heretical Elisha, the
proffering of it to the female prostitute, and her naming him in the wake of this incident,

39

ibid. Parenthesized remarks there too.

40

ibid.

41

ibid. Talmud Yerushalmi and Hagigah.
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clearly echo the biblical Eden text, albeit in a degraded inversion. Here the fruit of the tree
has turned into pungent root, the tempter is the fallen male sage and not Eve, and the namer
is a harlot and not Adam.
The combination of the tale of Elisha's apostasy, with its direct reference to the

Pardes, and the account of his acquisition of the appellation Acher, bind Elisha's act of heresy
even more powerfully to the Eden story and the intertextual play suggests a relationship of
valency where the narratives play one another around the themes of Self/Other and exile.

And After

Elisha ben Avuyah became a powerful symbol for the Maskilim and their followers. The title
1nN. was inherited across the centuries by Micha Yosef Berdichewski, who was the most

influential figure in the modem Hebrew letters of the late nineteenth, early twentieth centuries

in crying the call of the individual qua individual and in negating the notion of a monotheistic
and monolithic Judaism which sought to subsume the sense of psychic Otherness under an
umbrella of an autocratic and self-neutralizing Rabbinic authority.

42

The modem texts examined in this work all have the 1nN. as their thematic, and
struggle with the Otherness of language and culture in order to express it. Gordon,
Berdichewski, Baron and Kahana-Carmon rebel against the position of woman as the silenced
subaltern in Rabbinic and contemporary society; Agnon, Appelfeld and Grossman wrestle
with the alienation of the individual which results from ideology, where constructs of the

42

For further comment on this see, among others, op cit. Halkin, pp. 93-94.
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ltl2'-t lead to war, death and destruction, and create victims who carry the mark of "otherness"

on their body and being. All the works attempt in some way to speak with the voice of the
Other, even while they grapple with the "otherness" of language itself, and its built-in
inability to satisfy the aims of expressivity.
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TRACED IN INK: WOMEN'S LIVES
IN QOTZO SHEL YUD - YALAG, AND MISHPACHA - BARON

Behold her screaming in the night
in fettered chains that bind her plight
of demon breath, Meduza 's eyes
And all around her fire flies
And flames just grow and blaze in bright
concentric circles around her might.
But you who keep her tight there know
That just for now you dim her glow
might hold it fast, and quell its charm
But never still, make weak, unarm
The Devil's tortured, Devil's heir
She'll come to you just as you scare.
She holds all life deep in her lair:
Her voice thus nakedness, lewd her hair. 1

In the nineteenth century, if Hebrew literacy were taken into account, Jewish men were

proportionately the most literate group in Eastern Europe.

1

2

2

Not so Jewish women, whose

Thls is comment on Berakhot 24a.

For a discussion on Jewish literacy in Russia see Joel Perlman, "Russian Jewish Literacy
in 1897: A Reanalysis of Census Data," in Papers in Jewish Demography 1993, ed. V.O.
Schmelz and S. DellaPergola, Jerusalem: The Hebrew University. Perlman's conclusion on a
reevaluation of the 1897 census is that earlier analyses of this data, which rate Jewish male
literacy much lower than expected, were biased in terms of their defmitions of literacy inasmuch
as literacy was defmed as the ability to read Yiddish texts, while those Jewish men who could
read the Siddur were not included in the 'literate' grouping. Perlman concludes that "substantial
minorities of Jewish men apparently fell into a peculiar category with regard to literacy," and that
"These men could not move from their ability to follow the Siddur to literacy in another
medium." His closing remarks adduce that "In this interpretation, Russian Jewry was more
literate .than most groups before the transformations of industrialization, urbanization, and new
forms of schooling fully affected them. And in this interpretation nearly all Russian Jewish
males were characterized by the peculiarity of being able to read the Siddur. But that peculiarity
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literacy, such as it was, was thus in Yiddish and whose lives were circumscribed by that high
proportion of male literacy. The Hebrew and Aramaic letter in which Jewish Law is
formulated, contributed to the domination of Jewish women and determined communal Jewish
life in a median hold.

3

The Law contained various iteins of legislation which were

unfavorable to women and the language of the Law (Hebrew and Aramaic) was not taught to
women. In principle all Jewish males were active participants in the life of the letter with
which they engaged in active daily communion, if, most centrally, by way of pronouncement,
decision-making and dialogue, or, more penpherally, by way of articulation and daily
expression in prayer and ritual. Women, as a gender-bound constituency, were not even
marginal to this word-constructed grouping. They stood outside of its community, yet were
appended to and dominated by it. Thus Yalag's much studied poem "Qotzo shel Yud," and
Baron's story "Mishpacha," which focus on the effects of Law and Letters on the lives of
women, have added meaning in this context.

4

The letter served as the main reference point for communal class structures of
meritocracy. Thus women, who were allowed scant entry into the world of the letter, were
set quite outside the class movements of the group, and were joined to it only by way of their
fathers or husbands. This is equally true of women, who through no initiative of their own,

is different from being literate in the usual meanings of the term," which adduction supports the
present discussion.
3

For a discussion of the normative character of Jewish society (which pertains equally to
traditional societies of the later period) see Katz, Jacob. Tradition and Crisis: Jewish Society at
the End of the Middle Ages. New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc, 1966.
4

For an alternative comparison of these texts, together with the stories "Fradel" and "Kritot"
by Baron, see Nurit Govrin, Ma'agalim (Ramat-Gan: Sifriyat Maqor, 1975) pp. 280-287.
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found themselves placed higher in the social order by dint of paternal fmancial success which
bought them partners of more elevated social standing.
within the community of Jewish women,
women's liturgical creativity,

7

6

5

Whatever level of literacy existed

and if indeed that literacy expressed itself in

it was a literacy ~d liturgy outside the bounds of the Hebrew

letter with its class-determining consequences, and was sealed by its Yiddish and feminine
character in a woman's capsule, and was without societal consequences.
But a no-class status did not mean freedom from the tyranny of class. Quite the
opposite. Groups which cannot initiate their own class-mobility may be defmed as subaltern..
8

They are most vulnerable to the exigencies and dictates of the mainstream. The ~tasis

imposed on them makes them victim to the caprice of anything that is capable of movement
at all. They are most prey to those elements that are paramount in the ftxing of hierarchical
classification, which in this case were the written word of the sources, the later codifications
of the Law and any contemporary decrees and responsa uttered in their name.
The letter's tyrannical status dominated its initiates as well as those it excluded. Yet

5

This comes more into play from the time of early modernity onwards as the result of a

cl~ss intersection between intellectual determinants and material resources, brought about by
changing economic conditions (which revolve both on impoverishment- and thus greater needand an opening mobility - and thus the possibility of wealth accrual)
6

And it is being examined and brought to the fore more and more at present.

7

For some discussion on women's prayers see Taitz, E. "Women's Voices, Women's
Prayers", and Berger, Sh. Z. "Tehines: A Brief Survey of Women's Prayers" in ed. Grossman, S.
and Haut, R. ed.s, Daughters of the King. Philadelphia and Jerusalem: The
Jewish Publication Society, 1992.
8

For a defmition of the subaltern see Spivak, Gayatri Thinking Academic Freedom in
Gendered Post-Coloniality. 32nd T.B. Davie Memorial Lecture, Cape Town: University of Cape
Town, 1992: I. (And elsewhere.)
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while the initiates had, by virtue of an available discourse, the ability at times to circumvent
and manipulate the Letter's authority, the excluded (Jewish women) had no entry into this
realm. A literal domination overarched their lives in a general way and chartered the
conventions of their daily living. Its force could demote them to the nether reaches of
society, putting them out in the cold and relegating them to their 'natural' level, quite outside
the realm of community.

9

This power of the letter is the subject of Y.L. Gordon's satirical poem "11') 'J\!.1

1~1jJ"

and Devorah Baron's story "i1n£l"-'b". From the perspective of this central theme, the two
tales speak to each other with Baron's narrative serving as expanded commentary on Yalag's
poem. In both texts a letter qua letter, placed in the hands of male representatives of the
Letter, inscribes a woman's life: one with tragedy and the other with happiness. An
•
interesting exchange occurs between the poetic saga, written by a man who was undoubtedly
very sympathetic to women, and Baron's story written, around essentially the same topic, by a
woman. The very different ways in which the two writers make use of the sources, name
attribution, references to sexuality, love and woman's position in society, as well as their
character choices and representations and their manipulation of literary devices serve,
paradoxically, to bring their texts into closer alignment even while they are expressive of a
discrepancy in sensitivity.

9

As their status was familialy derived and dependent on either parental or spousal standing,
the loss of these· (depending on the manner in which they were lost) could cause the woman to
all but be excluded from society. This is especially true of the agunah and the woman divorced
because of an attribution of barrenness.
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Qotzo shel Yud

In the Summer of 1875 Yehudah Leib Gordon, arguably the most prominent Haskalah poet,
withdrew to Marienbad where he completed what in Michael Stanislawski's words, "he - and
hosts of later readers - would come to regard as his best poem, the mock epic "The Tip of the
Yud" ("11~ 'J\!.J 1~1jJ")."

10

It is certainly his most famous poem, and its impact on the

Jewish world was such that after its first appearance in haShachar in 1875

11

it was not only

translated into Yiddish in 1904 (as "lber a Pintele", by Yoel Linski), but crossed cultural
boundaries and was translated into Ladino in prose form in Cairo in 1901.

12

"Qotzo shel Yud" is the story of a beautiful young Jewish woman (Bat-shua), who is
betrothed at the age of fifteen by her well-to-do father to Hillel, who excels in learning but
'

cannot support his family. He leaves Ayalon (the location of the tale; its name a deliberate
metathesis - because of governmental censorship - of Vilna) in search of a livelihood and
disappears, leaving Bat-shua an agunah

13

with two small children. She sells her jewelry

10

Stanislawski, Michael. For Whom Do I Toil? Judah Leib Gordon and the Crisis of
Russian Jewry. New York & Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1988. p. 125.
11

ibid.: 242 note 47.

12

Note in appendix in Y.L. Gordon Kitvei Yehudah Leib Gordon (Hebrew) Jerusalem: Dvir,
1956:259. The translations are my own.
13

The agunah is somewhat analogous to the English 'grass widow', but only in the broadest
terms. For the question of the agunah see Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971):
·2:429-433. An agunah is defmed there as a "married woman who for whatsoever reason is
separated from her husband and cannot remarry, either because she cannot obtain a divorce from
him... or because it is unknown whether he is still alive. The term is also applied to a yevamah
(" a levirate widow" ... ), if she cannot obtain chalitzah from the levir or if it is unknown
whether he is still alive (Git. 26b, 33a; Yev. 94a; and Posekim). The problem of the agunah is
one of the most complex in halakhic discussions and is treated in great detail in halakhic
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and opens a shop. Her father dies impoverished, but the newly constructed railway line in
town brings a new man, Feibe, the railway supervisor, into her life. He contacts Hillel who is
in Liverpool and pays him to grant Bat-shua a get. When the document reaches Ayalon four
weeks later it is declared pasul [invalid] by the leading voice in the triumvirate of Rabbis in
the local religious court, because he disagrees with the orthography used by Hillel, before a
rabbinical court. in London, in signing his own name. The matter cannot be remedied for in
the intervening period Hillel has drowned at sea (being lost in 'waters without end', his death
cannot be verified), and cannot sign another. Bat-shua accepts her fate, refuses Feibe's offers
of help, falls sick as a result of the shock and thus loses her business. The poem ends with
her utter impoverishment and destitution.
The story-line is framed by a lengthy opening chapter composed of cumulative
adductions about the condition of Jewish woman which are proclaimed in a tone of sustained
pathos. Within the plaintive cries of pity, whose melodramatic tenor and rhythmic regularity
vitiate, to late twentieth century ears, the tragedy they contain, are enumerated, in detail, the
ills a Jewish woman is heir to. These are presented by a thick overlaying of direct source

references drawn from the Bible, the Talmud, the liturgy and later Rabbinic codifications and
decrees. The allusions used and the customs cited are among the most potent examples of

literature (no less than six volumes of Otzar ha-Posekim are devoted to it." Despite all attempts
to ameliorate the situation of the agunah and the potential agunah, this construction is one that
has caused the most dire suffering to Jewish women. Important to the present poem is the
statement that a husband cannot be declared dead if the husband has drowned "in waters that .
have no end", i.e. the ocean, unless a witness can testify to his burial or has found one of his
limbs in the place where he went down, and that this is the one instance where the relaxation
· rules pertaining to witnesses, which are applied to the declaration of the demise of the husband
to include the wife, does not apply. ha'lntziqlopedia ha'lvrit (Hebrew) Jerusalem & Tel Aviv:
Chevra leHotza'at Intziklopediyot, 1974 v. 26:722,.724.
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women's degradation in the tradition. Yalag dilates their effects by individualizing the quotes
by way of direct address, by the addition of words more suggestively extreme than in the
original and by means of proximity and layering.
The story of Eve and the snake, drawn from Genesis 3, is augmented by Talmudic
explication (e.g. Sotah 9)

14

in the verse - "1:t ~NY.l \!Jn)il llY.lil~ ll~:tn,"

15

where

woman's Primal Sin- which as narrated by the Bible, is the essential cause of humankind's
misery and loss of Eden - is amplified in the later texts referred to in the poem, where the
snake's primordial filth adheres forever to all women. The obvious sexual component of this
construal is underscored by the hint at the bestial entailed in the verb

ll~:t n

and by the

preceding question/answer line where, speaking in the voice of the Letter, the poetic voice
turns to woman and asks "?1'J:> llN i1Y.l1" and in the same voice answers "!\1J1£n 01 llY.ln"
By coalescing filth, hot blood and excretions, all references to the concerns of religious texts
pertaining to women, Yalag selectively points to a conception of woman which is clearly one
of repugnance.
The Talmudic pronouncement "i1111Y
ll~'J!:lb"

il\!J~N:t\!J 'J1p"

and its parallel

"il\!J~N:t\!J 1Y~\1J

["A woman's voice is lewd" <or foul or unchaste; like nakedness>, and similarly a

woman's hair] becomes personalized by the form of address derived by appending the second
person pronominal sufftx to "voice" and "hair" ["ll~'J!:lY.l1\1JN1 1Y~\1J) i111Y 1'J1p",

16

while

the tradition's revulsion at woman's sexuality, evident the lines quoted earlier, is emphasized

14

See Gordon's comments on this in his note in op cit., Gordon : 350.

15

ibid. : 130.

16

ibid. : 130.
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by the use of the word 11~'J£lb, which makes her hair a hideous idol <or monstrous> in the
present context and a taboo in terms of the Law.
The Mishnaic admonition to fathers: "Whoever teaches his daughter Torah, it's as if he
taught her impropriety" <or folly; vanity; something un.Savory> (Sotah 3:4), is turned into an
address to contemporary women, "i1'J£l111'J i11111)i1", prefaced by the exclamatory "1i1" (=
surely; for indeed) whose axiomatic force undermines the Mishnaic text and points to its
absurdity.
The liturgical statement of gratitude to the Divine, proclaimed by Jewish men daily,
who assert the superiority of their Jewish and masculine form by thanking God with three
negations: "for not making me a gentile, for not making me a slave, for not making me a
woman", is presented in the poem in an inverted manner. The stanza in which it appears
begins with two verses which at first glance apparently commend, albeit in a suspect and
patronizing manner that leaves no doubt as to men's guilt in the matter, Jewish woman's
exclusion from the world of the Letter:

,1.,111:1N 11£lVJ .,Y111 N'J .,:l l'J :11\J
1'JYl l.,l£l:l l.,i1'JN 11.,:1 .,:l

But the explanatory verses immediately following leave no doubt as to the actual tenor of the
opening lines:
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, 1'J'J£m~ 01~-01~ "il\VN D~Y N'J\!1"
17

nJ.\Vn) 1Y-l'J nN 1J.Y:J1 D"1:JY:J

- leave no doubt as to the accusatory tenor of the opening lines. The repeated use of the
third-person plural pronoun, counterpointed by· the singular second person address to the
Hebrew woman of the poem, inverts the negative polarization of women in the prayer, by
setting men on the negative pole.
The first chapter which began with the rhetorical sigh:

- ends with the couplet:
- il~1J.Y il~N 'J:J nn'J1n n'JN
19

.il~!:l-il!:l~il y1~-nJ. n11'J1n il'JN

Thus Bat-shua is ftxed right at the start of the epic as a Jewish anywoman, and her story·is
the story of all Jewish women.
Bat-shua's flawless and unrivaled beauty, which pointedly contradicts the
aforementioned examples about woman's impurity, is made much of in the poem. Alongside

17

ibid. : 130.

18

ibid. : 129.

19

ibid. : 130.

68.

her complacency it is highlighted as her greatest virtue. Many stanzas are devoted to her
external description, but they are not set in the form of plain and simple praises. Rather, they
subvert their explicit statement by way of the allusive networks in the poem itself, by
embodying little stings in their very own tails or by complex fields of meaning and context.
Bat-shua's beauty is extolled with the love language of the Song of Songs,

20

where the

biblical sentiments are quite the opposite of those mentioned in the first section of the poem.
These are presumably anathema to Rabbinic attitudes which insist that men not look at
women.

21

Gordon sneaks in a reference to this prohibition when he says that Hillel and

Bat-shua did not meet prior to their wedding, and speaking in the name of the Letter, offers
as justification for this custom the case of Avraham and Sarah mentioned in the Talmud.

22

The verse used to illustrate Bat-shua's perfection pronounces:

- where the metonymic item accorded her derives from a biblical assertion about woman's
nascence which, viewed from a contemporary and non-religious perspective, is an inversion
contingent upon naught but womb envy, and which carries with it a statement of the primary
dependence of woman on her immediate vehicle of creation, man. Man was worthy of being
created by God, in His image, woman - via man.

20

ibid. : 131.

21

And note the persistent attempts to interpret this book allegorically.

22

ibid. : 350. See Gordon's note on this subject.
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Just as she is a picture of physical perfection, she also incorporates all the gentle and
genteel qualities of "pure and noble womanhood." A halo surrounds her, she is made in
God's image purified seven-fold and all about her is innocence and spring.

But her gentility

is not so perfect for it reaches absurd proportions when, denuded of all at the end of the saga,

she passionately declares in answer to a question asking if God wrought her awful fate:

:i17'>7r1

,'>1'l1

'>11~

7Wb 7N7 ,1'0r1 '>'lJ)N ,N7 -

'>))r1 O'>J. \? ll1)1'lJ:> 1i1

,i17'>i1~i1 O'>)£l OY!:l '>7 nn7~nn O)

'>17'>1 '>)N J."'\? 7:>J. '>)1Hi1 \?).lb:>
- '>)N 0) '>ll'>'>r1 ll1))).1lli1 '>'lJ):>1
23

,'>))1i1 N"'i1 11'> 7'l11~1p lN

She cannot see that it is the men of the Letter who brought her to her end. She has so fully
bought into the claims of the established authorities that they are equated with the Divine
when she refuses Feibe's offers of help after the get's invalidation, saying:

lbY 11pbb i1'>r1N '>::> 7Ni1 '{£lr1 N7 ON
2

23

ibid. : 140.

24

ibid. : 139.

4

'lJ).I'> 1'>)'>).1J. J.1\?i1 - N1i1 '>)1N
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The only image which disrupts Bat-shua's angelic purity is powerful in its antithetical
elements. It has her suckling at the breast of the she-wolf who nursed "\!J1:J1 'J1Y.l11" the
founder of Rome and the Emperor of Persia, respectively. This bestial (sexual) note is
expanded by the comment that:

in'JN i1')J.N i1N')1:t'J iY.l'J '):J
25

.i11Y.l:J VNY.l i1:t1\J nlY.l1N n1')i1

One can only wonder at the intentionality inherent in calling up the image of the she-wolf,
attaching it to figures emblematic of mighty foreign powers who have dominated Israel,
juxtaposing it with the Oh so pure Bat-shua and then sanitizing it by the attribution of
sublime and holy maternity to the she-beast. It could be read in two ways. The frrst reading
would have the poet speaking these words as unmediated, albeit set in satirical intent. Here
the verses would merely constitute an expansion on the work of hyperbole, satirical and
excessive at core, but reliable within its own terms. A second reading would attribute a
higher level of intentionality and suggest a deeper level of satire. Here the use of the bestial
in apposition with Bat-shua, and the negation of this fabrication in the following couplet,
could stand as a statement about the power and quality of woman's sexuality - even in so
vanquished a person as Bat-shua- and the manner in which it is routinely neutralized into the
motherly and sacred all at once.
The second reading would seem to better fit other parts of the poem. Speaking of

25

ibid. : 131.
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arranged marriages, arranged for the Jewish woman by "O'):nn )1~Y.:li1 i1£11~N"

26

forty days

before her birth, the poem reiterates in a number of ways that "~N1\!J') 11::1 :l.:l.~:l. i1:l.i1N '):J
)')N" in a stanza which ends:

- ))')1l1Y.:lN 1Y1') N~ )i1 )Y.:l i1:l.i1N
?1)1l1rlN llN i1\!.IY)

i1Yl~:Ji1

where mother and whore are juxtaposed and both are placed under a biblical umbrella, with
the allusion to the Matriarchs and to Dinah, who was raped by Shekhem. The echoes of the
second reference are particularly harsh: Romantic love for the Jewish woman is so
unthinkable that it is seen as a sign of profligacy. Yet the example of that profligacy - Dinah
- was a victim, not a perpetrator. The echoes of the biblical story reverberate in the poem
and make all Jewish women victims as well; victims of men's fear of them which deprives
them of any autonomy. In another stanza even the ascetic - "the dry tree, steals a glance at
her (Bat-shua) - for he too has, in secret, a lusting soul." And the couplet which responds to
this says that, "and God's Shekhinah luxuriates on her, when her upright stance moves
fotward her legs."

27

Again lust or desire, interwoven with religion, is imbued with the holy

and thereby neutralized.
While Gordon's sympathies are not in question, and the revolutionary nature of his text
is unquestionable, his choice of satire as genre and his manipulation of that genre for the

26

ibid. : 130.

27

ibid. : 132.
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purposes of a tirade against the repressive hegemony of Halakhah, afford him a distance from
its subject and compel him to lead his protagonist to her bitter end. His poem is as much a
railing against Rabbinical oppression, and about the transition from medievalism to modernity
(the building of the railway; the redemptive possibilities of the telegraph; Feibe - the modem
man - as a figure of potential redemption), as it is a protest song about the lot of women in a
traditional Jewish society constructed on the bones and sinews of ossified and over-dominant
religious authority structures.
Bat-shua is the only individualized woman to appear in this text and she is cast in the
mold of a "modest and compliant Daughter of Israel" and never oversteps its boundaries.

28

The depiction of her extreme submissiveness (see her refusal to accept Feibe's offer of

.

support, and her closing remarks regarding the cause of her downfall, quoted above) is both
parodic and satirical: God does not wish her to live with Feibe, but nonetheless will not
abandon her and "Heaven forfend that there be any wickedness in God", for she was "slain by
the tip of a Yud." Thus the yud, the Letter of the Halakhah, has an independent agency so
powerful it is capable of overriding the positive power of the Divine.
But the greatest parody in the poem revolves upon the nature of Rav Vafsi's objection
to the signature. Even in terms of the letter itself, his protest is untenable, and in this lies
Gordon's ultimate sting. The frrst lamed in the name Hillel is written with a dagesh forte and
therefore should not, in correct grammatical orthography, be preceded by a yud. Thus Vafsi's

28

Despite any allusions to an unrealized sexuality, she only once acts out of character for
"a pure daughter Israel." (This when she kisses Feibe when he asks her to marry him.)
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conclusion, built on centuries of discussion on the subject, is entirely fallacious

29

and makes

a mockery not only of him, but of all the Rabbinic debates on the subject. In a note he
attached to the poem Yalag provides a summary of assorted opinions pertaining to the correct
spelling of the name and then comments "Shame would cause anyone's heart to break on
seeing our Great Lights fumbling around a simple matter that any toddler understands, viz.
that the letters in the heavy paradigm take a dagesh in the second root consonant, and if this
is the case there is no place for a yud; and it seems furthermore that they did not know that
the name Hillel appears in the Bible (Judges 12:13-15)".

30

His charges are dire, and they

suggest that he uses this specific name to illustrate his perception of Rabbinical inflation,
which uselessly argues the unarguable as if in ignorance of the most basic facts.

31 32

29

op cit., Michael Stanislawski: 127 arg«es that the debates about the Halakhic correctness
of Vafsi's decree are irrelevant, but in the sense it is looked at here it is extremely important, as
it leavens the satirical aspect of the poem by depicting (a) Vafsi's stubbornness, and (b) the
contemporary power of a dominant and boorishly cruel personality in the application of the letter,
where its authority supersedes both greater quality (the Ari and Caro) and larger quantity (the
other two dayyanim and the Rabbinical court in London which had authorized the document).
See note #30 below.
30

31

op cit., Gordon, Y.L. : 350.

It is worth noting in this context that the authorities Vafsi invokes in support of his
argument are the Shulchan Arukh and later commentators expanding on its codes, while the other
two dayyanim quote the authority of the earlier and greater Ari and Joseph Caro (the writer of
the Shulchan Arukh itself, who revises the discussion in Bedeq haBa 'yit, an extension to the
Arukh). The incident addresses the theme of spiritual and intellectual degeneration, which is
buttressed by the introduction to Rav Vafsi. He is ushered in by a stanza which describes this
process of deterioration in terms of the claims made by Rabbis as to their own greatness:
Before, in Israel, when the Torah was light,
And not used as an ax to grind, or a rod of pride,
There were a few Geonim in every generation,
All of them holy, their title glory;
Now - as many Rabbis as there are, so are there Geonim
Till even the young ones boast of the title,
And we even have a multiplicity of Geonim:
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Gordon knits a matrix with the names in the poem which supports its conceptual weave.
Vafsi's name is the name of the father of one of the twelve spies sent to investigate the Land
of Israel in Exodus 13. The Talmud, in Sotah 34b, comments on this name, saying Vafsi
"(was so named) because he suggested God( ... ) was weak" and "because he stepped over

(pasa) the attributes of the Holy One, blessed be He." The commentary interprets "stepping
over" as misrepresentation.

33

The second part of his epithet ')1~l:Ji1 fulfills a double

function. It is a sound play, with Khuzari approximating the Hebrew 1l:JN [cruel] and is at
the same time a reference to the Kuzars - many of whom converted to Judaism in the eighth
century - who were considered cruel and evil by the Russians, whose own cruelty was
legendary.

34

Thus Vafsi's character and behavior are embodied in his name.

The root of the name Chefer (Bat-shua's father) 1 !l tl appears in verbal form in the

Real Geonim and Mighty Geonim
And Geonic Geonim, and of the second and third degree,
And Great Lights and Eagles, Pillars and Hammers.
As the claims grow greater and greater, so does the stature shrink and wither. Witness Vafsi
himself who is introduced with a derision which marks him as an extreme example of this
corruption:
And in Ayalon there is a Rav of superior standing,
Not a simple Gaon but a Wondrous Gaon,
Unique and special even among the few chosen
and the name of the name of His Glory:
Rav Vafsi the Khuzari.
- and who cruelly and incorrectly quotes the Letter so as to assert thereby his awesome (and nonexistent) competence.
32

For a comprehensive discussion on the name Hillel in the Talmud see Bar-Asher, M.

Qovetz Ma'amarim biLeshon Chazal. Jerusalem:The Hebrew University, 1972: 12-13.
33

Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein ed., The Talmud. London: Soncino Press, 1985.
indices, Rabbi B.D. Klein.
34

op cit., Gordon : 360. (note)

Glossary and
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same passage from Sotah that discusses the name Vafsi, as a quote from Isaiah 24:23, where
it carries the meaning of eternal shame and the condition of being ashamed.

35

The name Feibe, accorded the representative of the modem world, who brings the light of
modernity to the town (the railroad), and the light of possible salvation to Bat-shua,
reverberates in a number of ways. Popular etymology has the name a Yiddish version of
Phoebe Apollo, the sun god. As such it was associated with light, and light-giving, and often
served as a synonym to Sheraga (Aramaic= candle, lamp) in the double-barrelled name
Sheraga-Feibe. In its later form in the poem the name Feibish contains the semantic content
of the Yiddish adjective \!J):I.n)\ an appellation which no doubt would be deemed fitting in
that society for a man who is sympathetic to women. Another reading has the name split in
two, with')'))) denoting a cry of sorrow, and \!J):I. holding the meaning 'bad'.

36

Bat-shua's name means daughter of a cry or of a cry for help. The letters Y) \!J also
stand as an acronym for the Shulchan Arukh. Thus the name represents her suffering and
helplessness and is also a reference to the way her life is determined by the exigencies of
Halakhah. Bat-shua is also the name of Yehudah's wife in Genesis 38, and is thus attached to
the figure of Tamar, another woman who suffers by way of the dictates pertaining to women
and marriage. She is a levirate widow, who is not given chalitzah, and her position therefore
is much like that of the agunah. In contradistinction to Bat-shua though, Tamar takes matters
into her own hands, and rebels by claiming her own sexuality, so foreign to Jewish women,

35

Epstein ed. The Talmud.

36

op cit., Gordon 261, where the name is explained in two ways: a. as a play on the words

vai [a cry of distress] and bish [bad, in Hebrew <via the Aramaic>], and alternatively as vaybish,
viz. one who has fallen into the hands of a woman.
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according to Yalag's poem, when she seduces the patriarchal authority in her life, Yehudah,
her father-in-law and oppressor. Furthermore, in Rabbinic terms the nature of their
relationship is open to question: Firstly, Yehudah is Tamar's father-in-law. Relations of this
type are forbidden, although her widowed state might ameliorate the issur [ban]. But even if
the death of her husband renders the ban void, the fact that she has not been given chalitzah
by Sheloh (her husband's younger brother), means that it is as if he were her husband and that
her sexual relations with any other man fall under the forbidden category.

37

Thus the

association with the Tamar story serves as foil to Yalag's Bat-shua in a number of ways by
substrating her saga with a somewhat antithetical parallel, while at the same time highlighting
the changes in perceptions of acceptability in the world of the Halkhah, which would choose
to present itself as unchanging.
Bat-shua is also an alternate name given to Bat Sheva (Chronicles I, 2 and 3), who is
associated with forbidden desire. In her case King David, the supreme emblem of male
authority, overcomes any problems of l11)~lY by energetically ascertaining that her husband is
dead and is known to be dead. He abuses his patriarchal power in order to realize his sexual
desires. This is the converse of Yehudah's (foiled) suppression of Tamar's sexuality, though
the effects of both displays of male dominance are the same. They both result in copulation.
The title of Gordon's poem, which serves as its thematic kernel, is drawn from a
Rabbinic source (Menachot 29a) which declares the importance of each little mark of Holy
writing for "Rabbi Akivah would in the future extrapolate reams upon reams of Halakhah

37

Rashi does not even mention this, while Nachmanides justifies the relationship by saying
that in terms of levirate law, Tamar belongs to Yehudah.

77
upon each tip" and "each letter that does not have parchment surrounding it on all four sides
is pasul" for "even the right hand tip of a yud that does not have parchment around it, is
stuck to another ietter" (Rashi) - "and is thus stuck to it and delays it."

38

The poem thus

states its direct relationship to the Halakhah and to the Halakhah's obsession with the letter in
its minutest traces. This relationship is reinforced by the mosaic made of abundant quotes
from the sources which constitute, in great measure, the poetic weave. The text is replete
with commentary, articulated in blown tones by the poetic voice. Given that the work is
intentionally satirical, these forms are appropriate.

39

Qotzo she/ Yud and Mishpacha

Devorah Baron's story "i1n!l\!JY.l", first published in 1933, is, like Yalag's poem, the tale of a
woman whose life is determined by ink in a get. Unlike the poem, however, this story has a
happy ending. The locus of the story is a Shtetl, not the city. The story is Dinah's story.
She is married off to Barukh, his father's only son, so that the male line of succession can
continue. For ten years she does not bear a child, and a reluctant Barukh, as per custom, sets

38

39

I. Epstein, ed. The Talmud.

.

'

op cit., Stanislawski : 126-127 stresses the satirical nature of the work, saying that
"Gordon strove not to depict a typical, or even likely, scene in Russian-Jewish life, but to satirize
the treatment of women in traditional Jewish society.", and calls the denouement "tragic, if
avertible and nonsensical." While the satirical intent is not in doubt, and the tragic inflation of
the text unquestionable, the active existence of the textual references in Jewish life, is likewise
not in question. Their voice can be trusted as examples of direct representation, albeit quoted
in the poem for unreliable purposes. · The satiric tenor is more the result of phraseological
cumulation and of the excessive bent of the fabula and its melodramatic expression in the poem.
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out to divorce her. Just as the get is being inscribed, a letter in the document goes astray,
skips out of the line, and the divorce is declared invalid. The couple stay together and within
the year Dinah gives birth to a healthy male child. The story seems to end on a note of
jubilant sentimentality.
Although the title of the story does not bear the mark of the Letter, the word
"Mishpachah" is tinged with a dissident quality when it is subordinated to the notion of .
family in the story wherein, in biblical fashion, it denotes the line of male succession alone.
The narrative opens with a reference to "l111'l1i1 l1'J\U'J\U"

40 41

represented in the Bible.

This style of genealogical recounting is then exemplified in the text by a retelling of Genesis,

with one male "begat" following another. The biblical form is then transferred to the Shtetl
in the tale, where male names are repeated in the successive generations of one of its
families. From the nominal chronicles of this family, the narrative moves to the family into
which Dinah marries. Thus a line is drawn - much like the recurring refrain throughout the
text that exhorts that the chain not be broken - from biblical male succession to the fictive
present,

42

and it is this line that, in society's view in the story, comprises Dinah's sole

raison d 'etre.

40

Baron, Devorah. Parshiyot. (Hebrew) Jerusalem: The Bialik Institute, 1968: 11. The
translations are my own.
41

Dan Miron sees this genealogical account - and indeed the biblical references in Baron's
stories in general - as expressive of Devorah Baron's perception of a cyclical and unchanging
temporality, which imbues even apparently singular historical events with "mythological value".
Miron, D. "Yetzirat Devorah Baron" in Devorah Baron: Mivchar Ma'amarim al Yetziratah. ed.
A. Pagis. Tel Aviv: AmOved, 1974, and in Miron, D. Khiwun Orot. Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv:
Schocken Books, 1979.
42

ibid. : 11-12.
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The note of protest in "Mishpachah" is subdued and subtly drawn, but its presence is
insistent. The women are more numerous than in Yalag's poem and they are certainly more
active. But their activity seems, for the most part, to be the result of internalized gendering,
where they buy into the status-quo and even triunpet its cause and abet it. Libke, the orphan
girl who serves Dinah and Barukh, shamelessly throws herself at Barukh when she knows the
{

time for his divorce is near. She does not question the justice of it all, but merely sees this as
her chance to attain some borrowed status via a man. Batyah, the family matriarch, has
learned from her father, a travelling Maggid [preacher], to speak in parables which she uses
so cruelly against women (she compares Dinah, within her hearing, to a fruitless tree that
must be felled).

43

She has appropriated the male voice en tout.

44

Unlike Yalag, Baron does not make any explicit statements about women being
banned from study but elucidates this practice with repeated references to the scholarly tasks
of young boys

45

who are mere children and are contextually counterpointed to the grown

women who nurture and educate them, but do not have access to what they learn; and by
inserting in the text a regression such as Dinah's memory of evenings in her father's house
when, after cleaning - i.e. taking care of his needs, she sat listening to him examining her
youngest brother's (his youth is emphasized) biblical knowledge.

46

Sexuality in this story is alluded to only in reference to child-bearing possibilities and

43

ibid. : 29.

44

Musha, who shows compassion towards Dinah, is an exception.

45

46

~~~n~:J.-')':n·-t'-~):J.) '~1:J.Y'-~):J. ,N1jJY.:l-~):J."

ibid. : 18.

ibid. : 16 and elsewhere.
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is transposed onto household objects and circumstances or expressed by similes drawn from
the plant world. Libke is described as "i1\?Y.li1 'J.) 11N. i1N.'JY.l>::l:l i111N.1l",

47

much as

Batyah pronounces Dinah and Barukh's bedroom empty and notes that their house is too clean
and shiny.

48

Seeds, plants, fertile ground, frozen riverS and thawing reeds appear in various

places in the texts, at times as similes and at others as metaphoric transpositions signifying
sexuality or emotions and events. Dinah's physical aspects that receive mention do so in
conjunction with her orphaned (and thus deserted) condition. Her face is the face of"'))!)
i1Y.lnn N.'J 1lj.J"'l')1l",

49

her head- an orphan's head.

50

Womanly sexual features are

hinted at delicately and subsumed under the mantle of motherhood, child-like vulnerability
and domesticity. Despite a similar intertwining in Yalag's work, the harsh dichotomies - as in
the reference to the she-wolf - are indicative of a very different sensibility which does not
balk at excess in proffering its convictions.
Whether modesty and submission win Dinah's day, is open to question. If the words of
the holy man she visits in search of a remedy for her barren condition are to be taken as
prophecy, then in him the letter operates as oracle . When the entire narrative is taken into
account, the advice articulated through his voice - that she further quell her almost nonexistent voice; lower her kerchief even more; accept all insults that come her way and light a

47

ibid. : 20.

48

ibid. : 27.

49

ibid. : 14.

50

ibid. : 18.
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thlrd candle on the Sabbath

51

-

adds to the parodic tone of the text by overenlarging the

pathos appended to her. She who is already overly submissive is ordered an extra dose of
submission as cure. It is as though it is all actually her fault and that she need repent for
circUmstances to change. As though only total passivity and absolute silence can save a
Jewish woman from her travails.
"Mishpachah" is full of biblical quotations, but has scant Talmudic references. The
voice that speaks the biblical phrases most often, using them as similes and metaphors for all
and any situations, is the voice of the family elder, Shelomo. He is described as "A scion of
Torah, who had the right verse for every event."

52

But at the end of the narrative his much

lauded adeptness is shown to be not always intelligently applied, and as something he hides
behind, his way of avoiding responsibility.
The story, unlike the poem, ends with the illusion of safety and with an apparent
affirmation of religious bounty. Things turn out well for Dinah, who finds herself embraced
by the warmth of family. An ignorant comprehension of the happy resolution is summarized
by Shelomo in a statement couched in biblical terms, when he declares that:

53

.O')il~Nil i11l1N on11 ... iliY~ 1lN.tJ ilN~Y.ll

He seems incapable of posing the question that maybe it was not God who had mercy, but
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ibid. : 28.
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ibid. : 13.
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ibid. : 35.
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society which was cruel? His proclamation is an example of Devorah Baron's quiet cry of
resistance which is sounded throughout the text. The narrative comment which introduces
Shelomo's announcement is wonderfully tongue-in-cheek:

Shelomo, the learned family elder, by whose sanction the get is initiated in the ftrst place, is
ascribed the virtue of integrity (which could also be read as mere boorish naivete), while what
he is really doing is using religious statement to blind himself to the meaning of his own
behavior and its consequences.
In the wake of her visit to the Holy man, after Batyah has insulted her in the

synagogue, Dinah prays silently at home (after Barukh marks the appropriate passages for her
in the correct order). Her manner of praying is likened to the childless Chana's prayers in
Samuel I, 1:13: "Her lips move and her voice is not heard." Her agony thus becomes part of
the age-old suffering of the childless Jewish woman, who is harassed and shamed by society
for her barrenness.
Dinah offers to take one of Musha's girls into her home. This in itself is a
condemnation of society. She wishes to express pure maternity, in whatever manner
available, while society demands she herself give birth to a child, and preferably a son. By
inserting this incident into the tale Baron highlights, by way of implied comparison, the
ruthless nature of society's norms, which in this case are inferred from the Letter's mandates,

54
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and take no account of individuaJs and feelings.
Baron's use of allusive names is not as evocative as Yalag's. It is worth mentioning
though that Shelomo the Elder is anything but wise, that Dinah is a victim, that Batyah's lack
of compassion is indicative of an essentially alien nature (the biblical Bityah [Chronicles I
4: 18] is a foreign king's daughter, and not a daughter of the Divine) and that it is as if Barukh
ben Neriyah, Jeremiah's scribe (Jer. chapter 36 and eJsewhere) stretches out across the ages to
lend Barukh his power which intervenes in the text, muddles the present scribe's hand and
causes the wayward letter to lengthen.
The figure that is most clearly in sympathy with Dinah is the Rabbi, the narrator's
father and this is in direct contradiction to Yalag's Rav Vafsi and the role he plays in Batshua's life. The Rabbi in this story is most fond of those passages in the Talmud which are
compassionate towards women.

55

The narrator introduces this tendency of his by saying

that the day before a get he would fast all day and pore over his books all night, possibly
trying to ascertain names (his hesitancy in this opposite to Vafsi's bulldozing certainty) or
maybe studying the matter of divorce in general, to which is added the narrative comment:

The attitude illustrated and the narrative aside voice a quiet indignation at the relativity of
Rabbinic interpretation, whose dicta are anything but relative in their effects on the world.

55

The night before he is due to officiate in a divorce he pores over the words of Rabbi
Eliezer in Sanhedrin 22a: "For him who divorces the first wife, the very altar sheds
tears ... against whom thou has dealt treacherously .... " Epstein ed., The Talmud.
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Conversely, however, the fact that these passages contain the only direct Talmudic reference
56

in the story, seems to emphasize the possible flexibility of Rabbinic interpretation in a

positive way which by way of inversion criticizes those who hold to rigid, one-dimensional,
stringent explications.
Barukh, his weakness notwithstanding, is quite the opposite of Hillel, who escaped a
wife and family. But in the story there is no potentially redemptive male figure such as
Feibe, and no potentially redemptive power such as modernity. The text is contained in a
time that is almost static, in a Shtetl life that seems to be unchanging.
The overt criticism in the narrative is saved for the women. It is most apparent when
dealing with Batyah and her sharp tongue and malicious personality. Libke- who is also
ascribed an innocence at the end of tale - attempts to stake her claim to Barukh in a brazen
manner. Her action escapes direct comment, but she is depicted as "charging (i101il)"
towards Barukh to call him to dance.

57

In a reversal of the unvoiced woman in Jewish society, it is the women who have
most voice in the text. Yet this reversal is illusory. Despite their overall absence, the men
preside over the text, with their voices clearly entering it when it comes to matters which
determine a woman's fate. Even Barukh's weak voice, which is heard only once, has a
determining power over Dinah's life as it answers untruthfully in the affirmative that he is
willing to grant the divorce. This power is emphasized by the fact that this is his one and
only utterance in the tale. But the primacy of the written letter is demonstrated at the same

56

See note #53 above.
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time. Barukh's incorrect answer (the double yes) can be rectified, the misconstrued letter is
irrevocable and cannot.
And fmally, Dinah's happiness at the end of the story is contingent upon its fairy-tale
ending which conjures up the birth of a son to continue the coveted male line that extends
from Adam and Abel and Cain to Avner ben Barukh, her own son. But this happy ending
might not be so happy if we consider Libke, for instance. She is relegated to the position of
servant which, we are informed, "i1bl1 nnb'li:J. I:J.1i1 l1N n'J:J.p 1l1."

58

Thus the story

ends with what looks like resolution, but is in fact merely a perpetuation whose marks can be
discerned in the circularity of the text and the over-sentimentalized content of its closure.
Both texts stretch the construct of the submissive woman to parodic lengths, and both
use manifold intertextual allusions. But whereas Yalag's satire derives in large measure from
direct declarations that need be antonymically read, Baron's critique obtains in a delicately
nuanced and modest satirical woof. And both texts, Yalag's poem and Baron's story, end with
two women demoted by the vagaries of the Letter's hierarchical vicissitudes to the status of
subaltern, from where movement, even in shadow, is well-nigh impossible.
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GENDERING A NARRATIVE: ON THE INTERPLAY OF PRESENCE
AND ABSENCE IN M. Y. BERDICHEWSKI'S MIRYAM

The feminine has ... had to be deciphered as forbidden ... in
between signs, between the realized meanings, between
the lines.
Luce Irigaray

1

, YINJ. 0'l!JJi1 p':Jn VI
?JJ7' ''-J 0''-J'V::J. ]'Jill

Woman's lot is bad on earth
Her fate in Heaven who can know?
Miryam - p. 286

Apparently in Jola, one of the languages spoken in Senegal, there is a pronoun for the Divine
which is animate and beyond even the conception of bi-genderdness, yet in its signification is
without the attribution of no-gender. Furthermore, this pronoun emitai is much in the vein of
all Jola pronouns, which neither allude to, nor negate, gender. This transcendent inclusiveness of gender, a type of meta-gender, which neither· demotes the object by the exclusion of
gender, nor struggles with gender specificity - is rare in our present day culture if not, for the
most part, completely absent. The attempt to be all-containing is generally a struggle with the
perceived opposites of what is, for us, an almost unavoidable, deeply ingrained construction

1

Moi, op cit., p. 132.
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of the binary

2

whose twined and thus merged expression can only be tapped by various

modes of the allusive. Texts are infused with an influx of gender-construed bias, which
dominates in various ways: In the conception of a text, in words and language, in narrative
form and events which are dense with the suggestion of an underlying consciousness; in the
attribution of narrative voice or a fictionalized consciousness 3 which are the glidings in of
what is often a substrated authorial presence; in the content itself; in explicit statement,
marked ellipsis, blatant instances of absence or presence (in binary resonance); overtly and
most obviously, in statements about gender, either prejudicial or affirmative, and in other
ways. The actual valence of gender to all these is not the issue. What is at stake is
perception and its cumulative construal which has, as presence, filled (up) items and signs
with the accretion of a consensus of gender-grounded substantiality.

In this chapter I would like to suggest a gender-focused reading of Micha Yosef
Berdichewki's last work: Miryam, ftnished (?) two days before his death.

4

This reading

intuits that Berdichewski reaches towards an attempt at meta-gendered expression; that he
seeks access to this 'Beyond' by allusive structural contrivances, but that this non-referenced,
and most probably not consciously realized reference, often empowers and sharply contours
the (essentialist) expectations of the consciously held binary, so as to thoroughly gender the

2

Alice Jardine, Gynesis: Configurations of Woman and Modernity, Cornell Univeristy Press,

1985.
3

4

This is especially so in ftction.

There is some debate as to whether the text of Miryam was actually ever ftnished, or if
it ended as a result of Berdichewski's death.
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narrative with the exigencies of its conventions even while striving beyond them. It is not
surprising that Berdichewski- whose rejection of a monolithic Judaism and Jewry and
emphasized the individual, as opposed to the communal, earned him the title Acher - wished
to give voice to the voiceless, feminine Othered. It is also not surprising that he did this most
expressedly in the closing days of his life as he felt life fading and himself slipping into the
darkness of the most Other.
The narrative statement of the opening lines of Miryam carries the weight of authorial
verisimilitude in its consonance with the biographical details of Berdichewski's life:

Miryam, subtitled A Tale of Two Towns, is a twisting narrative that tells the story of both
parts of its title. It opens on a genealogical-historical note that narrates the story of Miryam's
family. Their story allows for a movement to the geographical placements of the subtitle,

5

M.Y. Berdichewski, Kitvei Michah YosefBin-Gorion (Berdichewsld), Dvir, Tel Aviv, 1965.
p. 271.
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which provide material for a large number of anecdotal stories about the towns' inhabitants,
some of which have nought but a locative connection to the Miryam of the title. Miryam is a
young Jewish girl living in the world of eastern Europe. Through a process of trial and
tribulations in which she is mostly a passive participant, she fmds her way towards ail alleged
independence and freedom from the societal constrictions laid upon her by the world of her
birth. Her own story is almost hidden in the narrative accounts that fill the novel's pages, and
is presented more by reflection, by way of her unintended effects on the lives of others who
encounter her. The novel's narrative form has long been a subject of curiosity and has given
rise to a number of speculations. In this chapter I shall look at two of these under the arch of
a notion of gendered narrativity.
Berdichewski had, some fifteen years prior to writing this, his only novel, written a
plan for a work called Miryam. There are some similarities between the original plan and the
novel that fmally emerged.

6

The important differences for the present discussion are the

considerable extension of its arena and more notably the movement from the proposed
monogamous, cohesive linear and temporal development to the fractured, winding,
multifaceted expansion of the novel. The important change in the fabula is Miryam's eventual
fate.
The name of the novel - Miryam - is of prime significance. Berdichewski stresses the
formative power of naming right at the outset of the narrative, in his fust attribution of
causality. Up till this stage- the beginning of the second chapter of the frrst book- the text

6

But this is not the place to enter into them.
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provides, in a genealogical (masculine) fashion, with some narrative interjections, the
historical details of Miryam's grandfather, Natan-Neta's, escape from the miserable poverty
into which he was born. Chapter 2 begins:

7 •••

o·nnJ.

This statement about Natan-Neta's inheritance and its bounty is comment on the active power
of Logos, where the word becomes flesh, and echoes the power of the Divine vojce in the
opening chapters of Genesis, inasmuch as name is seen as equal to fate, form and function.
In Natan-Neta's case, twice-named equals twice-hom.

8

Set within this framework, by naming the novel Miryam, Berdichewski transposes the
formative power of Logos to woman who in the Jewish world of eastern Europe is excluded
from language. This act has the following force: It endows her presence with active
causality and admits her into the realm of the spoken and the speaking, but at the same time
infuses her, by way of analogy, with Sameness, making her 'masculine' in her ostensible
control of Logos. Thus the feminine is drawn into a territory delineated by the -male world

7

8

Ibid. : p. 271.

See Robertson Davies, The Deptford Trilogy, King Penguin, 1983, pp. 230-231: "One
always knows the twice-hom. They often go as far as to take new names."
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which determines the rules of naming and speech according to its profoundly binary
excluding vision that proscribes it entry into this sphere. Woman, the feminized other, is
unexpressed and unexpressing in this domain except as analogic antithesis of a male/female
dichotomous dyad. What does Berdichewski do with this anomaly? Whether by conscious
choice or inadvertent design, he supresses the voice of the purported feminine axis of the tale.
Miryam, as voice, is hardly discernible in the lengthy text. Rather, the narrative is controlled
and punctuated by the recurring narrative intercessions of the masculine voice of its teller,
whose declarations clearly announce its hold of textual domination and contouring function.

Miryam, subtitled A Tale of Two Towns, is also the story of two towns: Belz and
Hunirad. The suggestion of the fictional Miryam as organizing fully singular subject, entailed
in first part of the title, is undermined by the appended proclamation: Miryam, as name, has
prominence by virtue of the prior placement in the title, but her formative dominion is shaken
by the additional clause. Thus right from the start of the tale there is a shifting perception, a
movement that makes unstable any notion of the fmn ground of Logos, and those tremors
reverberate variously through the ensuing patterns/non-patterns of the 'tale'. The tale or tales
are a dilating account of the lives of many whose stories are told episodically and often with
no· particular connection or even easily accessible sense or point to them. Some analogies may
be extracted along the multifariousness, 9 but these do not explain the vicissitudes of the
many anecdotes. Nor does it seem particularly productive an endeavor to do so in the present

9

Zippora Cagan, Masorot Janariyot baRoman Miryam, in Hagut v'Sipporet biYetzirat
Berdichewski, Z. Cagan ed., Haifa University, 1981. pp. 53-64.
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work as that would merely extend what Z. Cagan has already noted: that the analogy serves
to highlight differences by way of the similar and thus limn Berdichewski's claim of the
unique even within the confines of the communal. The main and important impact here is a
diffusion of centrality, both centrality of structure and centrality of meaning.
In terms of the present reading, I suggest that this non-centrification - un-cohering and

unintelligible in its effects - comprises an attempt at meta-gender: that Berdichewski tries to
give voice to the voiceless Other, from within the boundaries of the masculine binary, in an
attempt to subvert it, and present it as an expressed inexpressible whose vagaries, in terms of
received language and formulated Logos, can only be elliptically grasped. I would thus
suggest that the meandering of the textual expansion, whose conceptual certitudes are few, is
movement towards the non-referencible reference. And this is especially so under the
patronage of the entwined, yet free-floating engagement of the title and its explanatory clause.
As mentioned above, Miryam's form is a riddle that has been repeatedly addressed by
its readers. Of the most useful explanations offered are those of Zippora Cagan
Yoram Kanyuk.

11

10

and

Cagan sees the tale/s as Berdichewski's attempt to create a poetics for

modem Hebrew literature that is genealogically aligned with tradition. She explains the 'form'
and content as mimetical of traditional literature and especially of the i1'J')i1P Opl!:l, the
communal diary, which recorded the happenings and histories of communities, and also of
Aggadic, Halakhic, homiletic and folkloristic, fragments and allusions. This explanation

10

11

loc cit.
Yoram Kanyuk, haDiolog ben haMesapper Leven Miryam, in op cit., Cagan ed., pp. 67-69.
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works well with the text and goes a long way in explaining its 'fragmentary' nature: the
moralizing and the philosophizing (often falsely pious) digressions and the 1apses' into the
world of magic and the supernatural (or the non-rational). Kanyuk thinks the novel a
dialogue between the narrator and Miryam.

He notes that they are two peripheral characters

in the story, who belong and do not belong in the tales; party to events, yet observers,
watching through its fragments the longed for and feared demise of the abominated, beloved
community. Within this framework of destructive desire, if my reading of Kanyuk is correct,
Miryam stands as the affiliated object of desire.
Cagan's understanding of the text is extremely fruitful, and binds the narrative by
affording it an ideological framework, as is Kanyuk's astute observation. But Miryam's
latency, taken in relationship to the narrator's voice domination, cannot be overlooked.
Miryam, the female presence who serves as the text's implicit structuring medium, is hardly
given any voice or actual presence at all, and her vocal and actual absence calls for an
extension of these readings. Miryam's presence/non-presence revalues the traditional forms
displayed in the narrative. It broods over them and takes them out of the range of
conventional value. This, combined with their unconnected cumulation in the text, places
them in a limbo of deliberate incoherence.
The magical and Aggadic element may be viewed in terms of its allusion to the Other;
in its echo of the unnamed and its association with the feminine. Natan-Neta's strange
encounter early in the tale is an example of the depiction of the supernatural in the text .
Miryam's grandfather is a successful merchant on his way to Volhin to buy his Winter
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merchandise, when he reaches an unending, undifferentiated vista:
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On the plain [\J\U£1] level the words denote the place and time of day in which the subsequent
incident occurs. But the mode of description (the endless unbroken plain, the pre-Babel unity,
and the connotative declaration of the sole purpose of day, which is said merely to provide
the path to darkness and night) also speaks in allusive possibilities and in doing so acts as an
organizing principle under whose governance, in homiletic fashion, the scene that follows
operates as its exegesis:
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This chance encounter changes Natan-Neta's behavior and moves him away from the world of

free-thinking. The figurative content of the earlier descriptive narrative pronouncements is
apparently verified by the vision itself, by the moral lesson Natan-Neta extracts from the
experience, and by his subsequent actions: The untrammelled country-side, free of separation
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loc cit.
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and distinction (= here to the modem, heretical world which eschews the separation of the
holy and the mundane), leaves him unprotected from the more powerful world of Heaven,
which apportions him a warning sampling of Its wrath in the shape of a frightening image,
drawn from the supernatural - "111N.'J£lil O'JW" - that iS full of bad portent and foreboding
both in the imagery itself and in its intertextual reference.
Evening (= the darkness of the soul) descends upon him, with its associations of terror
and danger, and he cannot protect himself. The Heavens become like iron.

14

A figure,

wearing a traditional black overgarment, yet covered beneath in a white death shroud, appears
as his double ("like a shadow'') in imitation of the paradox of his outwardly religious garb,
and his inwardly wanton secularity (the death allusion). The primeval snake (a reference to
the Leviathan promised to the righteous in the World to Come, but mentioned in the Bible
only once, in a negative context of destruction)

15

surrounds his middle body, in place of the

belt which should be worn to separate the holy parts of the body from those organs associated
with sex and elimination. The diapered child on the old man's shoulder doubles and
reinforces the image of his shroud, and hints at the death not only of the past, but of the
future as well. The man holds a burning staff. The portrayal invokes the prophet Moses in
his two contradictory aspects - both suggestive of Natan-Neta's situation - which are
associated with fire, and in particular with the staff (il\'J>::l) he carries: His holiness (for

14

This is a direct reference to Parashat beChuqotai, Lev. 26:19, and the punishment
attendant on those who stray from God's commandments: "'Jn:t:> O:>)):)'lJ ))1)1)1"
15

The only biblical reference to this term is in Isaiah 27:1, where the prophet warns that as
punishment for the sins of Israel, God will destroy the promised Leviathan.
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which he is granted sight and part of God's power - the burning bush, and is given the
magical staff that alternately turns into a snake, brings the ten plagues upon Egypt and parts
the Red Sea),

16

and his lack of faith in the Divine power (as exemplified in his twice hitting

the rock, when once would have sufficed, the action which bars his entry intro the Promised
Land).

17

Thus does the vision (the tale) prove, as per the preceding pseudo-homiletic assertion,
that unbounded day (with the light of day pointing to the Haskhalah's self-description) is "but
a path to (the horrors of) evening (the dark night of the soul, the fate of the heretic)" and the

ungirded (unseparated, not holy) - "i1111l"

N~

-is full of the promise of pitfall and tragedy.

In this way the section can be read as an Aggadic extrapolation intended to ratify, in

homiletic fashion, an invented maxim. But viewed within its textual setting something quite
different emerges, and the revelation's connotative reference is overturned. It is followed,
without a paragraph break, by a- description of Sara's - Natan-Neta's daughter and Miryam's
mother - sloth, which intensifies from then on. Her sloth is accompanied by the "nonfulfillment" of her wifely duties except at night, when she is a "true daughter of Israel." The
chapter ends with the statement - "during the day she would not obey."

18

Natan-Neta's meeting with the mysterious phantasm inspires in him a commitment to
· pious duty. His understanding of the event is conventional in terms of his orthodox

16

Exodus chapters 3, 11, 17 and elsewhere.

17

Numbers 20: 11.
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loc cit.
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conditioning, and his reaction appropriate. The homily hits its target and has the designated
pietistic effect. But Sara, his daughter who is not consciously connected to the incident,

19

cannot be ignored, both because of her textual proximity and because she is as affected by it
as her father, albeit in quite the opposite manner. She leaves the realm of day, of coherence,
and plunges into the realm of the undefmed, as represented by her stubborn negativity and
lethargy.

20

Yet she still responds to the approaches of night and desire. Her exclusion from

the event, coupled with her responsiveness to its effects, functions as comment on women's
marginality, and the paltry paths of resistance available to them within the world of Jewish
religious discourse, and points to an alternative reading of the magical interlude.
Reading back to the introduction to the anecdote, and interpreting it and the tale itself
without the Judaically-based references, the content and imagery suggest quite the opposite of
the above explication. The unending vista, the unbounded, unpossessed land and the human
unity, intimate an idyllic world and untainted landscape, which is not in any way broken.
This, of course, is an allusion to the unconstricted, undivided whole that Jewish ethos battles

against. It is also associated with the formlessness of the feminine that is not cathected onto
any one particular object, whose ubiquity is so frightening to the world of the masculine. The
phrase, "The day is but a path to the night," is value free in this context. Night with its
intimations of lack of light and thus the absence of discriminating vision (=the comfort of the.

19

Not even by way of language. Natan-Neta tells Israel about his stance regarding the
"spirit of the times," but at no time is there a statement about Sara's direct connection with the
event, as addressee or in any other way.
20

One of the only paths of resistance available to her.
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Rational, as it were), and its suggestions of death and thus the cessation of particularity (of
individual consciousness with its divisions and separations, is not threatening to an allinhering, uncathected sense of unity. In this reading the word "only" is ameliorative, and
functions as a pacifying emphatic, stripping events in the natural world of the terror attributed
them by those who are exiled from Nature because of their monochromatic vision.
The figures in Natan-Neta's encounter with the world of the Other, reverberate very
differently in this alternate reading. He stops to pray in a field, within the world of nature
which in Rabbinic is often associated with the evil instinct. Appropiately then he loses sight
of the 'real' or humanly created world. The wagon dissappears from sight and he is lost. The
shadow like figure that approaches him, his doppelganger, carries a flaming staff. The .staff
itself could be interpreted in crude Freudian fashion to the phallus, and thus to desire, and
especially when coupled with its attribute of fire. The white shroud would then serve two
purposes. In its association with the diapered infant, it could point to a child-like innocence
and freedom, and stand as a symbol of purity which in this case would be the virtue and
innocence of instinct and desire, which abide, the black coat notwithstanding. Cumulatively
however it may accrue extra meaning and also allude to the death shroud inasmuch as it is
chocked by the black coat of tradition. The primal snake wrapped around the waist, is again
the phallic (in a Freudian reading), and a symbol of the uroboros (in Jungian archetypal
terminology). Either way it is related to the world of desire, and in the Jungian aspect to the
frightening world of mother consciousness. Here the diapered infant combines with

th~

nexus

of innocence (as in the shroud, above). And in this world the doppelgangers exhortation to· ·
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Natan-Neta to go and not stand still, may be egging him to consort with evening, the
inevitable destination of day.
The notion of the homiletic works in a number of ways in this passage, and allows for
an extension of Cagan's genre-based analysis. If the episode is understood in an unmediated
pietistic reading, Natan-Neta responds to the dark threat of the formless and unknowable by
trying to rationally thwart the threat of day turning into evening. He attempts to brighten his
path by a stricter adherence to Halakhah, which he sees as the way of light and action. But if
it is reiterated in the terms mentioned above, Natan-Neta actually descends into evening, does
not escape the homiletic warning, and the evening into which he descends is not the evening
of the all lauded by the second interpretation, but a descent into an undesirable evening (in
terms of the maskhilic world-view he rejects) which the darkness of religious superstition
which stands in contrast to the Haskhalah which metaphorized itself as the light of the times.
But Sara, who as woman was never the target of sacred conference is more fmnly cast in
night and desire and formlessness, in the wake of her father's experience with the world of
the Other with which she is identified. Neither the light of the old tradition, nor the new light
of the Haskhalah shine for her. Instead she is enveloped in the thick of undistinguished
murmunng.
The passage encapsulates the text and its purposes in embryo. The battles between the
expressed and the inexpressible are played out, and fmally the unexpressed/inexpressible
cannot be imprisoned by any of the expressor's cliched dicta which its state of marginality
undennines. Sara subverts the ostensible cause and effect aims of the homily as they leave
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no perceptible 'positive' trace in her changed behavior after Natan-Neta's encounter. She
embodies its literal adduction and thus nullifies its force of traditional spiritual pedagogy:
Her father's day tUrn.ed evening quite simply turns into her night. Her reaction acts out
woman's position in the world of Jewish texts, dramatizes the fact that she has no part in its
structures. At the same time, in her inversion of its conventionally-read caution, but as proof
of another veracity, she is more naturally allied to the simple homiletic content bycause she is
stays in darkness, the destination mentioned, and will not obey commandments in the 'light'.
The legend and the magic in the text, that seem to be inserted to no apparent purpose
in the greater design of the 'plot', are arched in a battle with the light of day, trumpeted in
these pages by the recurring voice of the masculine narrator, with his unreliable disclaimers
of night and legend and song

21

e.g.:

The masculine narrator, engaging in a lengthy exposition of events from the world outside the
domain of the 'masculine', feels impelled to use language to deny the magical, or 'feminine',
constitution of the story he portrays. His protestations

21

emph~size

the very aspect he purports

Though this type of directive narrative intervention is part of the conventions of
verisimilitude prevalent in nineteenth I early twentieth Hebrew literature as well.
22

loc cit.
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to deny. Similarly, Natan-Neta's response to the Other, which is correct in a fallacious
traditional translation, is not, in terms of Haskhalah ideology, a movement into the light or
away from evening, no matter the seeming linearity of its process.
Thus the

"~ll'J"~iljJ tJjJ)£l

and the homily, the pseudo-sacred, philosophic and Halakhic

statements, and the quasi-Aggadic portions grapple together in an effort to sound the metagender, while still caught in the constraints of the binary. And grappling with them are the
narrator and Miryam; the voiced and the almost voiceless who by way of their presence (the
narrator) and absence (Miryam as voice and actor, but not as presence. Her effects, as
presence, are potent and recurring in the tale though these are rarely connected to any action
on her part. Men lose their sanity and even their lives by dint of their perception of her [this
theme occurs with other women as well, though not as often or as intensely]) form the
foundation of the narrative. Miryam is ever-present, presiding as half-part name of the tale,
powerful in that presence and doubly powerful in her non-articulation and absence. She gives
form to the narrative in this presiding, and in the near continuity of theme it provides, while
her absence allows for the deflections and divergences that mark the text.
The narrator is ever-present with his incessant intrusions and explanations of the
narrative form, which more often than not have authenticity only by way of negation, e.g.:

1'liN ,111il 'J:J:J. \:>N'J \:>N'J )'Jil)'J N11jJi1 '~))'))') 'll111'~ 'JN.) ,111::1'~11) ::111 'J~Y.l'J
)Y.l11 :nn:J'J il"~il"~ "~'JY 1~ n"~'J:Jn'J

.O"~"~n:J.

)Y.lN) 11tJ"~ 1)))il 1'J 'li:J.:J) l'Jil

n
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.p~£ltJN. 1nNi111::lN~b lN. 1~1 .)bn 1111::1

Contrary to the declaration that he can only "manage" to write one novel, Miryam is indeed
not a "novel within a novel," but many novels within novels,

"0~)b1i

1111::1

0~)b1i."

Verity

resides in absence, in mendacious statement, and this is suggestive of the value to be placed
on Miryam and her palpable absence. Miryam seems to be absent in the text. And in terms
of voice and action she is not present. Yet this absence is fallacious. Absence is the only
form her 'truth' can take as she, as woman, is voiceless. And this absence is a presiding
absence whose effects are rampant in the narrative and are evident in Miryam's power over
various characters and events, as well as in the overt narrative intentionality which names her
protagonist of the tale. In this manner the text is, as Kanyuk said, a dialogue between
Miryam and the narrator
better still,

24

w~ch,

for its ambitious scope, may be called a kind of multilogue or

a multimorph in intent, where forms are left to voice the voiceless, and silence

to represent the unrepresentable.
But it is difficult to escape the binary, and its ineluctability is made clear by the
ending of the novel. After life has moved Miryam from her parents' home in Belz to the
home of a relative, Yechiel Eichenstein, under whose protection she is placed in Hunirad, she
falls into the river after her legs give in, while hearing the love-crazed confession of Batlon, a
local Maskil and an excellent teacher of Russian. As she has rejected Batlon's romantic

23

ibid. : p. 271.

24

If viewed as 11 clash with, and thus other than, Logos.
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advances, he does not save her, though the text hints that he could have. She is saved instead
by anonymous workers at an adjacent mill. When Yechiel, her relative and protector, hears
this he has a heart attack and dies the following day. After Miryam rises from her sick-bed
one month later she finds herself unprotected and with no particular chart to her life. She
spends her time reading Tolstoy, and fills with compassion for humanity:

The novel ends with her arrival at the home of Dr. Koch, a Jewish doctor who knows nothing
of Jewishness as he was taken into the anny as a young boy, and who devotes his life
unsparingly to the cause of giving relief to suffering humanity. She turns to him and says:

- whereupon Koch kisses her on her forehead, saying:

27
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ibid. : p. 317.
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loc cit.
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loc cit.
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."~bY 11'0n '.J"11:\ ,11N ~11J.
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Miryam's formlessness is finally brought into the 'light', which is the masculine light of action
and the light of reason- of the new world- achieved by way of language (Tolstoy), albeit
specifically not the Sacred Tongue or its religious texts. And the man who enables her to
live that light, although a Jew, is unconnected with traditional Judaism. But she needs
masculine agency to achieve her 'light'. Tolstoy and the doctor bring it out in her.
The language used in her dialogue with Dr. Koch is replete with gender-based
prejudice and conditioning, that manifest in Miryam's words which reflect a strong
internalized gendering, and less so in Koch's response. She, in effect, offers herself to him in
terms of servitude and sexual subjugation, using the noun i1r.:lN., which means maiden,
handmaid and maidservant, inflected with the second person singular genitive masculine
pronominal suffix - "111r.:lN.". She also offers to be of

"i~Y" -

help - to serve "11i\1J-;," the

sick. But the word i'tY set within the context of male/female relationships, strongly
reverberates in its famous biblical context where Adam is given Eve as an "11ll:l i'tY, a
helpmeet. Serving the sick is a traditional female function, and this is what Miryam offers, ·
this is the extent of her liberation. Furthermore, the verb 11i'lJ combined with the ideas of
handmaiden, helpmeet and the fmal part of Miryam's avowal to Koch - "11J.YN. i1l"'r.:lN.J." which while they comprise the simple statement of a faithful potential employee, also smack
of religious oaths of loyal worship in the service of some deity - combine to make her
statement yet another instance of female prostration, and not a display of autonomy. Koch's
response - "')r.:lY 110n -;,"11l," gratefully acknowledges her favor, yet this gratitude is
subsumed under an umbrella of benign patronage when he calls her his daughter.
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Batlon, the Russian teacher and reader, has in the meanwhile become mad because of
his guilt, has entered the realm of word salads and neologisms, the world of the unintelligible

Other. The roles are reversed. The male (Batlon) has moved out of language, while the
female (Miry am) has begun to adhere to its codes and to actively determine her .life by it.
Here, at the end of the tale, the binary most strongly obtains in its intended breach.

In the original plan for Miryam, the story ends with her suicide for the love of a man
forbidden her (he is her best friend's husband). And although the earlier version does not
grapple with the expression of gender the way the full version does, that ending - the suicide,
but not its cause - might have gone further to escape the binary (in the most undesirable
manner possible), by expressing the ultimate tragedy of woman's muteness, and would have
relegated Miryam to death, the sphere of the Most Other- "in which we shall (formlessly) all
rest till the end of all the living"

28

-

where she is trapped even in her living.

Miryam, Berdichewski's last work and, according to Emmanuel Bin Gurion, 29 the
culmination of his artistry, and also the culmination of his life itself, is a tale that struggles
for the Beyond. It is not surprising that it fmally recoils from that beyond as "the light of his
candle dims."

It is a novel written in Hebrew, a language to which its presiding subject or

presence had no access, and it is written for the coterie of the comprehenders of this
language, many of whom saw this (secular) form of usage as expression of ultimate otherness,

28

ibid. : p. 271.
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Emanuel Bin-Gorion, Miryam - Si Yetzirato shel Berdichewski veTachlitah, in Micha Josef
Berdyczewski (Bin Gorion): A Selection of Critical Essays on his Literary Prose, Am Oved, Tel
Aviv, 1973. pp. 246-249.
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as heresy and the abomination of sacred discourse, and the subversion of its authority, in
which the InN. truly worships

O~lnN. o~p17N.,

as formless, as woman, as the Great Void

itself whose mysteries are not to be mined or asked after.
In a deflected interior-monologue in Miryam, set in blatantly gender-conscious

language, Yeruham (the narrator's beloved friend, in whose cause and out of character, he
touches the narrative boundaries, albeit peripherally), muses on Miryam, by way of the
narrative voice, and says:

~)n'"l) o~nl£l
~)'"l)nnJ.

i1N11 l)i1 ... 1n 1)7 N7 7J.N. .7N.I\U~-n~J.7 n1:::nn) n7N..:J n11y)

n:>£ln\UY.l i1\U£l) _,n~11n~ oN. i1)i1 ~IJ.Yi1 Nl1p7

.l'"llO pn1 -- n~1

nN. 1nJ.'"li1N ,i1J.i1N-~1~\U 1~\U~ 111\UY.lil ON '"'I .n~IJ.Y n1nN 17l~N 7J.N ,ln~on
\U~'"l n~IJ.Yi1
30

nn£loJ. ni'"'IJ.ln \U~ .n'fl\U n'"l'll£l) l'J. 11\U~P l~N ·l~J.n N7 1)1'll7
.i1£l7 l't'"'IN VN .~)~Y.ln l'"l\U~pn1 111n n7 1on 7J.N. ,I~N.n7 11~1

The words find no listener not only because of the lack of a "sexual connection" in Hebrew
literature (and the "sexual connection" does not only mean the relations between the sexes,
but an awareness of the gendered other), but because the targets of the "love poems" rarely
have voice in that literature and seldom have access to the language. Womeil are so much
the InN., the Other, in the normative Judaic tradition that they are not even afforded the
opportunity to peep at the Holy Orchard of 'll11jJi1 l1'll7, its Holy Tongue; they are beneath

30

op cit., Berdichewski, p. 301.
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the sanctity of its articulation. The "garden is locked" not because of the sexual implication
of virginity or chastity, but because it and its "fragrant flowers" have no voice. The feminine,
as mother, has a Jewish voice- a fact emphasized by the apposition of "Hebrew reader" and
"Jewish mother" and that voice "pours its soul" in the service of pathos, or the nameless void
of supplicating piety. But, as woman who is not mother, the feminine is denied entry into the
language that names and has dominion in its naming.
In this work Berdichewski invokes what looks to him like the possibility of a Jewish

text in which there is hope for woman, even while he unintentionally recoils from the full
expression of the feminine Other. In the world he creates in Miryam, She has little voice or
autonomy. All the contortions of Jewish traditional forms do not avail her, while the outside
texts, which are mentioned but not represented in the novel, allow her access and awaken her
initiative. But fmally she is left virtually silent, and in action remains dependant on the world
of the masculine to which learnt female passively attaches as the only path to salvation.
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THE OTHER AND/AS SHADOW IN NE'IMA SASSON WRITES POEMS
by A. KAHANA-CARMON

... archetypes are the among the inalienable assets of every
psyche. They form the "treasure in the realm of shadowy
thoughts" of which Kant spoke .... To discard them as
valueless would be a distinct loss. Our task is not,
therefore, to deny the archetype, but to dissolve the
projections, in order to restore their contents to the
individual who has involuntarily lost them by projecting
them outside himself.
Carl Gustav Jung

1

The Other, as a construct of opposition, is the mode by which we enter into relations with the
world: the so-called outside world and ourselves. It forms the basic structure of
differentiation from the Great uroboric mother, the state of undifferentiated being into which
all potentially separate consciousnesses are born. Thus the requisite of coming into being,
self-awareness and self-knowledge is a dichotomy, a construct of Otherness. Relationshipwhose articulation is possession - is formulated upon an awareness of duality. Engaging in or
out of (association/dissociation); having knowledge of (and thus thought and language
systems), are founded upon the doubled dualities of I as a separate, split-off entity, engaged
in an Other - a process and/or thing. The splitting off of the I from the Eden of unaffected
consciousness, from the immersion of experience in itself, is the constituent of identification

C.G. Jung The Collected works of C.G. lung: The Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious, trans. R.F.C. Hull, Bollingen Series XX, Princeton University Press, 2nd ed., 1968,
v. 9, p. 84.
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and thus the component of all that is experienced and known. But, concomitantly, this node
of identification with, first the singularity, and later the cluster of the I, is the source of
alienation of experience from the Real, which is unmediatedfunmediating, nondistinguished/non-distinguishing being. That which allows experience denudes experience of
itself, because the One is experienced only by way of division. This paradox creates a state
of unsated and insatiable desire. This desire is insatiable because it can never be quenched;
because its object is not an object, and because the desiring subject has subjectivity only by
virtue of having oojectified itself through the splitting off from the seeming object of its
desire. Thus this object - and this relationship - is beyond the referentials which are engaged
in a subject/object discourse. It is unattainable and unavailable, beyond the experience of the
I.

The perception of Otherness is, therefore, dual in implication: Other is I as
distinguished from the uroboric and, conversely, the unexpressed and inexpressible is other
than I, other than all that I consciously experience myself as being. Arguably then, the whole
experience of being is, in some form, an experience of the Other - an ongoing grappling with
a sense of otherness, a perpetual alienation in constant desire. The sense of Otherness also
pervades the relations of the Othered I with the external world. If I am a split-off thing, how
much more so that which I perceive as other than myself. At the satl!.e time, however, the
desire for oneness, for union, with that which I sense is my full nature, becomes my primal acknowledged or, for the most part, unacknowledged - quest and is the formative element in
my choice/rejection and interpretation of relationships. The desire for wholeness, for
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redemption through the irredeemable, and my understanding of the measure to which this is
or is not attained, prescribes my perception of the world which, in these terms, comprises a
measure of Other or less Other. Thus my relations with the outside world may be determined
as textual, with their essential linguistic content articulated by means of projection, a network
of the complexities and refractions of the Other/I nexus. The undifferentiated all, the desired
Other to my othered self, has been variously named and has often been termed the
Unconscious. This designation, in the psychological meaning accrued it, will be suitable for
the purposes of this chapter which looks at the ways the threatening parts of the unconscious
are integrated to heal, in some measure, the primal split.
Amalia Kahana-Cannon's story Ne 'ima Sasson Writes Poems is, on first reading, the
story of a young girl's unrequited infatuation with her married male teacher. It is the story of
her unsuccessful attempts to form a connection with him and his eventual rejection of her,
expressed finally through his rejection of her poetry which she proffers him as a gift. It is a
story told in retrospect, though its full retrospective quality is only learnt in retrospect,. in the •
closing words of the narrative which affirm the continuance of Ne' ima's literary activity in
their implication that the narrative is a story retold in the writing.
The story may be read in a number of ways: It may be seen as the story of a young
girl coming towards the verge of adulthood through her ftrst !omantic encounter with a
rejecting world of the masculine. Viewed from this perspective, Ne' ima's literary endeavor
may be construed as sublimation: sublimation in place of the consummation of her
relationship with Ezekiel, her teacher. This position is reinforced by her rather unsuccessful
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attempts to sketch him, as these two creative activities have her striving to unite with him in
some manner where full union is denied her. Thus too her acceptance, at the end of the tale,
of her poetry/writing because of the non-viability of their relationship, may be seen as further
sublimation and as a rationalization as well: her strength lies within, in her creative work.
But this premise is negatively arrived at if a romantic perspective is taken. Here her writing
is in place of (because of the non-availability of the male) -an 'instead of' compromise and
compensation. The lesson learnt by the heroine in this reading is the lesson that you can't
always get what you want and especially from the "hard" albeit of "extraordinary gentleness"
2

world of the masculine, and thus that woman must fall back on her own resources,

whatever they are:

Added to this of course is a healthy modicum of Super-Ego rantings: her perception of
Ezekiel as Law Giver, as setter of limits, a perception encouraged by him: "Limits are set.
We are not living in the days when there was no king in Israel, and every man did that which
as right in his own eyes. A certain N'ima Sassoon (sic}, a certain Ezekiel DaSilva. Will

2

Amalia Kahana-Carmon, N'ima Sassoon Writes Poems, trans. Arthur Jacobs in op cit.,
Diament and Rattok ed.s., 1994.
3

Amalia Kahana-Carmon, Ne 'ima Sasson Khotevet Shirim, in biKhefifa Achat, haKibbutz
haMe'uchad, Tel Aviv, 1966, p. 136.
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they please stick to the rules. That's how it is here. And that's how· we want it.":

J.1\?i1 \U~N N'.J
Ob~Y 1b~N:n~

.\!.1~

l11ltJb .~,:J~1 ~)Jb\U

.o~~nn

1nb .1£ltJn-:n~J. n~ o1~n

,1nN i1J.'.J~tJ-i11 '.JN.p~n~ ,:nnN 11\!.1\U ilb~)J)
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.il\!JY~ 1~)~)JJ.

.J.1\?i1 1))1~1>::n ,il\!JPJ.J. o~p1n'.J

-her adjacent associative memories of the advertisement for "The Taming of the Shrew," and
a record album cover decorated with a picture of "a whip decked with roses"; 6 the Job
quotation;

7

the book-titles she notes in the staffroom cupboard- "The Duties of the Hearts,"

"The Book of Principles" &c.,

8

all combine to trumpet forth this moral message: know your

place, accept the limits decreed by a male world and make your space within it.
Within this conception Ezekiel is the kind but ftrm, mature male, Ne' ima the foolish,.
unrestrained "little girl" 9 of his description. Within these terms she joyfully concedes to his
superior constrictions, and the dictum filigreed over the arches: "For Thy Law is my Delight"

4

op cit., Diament and Rattok, ed.s, p. 64.
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op cit., Kahana-Carman, p. 149.
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loc cit.
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ibid. pp. 64-65.
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is, with the coming of her 'wisdom' (gained through his masculine insistence) her happily
internalized motto, and is the light that he "who without meaning to ... serve(d)
show... (her) the way (to)."

11

a8 torch ... to

A variant reading could hold the tale in a somewhat different

light, as the narrative of a young and eager girl offering the gift of her adulation and
womanhood to an insensitive but well-flattered teacher who toys with her in an oblique and
thus not readily exposed manner, until the game becomes too serious and is in danger of
becoming public knowledge. Left bewildered by the double message relayed her Ne' ima, as
a means of survival, makes her way to a rationalization that saves her from the world of
uncertainty into which she has been flung by Ezekiel's ambiguous behavior. (She identifies
with a madwoman

12

in the street who purportedly denounces her as equally mad.) She

finds refuge by attributing him all order, goodness and light - i.e. certainty, limits and
containment - and deems this a lesson taught her by him. She thus considers him the
instrument of her acquisition of "the secret that makes the fainthearted heroic."

13

In this

reading Ne' ima's fantasies of rose-bedecked whips and gentle hardness contain a masochistic
submission to the power of the masculine. Here her poetry, as her perception of Eze~el may
be seen as the transposition of the sexual, chaotic and unacceptable into a creative channel
that is at once affirming and respectable. It is, in part, her way of attempting to curry favor
with him; it becomes the vehicle for further self-abasement, till fmally- in his total rejection
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ibid. : p. 52.
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ibid. : p. 55.

13

ibid. : p. 64.
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of her - it coalesces with her understanding I interpretation of Ezekiel's behavior and, by a
process of negation, she transforms the searing rejection of herself and her poetry into a
lesson to be absorbed and narrated. This becomes "a moment of birth" (in the words of
Ne 'ima's interior monologue)

14

and the answ~r (in the same passage) to "What has been

born?" is to be sought in an endless realm of writing, for:

Q)')N VtJ)Y.)'J)jJ ]1)1Y')il 'J.:J) )')1'J:J.'J O'J)yil 'J.:J) ]1)y')1') Q')Y.)'l)il ';!,:,
15

• ')]1):J.1Y.l

)')jl')
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')Tl1Y.l'J'll ilY.l :11Tl.:J'J o')'J)~')

The above interpretations are not exhaustive and there are, to be sure, many other readings of
the text. I wish however to suggest another approach to this story, founded on the nexus of
!/Other. It will inevitably contain elements of the aforementioned suggestions and will no
doubt refer to some other possible interpretations deriving form other approaches to the
narrative. This is the unavoidable consequence of the global nature of the I/Other binary
which becomes ever more encompassing as it moves through the complexity of its endless
permutations. The justification for this analysis will hopefully emerge from its process.
As suggested earlier, the basic premise of an I/Other interpretation is the I's essential
quest for the primal Self-Other, for its full, but always elusive, source. It is in this light that
all relationships and especially desire are to be seen. Furthermore the dichotomy of I/Other
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ibid. : p. 65.
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op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 150.
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promotes recurring oppositional dyads whose bifurcation comprises the underlying structure of
experience. Thus the text will be looked at in tenns of some of these oppositions and the
methods by which opposition - the experience of Otherness - attempts to integrate itself and
reach a state of complementary resolution.
If Ne 'ima Sasson Writes Poems is taken in an Other/1 reading the story stands as the

portrayal of the consciousness of a young girl before and at the moment of integration, when
the !/Other fracture becomes somewhat lessened and she learns a method that enables her to
remain in constant communion with, at least, the quest for the Other. Her discourse with the
world may be seen as the language of her need for integration and thus her relations with this
worid are to be viewed as projections of this desire. Ne' ima's statement, at the close of the
tale may be interpreted in this manner:

):\nb , l£lNJ. )nn

.i1))l)bi1 i\!J£l 1)J.i1?
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The haunting, elusive melody of the self has left its traces in the by-ways of her being. She
knows it and wishes to understand its singing. "Her ring," or her imprint, is in "Ezekiel's
nose," in the Ezekiel created by her desire. She has ftrmly ftxed her mark there and
possesses that which she has projected. Yet this is not the all. There is much further to go,
and, as mentioned, no way or melody can lead there - "where the spirit strives." And yet it
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ibid. : p. 150.
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yearns, and yet it wants and remains entrapped by its unceasing, unrequitable desire.
A desire for the Other - the unfulfillable desire - has been equated in Lacanian terms
to a desire for death.

17

The Other is that which is preconscious I. Thus communion with

that is equivalent to communion with the dead·- with the death of the I. The poetic motto
that introduces Ne 'ima Sasson ... is replete with allusions to death intermingled with
intimations of desire: the heart, suffering and longing. Yehuda haLevi's Lament, which of its
very genre is expressive of death, brings together many of the elements of the story that
justify a psychological-archetypal reading:

I wish to suggest here that the Other/1 split operates as an adjunct to the articulated structures
of Jungian psychology. Papadopolous

18

has called the notion of the Other in Jungian

psychology a theoria; not an expressed or defmed premise, but part of the wider intellectual
context wherein his theory derives. By bringing together the notion of the Other and Jungian

17

18

See Desire, life and death, in op cit., Lacan, 1988, pp. 221-234.

Unpublished Doctoral dissertation. University of Cape Town, 1980. Lacan's comment
on a theoria: "... an intuition, indeed contemplation, the exhaustive knowledge of which we
assume would allow us to give an account of its entire past no less than its entire future." op
cit., Lacan, p. 222.
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psychology we may adduce the archetypal image and its associated variants the modes and
symbols by which the I attempts to connect with the prelinguistic Other.
haLevi's poem is, of course, ftrst and foremost a poem. It therefore has obvious
relevance to a story whose most emphasized subject (aS stressed most emphatically, even in
the absence of any of the other of its numerous mentions, by the title and the closing words which reflect back onto its beginning thereby emphasizing the activity even further) is the
writing of literature and, more specifically, the writing of poetry. As mentioned, its subject is
death - the state with which there is no communion, the state that seems to us to be the state
of unknowing and is thus associated with the Unconscious. This death-poem actually
contains a direct reference to not knowing. Death's locus hides all and yet, of itself is also in
a state of unknowing, a state of unconsciousness. The turf, the dense, dark, opaque stuff, that
covers the heart does not know what stirs it. It is activated by that of which it has no
knowledge. These lines, therefore, contain a reference to Unconsciousness interwoven in a
death picture. So on the one hand there is a reference to darkness, unconsciousness and
death. Counterpointing this, however, is the mention of light, the active principle. That
which does the tilling, the knowledge and consciousness entering the depths and acting there.
The light belongs to the core - the heart, though the heart, because of its surrounding
darkness, does not know that the light - which seemingly comes from the outside and thus
appears other than it - is its very own. Coupled with this layered play of
consciousness/unconsciousness within a death context, there is also, in these lines, a
suggestion of sexuality. The tilled earth (in Freudian terms, but part of a long established and
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accepted symbolism) is indicative of the sexual act. This reflects upon the tears which
change value here and move away from the death/loss cluster to· attain, however muted, the
sexual significance that of water, liquid and, by extension, sperm. This association in the
poem may be taken to stand as the summary of the story where the male stands, in a literal
manner, as logos spermatikos, the fructifying word. This is the purpose that Ezekiel finally
serves in that he is the archetypal representative of Ne' ima's shadow and animus that she
manages to incorporate. She is fructified by this integration into the creation of words.
Similarly, the death referred to in the poem is, as it were, analogous to Ne' ima's 'little death'
- her 'little death' not in the consummation of the sexual act, but the death she dies in uniting
with that heretofore dead - or unavailable - part of herself. As archetypal image of the 'male'
part of herself that affords Ne' ima's entry into new knowledge, Ezekiel is associated - as is
quite evident in his name - with light and electricity and illumination. The connection
between the biblical Ezekiel of Merkhava Mysticism and Ezekiel da Silva is clearly delineated
in the text:
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Ezekiel of Above is the spirit of the lower Ezekiel. He is full of wisdom and light and sees
all. (The all-seeing quality alludes to the "Eye of God," or universal awareness.) Ne 'ima's
mystical fancy has her believe she can comprehend Ezekiel's message to her (in our
interpretation- his meaning for her as shadow and animus). On the edge of this realization
she nearly falls into a swoon (loses consciousness) - she is not yet ripe for the revelation that
'Ezekiel' has in store for her: that she can have a major portion of herself returned to her;
that her Ezekiel is naught but a part of herself. Just as the moment of swoon, the moment of
union, is about to occur, "Teacher Ezekiel vanishes behind the curtain of the sky" and arrives
at the place of the dead: he disappears behind the curtain of Ne' ima's unconsciousness. He
goes to the place where there is no possible communication with him. The place of the dead
is girded by "affliction and sorrow" - the suffering of all who cannot reach there. It is the
grief of the unconscious upon which the Unconscious feeds. For that place, the place of the
19

op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 140.
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dead (the Unconscious) is the object of strongest desire, a desire eternally denied. Its
inaccessibility causes mortal sorrow and pain, for in its absence there can be no wholeness or
completion. Ne' ima has tried, through the intimations of these images, to invoke this union
in her poems. She has tried to read the inscription on Ezekiel's forehead and believes herself
successful. Yet just then he disappears. She has tried, through her poetry, to cross the
boundary, to follow him to the reaches of consciousness, yet has been unsuccessful in her
attempt.
Ne 'ima's vision leaves her in a state of semi-consciousness, which she describes as
"blear-eyed." Her bleary-eyed state stands in opposition to Ezekiel's all-seeing vision, and
thus may be seen as a depiction of ignorance or rather, a lack of consciousness, of which she
is made aware, albeit in an unarticulated manner, in the wake of this vision. Intruding upon
her projections of an all-knowing Ezekiel is the Ezekiel"of flesh and blood," the inspiration
of her vision. The projective quality of this figure is illustrated in Ne' ima's perception of his
movement. He seems to her move dream-like- "as in a dream ... with the conviction of a
sleepwalker, with the astonishing trust of a piece of seaweed flung around by the flow."

20

His movement is, in fact, prescribed by her perception of him. He does not have a 'concrete

reality'. He does indeed move "as in a dream," for the dream is of Ne 'ima's making and
consists of all that she creates of Ezekiel. Thus he is like "a sleepwalker," lacking in
conviction, for his reality is the reality infused in him by her consciousness- "the flow" -by
which he is flung around like "a piece of seaweed."

20

op cit., Diament and Rattok ed.s, p. 54.
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The overarching textual statement about light and vision and their association with
consciousness occurs as part of Ne 'ima's reflections.

21

This adduction is wound up with

her ideas about writing which, in lieu of vision, makes the unconscious conscious:
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Vision/light is that which makes conscious all the teeming life. It is the "indefmable quality"
of existence. Only this makes existence possible. It is to this that all"eyeless things" aspire,
so that they may have existence.

It is to this that Ne' ima aspires so that she may make the

existence of the eyeless things her existence. Where she has not seen - nor they - she will
atone for it in her writing. She will attempt to redeem them and make herself more whole
through narration:
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Jerusalem, the core -in an archetypal coding - is associated with the mother archetype, the
uroboros, to which, in its positive aspect, are attributed:

... maternal solicitude and sympathy; the magic authority of the female; the wisdom
and spiritual exultation that transcend reason; any helpful instance or impulse; all
that is benign, all that cherishes and sustains, that fosters growth and fertility.

23

and, more importantly here:

The place of magic transformation and rebirth, together with the underworld and
·its inhabitants, are presided over by the mother.

24

Jerusalem, as "the central pivot of things," a symbol of redemption, is the great
Unconsciousness, the home, the miracle- its structure, "compact together." As she is
physically situated in Jerusalem, the Heavenly Jerusalem merges with its earthly counterpart
in Ne 'ima's conception. A blend, once again, as with Ezekiel, of the upper and lower.

22

loc cit.

23

.
•
J ung p. 82.
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c1t.,

24

loc cit.
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When Ezekiel infonns her, in response to her query about the poems, that he fell
asleep after having read two pages,

25

Ne 'ima falls into a state of regressive shock. In

attempting to dissociate herself from the present, Ne' ima passes through a series of
archetypal images that range from symbols of mourning "olive trees" and "cypress trees," to
an illuminated apocalyptic vision- "The radiance of the End of Days," in the midst of which
she senses:

She fears dislocation from the mother, from unbounded consciousness. And yet, this moment
is, her moment of rebirth, the beginning of her transformation. She indeed will not be the
same after she abnegates her reliance on an external Ezekiel, but neither will she lose the core
as a consequence. On an unconscious level, the statement "I shall not pass this way again" is
accurate in its assessment. It heralds the beginning of Ne' ima's rebirth, her discarding of the
old and incorporating her other part.
Counterpoised to the images of light are pictures of darkness, suggestive of the
intermingling of the conscious and unconscious, the desirable and therefore admitted, and the
undesirable and thus repressed and shadowy. In Ezekiel dark and light serve in unison:

25

op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 146.

26

ibid. : p. 147.
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The turf, as already mentioned, is darkness pierced by light. An evening description of a
Jerusalem housing-estate has:
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And the Ezekiel of Ne' ima's visions passes blazingly through the night sky. 29 In her .
eventual understanding, Ne' ima manages to incorporate into oneness the dark and the
shadow, the hard and the opaque. She no longer fears their uncertainty, as she does at this
stage, where her fear is evidenced in the fmal images of her apocalyptic vision where:

- combine with the light and the flames into a tumultuous, energized mass that seems

27 ibid. : p. 137.
28 ibid. : p. 140.
29 loc cit.
30

ibid. : p. 147.
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uncontrollable and is too awful, at this stage, to behold:
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Naked we cannot behold full consciousness. It is only later, when Ne' ima has encountered
and integrated her shadow as Law- Giver, that she can face the coincidence of darkness and
light and no longer fear the shapelessness of its mass. It is only knowing that "limits are set,"
that the sea is "shut up with doors"
terror of soaring,"

34

33

that she is free to explore the heights, freed of "the

so that:
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In the illumination of her knowledge Ne 'ima knows that she need not fear a total immersion
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loc cit.
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op cit., Diatnent and Rattok ed.s, p. 64.
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loc cit.

34

loc cit.
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op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 149.
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(and thus loss of identity) in the swirl of the formless Other. There are limits and there is
constraint and these are within her, made conscious in her admission of the animus and of the
Shadow, the unacknowledged part of her personality. The Shadow for Ne' ima is the Law,
repressed because "Seen from the one-sided point of view of the conscious attitude, the
shadow is ... repressed through intensive resistance( ... ) The conscious mind is on top, the
shadow underneath... ." And yet, "all consciousness ... seeks its unconscious opposite, lacking
which it is doomed to stagnation, congestion, and ossification," for "Life is born only of the
spark of opposites."

36

Ezekiel is Ne' ima's shadow. He is the embodiment of the Law in her experience.
Because of his masculine character he also functions as her animus, with the notion of Law,
limits and intellectual containment fitting an Archetypal image of the masculine. Till her
realization Ne' ima is unbridled sentimentality; full of desire for poetry and fear of losing it
and attachment to the mother. After the climax, however, after her transformation, her
rebirth, she is free to follow the voice of her art purely by restraining it. She no longer need
pray for the vision and hope that when she grows up she:

36

C.G. Jung, The Collected works of C. G. lung: Two Essays on Analytic Psychology, trans.
R.F.C. Hull, Bollingen Series XX, Princeton University Press, 2nd ed., 1953, v. 7, p. 53.
37

op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 146.
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Now the "phantoms perform" in her,

38

and she need not strive to infuse them with the life

they plead for, they come of themselves and she understands what needs to be done:
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What has been devoured (apparently by Ezekiel's rejection of her, but in fact, by the
exclusion, the repression, the alienating, making Other of an essential part of her personality)
is now made whole.

40

The madwoman of her nightmares (her unrestrained and thus

unformed self; only the half of her, which is why this woman is her double and not her other
half. She is mere repetition of the lack of order that has long dominated Ne' ima, in the
absence of any whips, any taming.) is no longer her double. All Ne 'ima need do is follow
King David's example, do what he did to escape the prophecy of his death. While at
midnight his lyre played itself as the North wind blew through it, he:

38

ibid. : p. 149.
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ibid. : pp. 150-151.
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op cit., Diament and Rattok, ed.s, p. 57.
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So she too, in the blackness of the evening can, by virtue of her redeemed self, her newly
incorporated Shadow, impose and restrain and give literary shape to the melody the spirit
strives to follow; the Other whose Otherness is beyond the reach of the "I", but by whose
proximity the I is redeemed. Jerusalem, the core, slumbers, but all around her the phantoms
perform and "plead for their lives, for the stress, the dazzle,"

42

which is the articulation of

the unutterable structures within.
In this story Kahana-Carmon has successfully given voice to a figure who

~

an

extreme example of marginalization in Israeli society. Ne'ima is a young Sephardi girl placed
in a religious school. She is of little account because of her youth, oppressed because of her
ethnicity and suppressed by her gender, in a setting that is irrelevant to mainstream secular
society because of its religiosity. She is a prime example of modem-day telishut, who
overcomes dispossession from the inside. This is the only truly triumphant tale examined in
this work where the individual is victorious and societal pressure rendered meaningless. The
journey here is an internal it subordinates all else. This was the path the telushim not fmd ·
because of their essential conditioning as males in the Jewish ethos, and this path is not easily
accessible to their heirs, who are yet the inheritors, albeit in altered form, of those traditions.
This move away from the collective is made by a woman writer, who has only a subjuncted ·

41

op cit., Kahana-Carmon, p. 151.
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op cit., Diament and Rattok, ed.s, p. 66.
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relationship to their intellectual and psychic genealogy, who configures her vehicle in her own
gender and painfully achieved freedom. And that is telling and need be noted as long as the
tensions of group demands versus the search for individual voice continue.

131
WAR AND REDEMPTION: A GUEST FOR THE NIGHTS.Y. AGNON
The world of tradition which caused so much pain to the early writers of modem Hebrew
literature, is often idealized by S.Y. Agnon. He tries to keep the faith and propose a glorious
vision of what was the collective, and attempts to reinstate it in an all too unsatisfactory
present. But just as it becomes clear that that past is mostly imagined, he becomes forwardlooking and looks towards a nonpareil not yet been in the guise of Messianic perfection.
Thus all the adulation notwithstanding, Agnon fights his own battle with the group and its
conventions, even though these are cast in deceptive guise. He does so in the present text,
A Guest for the Night, which appears at first to be the simple story of a man's return to his
native town (Shibush) after a protracted absence. It describes the town and its inhabitants as
they unfold to the narrator in his wanderings through its environs over the duration, just under
one year, of his return. But the actualities of Shibush, the undesirable compositions of its
hypothetical presents as perceived by the narrator, exfoliate across the text. The geographical
and human components of Shibush expand beyond their immediate opacities, and span vast
spatial and temporal distances to become representational, not only of their own time, but of
tiriles gone by, so that the narrator is forced, at the end of the novel, to anticipate a
miraculous utopia to contain them.
The relationship between the mostly grotesque present, and the falsely imagined
wonderful past, is passed to the reader by the use of various apparati. Agnon blends waking
and dream, imagination and logic, present and past in the book, and introduces into the
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limited world of the present it explores, a timelessness which extends its features. This is
enhanced by the employment of such technical devices as analogy and parallelism 1 across
characters, stories and situations - which dilate in their referential correspondences to create
echoes that reverberate in a tenor more encompassing than any singular representation of the
facts would allow. But most efficacious in the creation of a feeling of ubiquity is the
structure of the tale, which is not a tale at all (in the sense of plot, central motif and
sequential development), but a series of digressions spreading over a multitudinous array of
events with an ever-shifting locus of narrative.
While the narrator's pilgrimage to the past with its accompanying motifs of the key
and Beit haMidrash remain as the manifest purpose of the account they are essentially only
the symbolic embodiments of the thematic concerns which are basic to the book.

2

These are

centered upon both the separateness and the unity of all things. The apparently jumbledstructureless narrative mode faithfully explicates both its concrete and its conceptual
,f

intentions. It expresses the 'facts' of the story inasmuch as it creates a feeling of immediacy,
of an approximate identity between narrative and narrated time, by its implication that the
facts are being presented almost as they occur without the intervention of the time-gap that

1

Gershon Shaked, Omanut haSippur shel Agnon, hakibbutz ha'Artzi, haS homer haTza'ir, Tel
Aviv, 1973. pp. 47, 50-55, 233-239.
2

For an exposition of the key as a central motif in A Guest for the Night, see Baruch
Kurzweil, Masot al Sippurei Shay Agnon, Schoken Books, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, 1970, pp. 5468. Kurzweil was the first to point to its importance. Also see Arnold Band, Nostalgia and
Nightmare, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1968, pp. 316-317, and
Shaked, op cit., pp. 242-243.
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the ordering of them would demand. Similarly the frequent transitions between direct and
reported speech, the changes in the pronouns used to denote one and the same speaker at one
and the same time, the shifts in tenses within one episode are all apparently reflective of a
true account of the vicissitudes of a receptive consciousness; The implicit statement of the
book is likewise served by its form. Separateness is portrayed in its description of linear
journey (the arrival of the guest, his stay, and his departure
of the book, and even the

progres~ion

=

the beginning, middle and end

of the words and sentences themselves) and by the

cohesion imposed upon the tale by the existence of a central reference point (the Guest).

3

The unity of all things is expressed in those factors mentioned in the remarks on pilgrimage
and narrative mode. Gershon Shaked (via T.S. Eliot) appositely describes the function of the
structure of the book as objective correlative to its concerns: the form accurately echoes the
various thematic strands of its content.

4

The notion of unity and separation. gives rise to a great number of associated issues
revolving upon the questions of opposites, complementaries and the ultimate resolution of
apparently disparate elements in an all-containing union. A Guest for the Night deals with the
tension which derives from the paradoxical relationship in which separate-opposite stands to
merged-unity, and attempts to reconcile its inherent difficulties so as to arrive at a stand-point
from which action is possible. The answer of course can never be simple or wholly rational.

3

Shaked, op cit., p. 247. Shaked observes that the main function of the narrator is that of
witnessing.
4

ibid. : p. 233.
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At the core of the narrator's journey to Shibush lies a desire to revive and recapture
the past. He left the town as a youth and he returns to its some twenty years later as a fortyone year old man, prompted in his quest by the destruction of his home in Jerusalem which
he has neither the strength nor the motivation to rebuild:

He looks to the past for sustenance and regeneration - perceiving it as an ideal in which to
immerse himself. But despite the central intention underlying this journey, the enterprise is
characterized by a lack of definite purpose and plan. Once the initial stages of the pilgrimage
- the journey to Shibush and the acquisition of lodgings - are successfully traversed, the
narrator enters a world which lacks definition. The desire to return which inspired him to
assertive action is dissipated by its fulfillment which leaves him denuded of clear intention
and therefore prey to whatever circumstances chance upon him. This is, however, as it
should be; for, in aspiring tot eh world of the past, the narrator is attempting to actualize that
which, in accordance with the linearity of the waking-state world, is irretrievable, incapable of
repetition. By invoking the past he leaves the realm of the waking-state with its attendant

5

Shmuel Yosef Agnon, A Guest for the Night, in The Collected Works of S. Y. Agnon,
Schocken Books, Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, 1960, p. 193.
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conditions of linearity, logic and intentionality and enters a world over which sequence,
initiative and even individuality hold no sway.
Soon after his arrival, however, he is presented with a purpose within which is carried
the embodiment of his pilgrimage. On Yom Kippur - or rather at the end of that day he
suddenly finds himself appointed (albeit in a disparaging manner) as keeper of Beit
haMidrash - as master of its key. Both Beit haMidrash and its key are laden with emotional
value for the narrator. They fulftl a double function. They act as symbols - where the first
stands as an emblem of Jewish life of the past, while the second symbolizes the means to its
attainment - which also hold a literal value - Beit hamidrash is the place in which he studied
in his youth, while its key was a greatly desired object in his childhood years. And his home,
like the Temple, is twice destroyed.

6

Thus these objects serve to connote the narrator's

personal history, as well as the collective history of the nation. By this merging of both
worlds - the individual and the communal - Agnon highlights a variation on the theme of
unity and separation: the nation is composed of individuals, while the individual is the
embodiment of the nation. Each contains the other.

7

Bloom was talking and talking with John Wyse and he quite
excited with his dunducketymadcoloured mag on him and his old
plumeyes rolling about.
-Persecution, says he, all the history of the world is full of it.

6

7

ibid. : pp. 268-269, for Shaked's analysis of the two destructions.

ibid. : p. 236, for Shaked's comments on the commonality of the fate of nation and
individual.
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Perpetuating national hatred among nations.
-But do you know what a nation means? says John Wyse.
-Yes, says Bloom.
-What is it? says John Wyse.
_
-A nation? says Bloom. A nation is the same people living in
the same place.
-By God, then, says Ned, laughing, if that's so I'm a nationfor
I'm living in the same place for the past five years,
So of course everyone had a laugh at Bloom and says he, trying
to muck out of it:
-Or also living in different places.
-That covers my case, says Joe.
-What is your nation if I may ask, says the citizen. Ireland, says Bloom. I was born here. Ireland.
Ulysses - James Joyce 8

The Nation and the Individual

The identity of nation and individual is further explicated by a series of parallels between the
narrator's experiences and the like experiences undergone by the inhabitants of Shibush.

9

The immediate cause of the narrator's return is the violent destruction of his home in Israel.
Yet the ftrst sight his home town reveals to him bespeaks much the same fate: Shibush is in
ruins.

8

9

op cit., Joyce, pp. 329-330.

ibid. : p. 265. Shaked refers to these and to the biographical connection between Agnon
and the narrator, but says this is of little consequence.
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Similarly the narrator's spiritual crisis, which leads him to seek out the past, is echoed by the
spiritual poverty that characterizes Shibush. Shibush is crippled in both its physical and
metaphysical guises. Just as the narrator is incapable of movement so is the town suspended
in a limbo of inaction and degeneration. War has wrought desolation over Shibush - nothing
remains of her former glory but the shells of buildings echoing the skeletal remnants of her
earlier religious urge. Similarly, the violent effects of politics have brought about the ruin of
the narrator's home which in its turn is both representative of and cause of the spiritual
desolation within him. Thus the physical objects of the book act as an objective correlative
to the inner states of its inhabitants: and by the paralleling of these two sets of
correspondences Agnon emphasizes the indissolubility of the individual and the nation.
The identity between the individual and the nation is echoed by the identity of the
town and the nation. Just as the individual is the embodimel_!t of the collective people, so is
Shibush the metaphoric ubiety that exemplifies both its history and its present state of being.
Shibush performs the function of surrogate world, both material and spiritual, of the Jewish

10

A gnon, op c1t.,
. p. 8.
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People. These and the other correspondences in the book expand to lend range to its
conceptual latitudes, creating a sen.Se of ever-widening dimension by the undulating,
elasticity of never-ending permutation. Even the name of the town is suggestive of a sense of
upheaval of irreparable misconstruction, and may be seen as comment on the physical and the
emotional-religious circumstances of the nation.

11

The name itself is of particular importance, it has a special sound which cannot be.
correctly articulated by any but its inhabitants. This is emphasized right at the start of the
book where Gumowitz, the railway-clerk announces the train's arrival there:

N.'J ilJ.Iil O~l'V ill .'V"''J.'V ,N.IjJ"l "'11~J.'V 11"'10J. "J~lil"l "lnb"ljJ N.'Jb 1b)J

In isolating the town's name, by thus particularizing the successful uttering of it, the narrator

brings into alignment the physical and human elements of Shibush. The exact expression of
its name is dependent upon the internalization of its essence within the individual psyche and
this is, in its tum, achieved only by birthright and by the collective co_ntinuing experience of

11

Band, op cit., p. 290, refers to the meaning of the root 'V J. 'V, and to its being a
metathesis of Buczacz, Agnon's home town.
12

A gnon, op ctt.,
. p. 7.
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its ambience. Thus the town-collective and the individuals of which it is comprjsed are fused
into an inextricable whole and both are merged in the similarly isolated nation which is
. suspended in a limbo of suffering, exemplified in this passage by Gumowitz's rubber arm
which replaces the one lost in the war.
The name Shibush creates yet a further echo which transcends the limits of the book:
it is, almost an exact metathesis of the name of Agnon's birthplace - Buczacz and the very
transposition of the sounds connotes, over and above the semantic reference of the word, the
disordering and the disintegration that is its present fate. Thus even the form of this name
acts as an objective correlative. Furthermore, by the introduction of this autobiographical
note, Agnon places himself, the author - in whose consciousness the entire book is contained within its context, and is thus contained by it- one with the narrator, the town and the
nation. Shibush and its characters and, in fact, the entire book are thus imbued with an
authenticity beyond the realm of the purely fictional
A similar exploitation of name occurs in Chapter 40 where the names of Shibush
personalities parallel names of Biblical figures akin to them in function. By this device a
meaning is placed upon the present which ramifies beyond its domain and reaches to the
historical antecedents of the nation, bringing them to bear upon twentieth century Europe.
The family described in this chapter was once the town's leading family. Its male members
were, appropriately, named after the fathers of the nation: Rabbi Abraham and Rabbi
Ya'akov-Moshe whose widow is called Sara. The men of the family are dead as the result of
either war or starvation and their widows live in considerably straitened circumstances, barely
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able to survive. The outer form of the home they live in is analogous to the condition in
which the family is situated. This reciprocal relationship is emphasized by the concurrence of
these two elements within the same paragraph:

')N. .ll~J. 1J. N.~1~~ , ~tl l)~N. 1~N.1 't)l~)~ 01N. . ))bb 'J\?~) 1~N.11 J.1tl ll~J.il
il'Jnlil 111)tlil illl')il ilJ.~ ,')Uil 'J~ 1o')oJ. .o~ il1~'))l~)~ n N.\:>1')1
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'Jy ')N. .ilJ.1tl p£lo llb')')p p£lo
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,111tl£l~b ilb~

,il'))l)\:J')) YJ.1N.1 N.')i1
13
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.o~ ilb~Y ill~ i1b~b')~

.J.YIJ. 11lb 011~p1 i1btl'JbJ. U1i1) on~pVJ

The identity between the names of Rabbi Abraham and his family with the Patriarchs and the
Matriarch suggests not only a correspondence between these two sets of people contemporary and ancient - but amplifies it into a total identity. The state of Rabbi
Abraham's family thus becomes emblematic for the state of the nation for the original
Abraham and his descendants are, in fact, nothing less than the source and the subsequent
representation of the nation in its entirety. Thus the present condition of the Shibush family
and its home may be seen as a portrayal of that of the nation itself and the narrator is
therefore justified in the conclusion he reaches when visiting Sara's home:

13

op cit., Agnon, p. 216.
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ilN. 'J')\Ubil\U 1Y , )l1P'll 111)')pil 'J:>:J. 111Y1 illlp11) N.'J1 ,111)')p l!lO :111:n
il'liN.:J N.'JN. ,'llbb il)b'JN. N.'J1 ,il)b'JN.:J il11')il lbN.1 il)b'JN.'J 'JN.I'll') 110):J
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.and Shaked is likewise correct in asserting, by extension, that Sara's initiation of the transfer
of the book "Yadav Shel Moshe" whose miraculous properties save mothers and their nascent
offspring during difficult births - from Shibush to Israel, constitutes the nation's implicit
recognition that the future of the Jewish people is incapable of realization in the Galut. Is
The Galut, as expressed in Shibush is, at least at this stage of the story barren, both literally
and figuratively:- for many years no child has been born within its confines.
The individual and the nation form an indivisible unity with each reflecting within the
other a history which is one and the same with their own and therefore Yeruham Hofshi,
engaged in the task of mending roads, may indeed be seen as fixing "an entire world":

o'Jw )P11b 1'J')N:> 1b~Y 11N ilN111 'li1:J.\U ')P1'li:J. 'JN.I\U')b 11n:1 1'J :J.'ll1')
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I
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6

loc cit.
Shaked, op. cit., pp. 54, 245.
Agnon, op cit., p. 55.

.N.'Jb
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But not only do the approximately contemporary circumstances of the individual and the
nation concur, but the history, long-past, of the nation reverberates across the centuries and is
actively inherent within its individual members at all times causing the continuing repetition
of its events both in the macrocosmic - collective - and microcosmic - individual - aspects of
the nation. Thus Chava's succumbing to the temptation of the apple is reenacted in endless
variations:

ny 'J:JJ.1 01~ 'J:JJ. nn~Y.ln llN. 1)~'Jy o~N.~J.Y.l 1)N.1 nnN. nn~Y.l nN.~J.n n1n
·

17

.nY1 l1W11 'JJ.il ~1:11 1111Y.l ilY'V 'J:JJ.1

- and the declaration in Reb Shlomo's plea to his son for peace and harmony:

'J:JJ.1 ny 'J:JJ.1 1111 111 'J:JJ. N.~n ,lUY.l1 l1l nY.ln'JY.l ~)J. ,1Y.l1N.1 1~J.N. 1J.~\UY.l
jJ11l\U ,1~)J. J.'JJ.1 1J.'JJ. ,1J.'J 1111:1 ,01N. 'J\U 11l~J. 1111:1 ,01N.1 01N. 'J:JJ.1 ilY'V
18

.jJ11l'V

~)J.

- is accurate in its assessment. The effects of history are all- pervasive and are ever-present occurring in each and every generation, at every hour and in each person.

17

ibid. : p. 271.

18

ibid. : p. 40.
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The coincidence between the narrator's return to Shibush with the Eve of Yom Kippur
displays yet an additional variation of the synecdochic relationship between individual and
nation. By placing its mention at the start of the book, Agnon immediately introduces the
analogic tone which echoes through its pages. · The narrator returns to his home-town on the
festival of return, when most of its inhabitants are striving to achieve a return.

19

As may be

observed in his musings at the station on his arrival in Shibush the Guest just barely succeeds
in arriving before the onset of the Holy Day.

i11lN ON1 ,111~ Q')N~)') 1l1~lY ')~YJ. )')N) i1n)>'J n~')£)11 )>'J~ Y')li1 1J.:n Q))i1
20

·1~1 1')~)1 ~)\? ,')y~. y))i1~ i1~)1

This is reiterated by the hotel-proprietor's reaction, to his appearance at the hotel, an hour and

a half later:

19

See Kurzweil, op cit., p. 235, on a flawed Yom Kippur, and further, pp. 272-273 on Yom
Kippur, Return and the future. For the same theme, see also Band, op cit., pp. 292-293.
20

Agnon, op cit., pp. 7-8.

21

ibid. : p. 10.
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-and in the narrator's voluntary and considered abnegation of the fmal meal before the fast:

'Jy 'J1tlY.l ')~tJ1i1'J o~~~~~ ~li1'V ,i1'J~~N.J. ~)N. lll1Y.l oN. ~llY1J. ~)N. ')N. ~n'Jp'V
,i11WtJJ. J.tJ~'J ~N.)£l1~N. ,1'J ~lliY.lN. .i1~~'Vn 011p 01~:1 'J~nni1'J1 'li11Pi1
22
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lltJ)~i1 n~J.'J ~n~'Ji11 ~n~'J\J1 ~11ttlY.l ~nN.~1i11 ~'J~Y.llll llN. ~nnn£l

His timely arrival is tragically ironic for he is, in fact, an "))):) tJ. N. 'J'V N.J.'ll tl11N.."

The

time he attempts to reinstate in Shibush is long past and it is doubtful whether his idealized
picture of it was ever a reality. The narrator's static view of Shibush is evident in his
discussion with Elimelech who is of those of its residents who intend to depart to unknown
destinations immediately after the festival of return:

"'~ ,N.1i1 IbN. .p£ltJi1 ltlN. o~~'J1i11 ~N.111i1 nN. o~tl~)Y.l 1N.~i1 ,1'J ~lliY.lN.

1)N. 1~N.'V ~N.11 ,ll)))l£l I))~J. ))~~i1'V 1)N. 1U~ ,p£ltJ 1~'J)) 1~N.'V ltlN. ~N.11
·1N.~ 111'J o~'J1~~
23

?1~ onN. o~tl~)Y.l o~~nnN.1 onN. n

tJlll1'll tJ1PY.l ,~)N. ~niY.lN.

Elimelech stands in opposition to the narrator, yet, ironically, it is he who provides him with
the Key to Beit haMidrash:

22

loc cit.

23

ibid. : pp. 17-18.
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Elimelech is totally antithetical to the narrator. While he is an expression of the practical
urge in humanity the narrator is the embodiment of its corresponding opposite which desires
and reaches for the ideal. The gulf between them causes a lack of communication the extent

24

ibid. : p. 20.
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of which it portrayed in Elimelech's repentant but unsuccessful attempt at reconciliation with
the Guest at the start of the book:

"'''J ~lllll N'J V~1)J\/J ~l>:l"'11Y.:l.:J ,~'J 1Y.:lN"'' .~l.:J1~:1"'1 10~p l'JY.:l~'JN l1\:>lp "''ll"''N
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- and in the narrator's hesitation in positively identifying Elimelech at the station at the end:
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The failure of these two to truly meet, even when in physical proximity of each other, is
given dramatic substance by the clash in the geographical and intentional directions they take:
they meet only in passing while moving in exactly opposite directions. The guest arrives in

25

ibid. : p. 23.

26

ibid. : p. 434.
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Shibush seeking the past, just as Elimelech, in search of a future, is about to leave. He
departs from it as master of the key to the future vibrant with its potential, just as Elimelech,
defeated in his quest, returns to the static world of the past thwarted in his attempt to deal
with the present. The key to the past with wlllch Elimelech so derisively parted has, in its
way, equipped the narrator to unlock the future.
And yet, antithetical though these two characters may be to each other, like all the
opposites examined in this work, they are also, in a primary sense, identical. This is
elucidated by the function which Elimelech's mother, Frieda Kaiser, fulfills in acting as
surrogate mother to the narrator on· his return to Shibush. It is chiefly through her that his
real mother receives mention and it is she alone of all the characters in the book who has
watched him grow to adulthood. When she is left childless, after Elimelech's departure, the
narrator slips into the role of surrogate son, replacing his direct opposite in this task. And
like Elimelech he too fails Frieda in his role as son for he is not present when she dies. Both
abandon her to a burial unattended by her loved ones and therefore victim to that which she
most fears:
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Thus even two such disparate characters as these share a commonality capable of causing
them, albeit temporarily, to merge.

Muscle and pluck forever!
What invigorates life invigorates death,
And the dead advance- as much as the living advance,
And the future is no more uncertain than the present,
For ihe roughness of the earth and of man encloses. as
much as the delicatesse of the earth and of man,
And nothing endures but personal qualities.
What do you think endures?
Do you think a great city endures?
Or a teeming manufacturing state? or a prepared
constitution? or the best built steamships?
Or hotels of granite and iron? Or any chef-c 'oeuvres of
engineering, forts, armaments?
Away! these are not to be cherished for themselves,
They fill their hour, the dancers dance, the musicians
play for them,
The show passes, all does well enough of courses,
All does very well till one flash of defiance.
A great city is that which has the greatest men and
women,
If it be a few ragged huts it is still the greatest city in
the whole world.
28

ibid. : pp. 270-271.
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"Song of the Broad-Axe" -section 5
Walt Whitman

The Glory that wasn't Shibush

Elimelech's role as foil to the narrator extends beyond the presentation of antithesis alone for,
deriving from their diametrically opposed attitudes, is a congruence and a similarity of
purpose. Both leave Shibush in search of a better life - of lebensraum. The narrator leaves as
a youth. Motivated by a psychical dissatisfaction he fmds the atmosphere of the town stifling
and journeys in search of an ideal which he assumes to be located in a specific geographical
ubiety.
Elimelech embarks on his journey as a fully grown adult. Spurred by the physical
hardships and dangers presented by life in Shibush - the poverty and the pogroms - he seeks a
practical alternative elsewhere where he may attain his livelihood in a noble manner, free of
the constant pressure of potential persecution. Both encounter obstructions and both fail in
their quests and return to the confmes of Shibush markedly impoverished in precisely those
circumstances of their lives which they sought to improve. The difficulties that confront them
on their journeys are of a nature exactly akin to those they attempted to escape by leaving
Shibush. The narrator is brought to a total spiritual stagnation by the twice-repeated
destruction of his home. Elimelech suffers from persecution, humiliation and many different
physical deprivations in his travels, so that by the time of his return one year later he looks
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older than his mother did at her death:
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The theme of journey and return is not confined to the adventures of the narrator and
Elimelech, but receives further dramatic explication in the histories - both collective and
individual - of the inhabitants of Shibush. The town-collective was forced into exile during
the war years when the men joined in the fighting, while their families (e.g. the Bachs and
Zummers) fled to Vienna to escape the violence of advancing armies and the starvation
resultant upon the prolonged hostilities. Most of the survivors return to Shiblish to try to reestablish their lives there. The collective return is not, however, successful: The unyielding
atmosphere of Shibush is stagnant and sterile. This is portrayed by the collective barrenness
that overlays the town of which Daniel and Mrs. Bach's lack of employment is an expression:
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Neither birth nor building are features of contemporary Shibush whose chief characteristiccollective hunger, physical and spiritual starvation - is condensed in Elimelech Kaiser's bitter
observation:

The individual accounts of journey and return, narrated in the stories of people encountered
by the Guest during his stay in Shibush, comply with one another in their overall features.
But the specific detail in which they differ is of importance to the book for it serves to
introduce and expound upon various thematic strands pertinent to the concerns of the narrator
in the process of learning he undergoes over the one year the period of his return. It also
contributes to a primary aspect of the technique on which the book is structured: While the
technical devices of analogy and parallel have already been dealt with, Agnon's exploitation
of antithetical correspondences has only received brief mention in the discussion on the
relationship in which the narrator and Elimelech stand to each other. This stylistic feature
requires further comment as it resonates through the work giving dramatic actuality to the
paradoxical tension in which unity and separation are attuned one to the other by accentuating
the notion of unity in diversity and its complementary opposite - diversity in unity, with each
informing the other by highlighting the identity and disparity between the items under
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consideration. The following descriptions are inserted to indicate the manner in which this
method is employed.
Among the other characters whose experience of journey and return corresponds in
some way to the narrator's are Mrs Schuster, Yeruham Hofshi, Rabbi Hayim and Reb Shlomo
Bach, all of whom reflect different aspects of the dilemmas and revelations experienced by

him.
Mrs. Shuster is exiled to Berlin as the result of the war.

While residing there she

loses her children and is stricken by an incapacitating case of asthma. She regards her exile,
as the source of all these misfortunes while at the same time ascribing to Shibush's
atmosphere magical properties capable of curing all ills:
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Her attitude is akin to the narrator's in that she sees Shibush - the past - as an ideal: it is the
healer - the giver and the sustainer of life. It is the means by which all the sorrow of the
present will be removed. But unlike the narrator she does not come to see the realities of
present-day Shibush. These are not to be acknowledged: it is unimportant to her that the
I

town lies in ruins, denuded of most of its sons. Mrs Schuster contents herself with believing
that in the omnipotence which resides in the air of Shibush she will fmd her salvation. She
deludes herself, in rather a pathetic manner, by insisting that the return has indeed been
beneficial, as her assertion to the narrator in the following passage portrays:
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But the return has in fact, not only not alleviated her condition, but has brought further
hardship upon her: Her husband who is a tailor by trade, fmds scant work in impoverished
Shibush.
The narrator, in contrast to Mrs Schuster, gradually comes to accept the actualities of
contemporary Shibush. He learns to discriminate between an imagined fancy, provoked by
the nurturing of a favorite if somewhat distorted memory, and the facts of the situation as
they present themselves. He comes to comprehend that despite the constancy of the smell
that pervades the air of the town, which is symbolic of its ambience:

- its essential atmosphere has changed, irrevocably. The glory of yore, if it were ever that
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glorious, has disappeared never to return. And during the course of the book the narrator
remembers that Shibush was not, in the past, entirely glorious to him. Its glory was, even in
the pre-war years of his youth, moribund: its spirit had, even then, begun to stagnate, to
degenerate into an earth-bound secularity which was evident even in Beit haMidrash, where
people came not to study, but to discuss such topics as the price of meat and the conflict
between the slaughterers and the butchers while they held their books open before them.
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The eating of meat epitomizes, in the narrator's view, the opposite of that which is spiritually
desirable. All in all the

n~ator

found the Shibush of his youth stagnant and static:

This memory eluded him when the destruction of his home in Jerusalem caused him to fmd

the present too pressing a circumstance with which to cope. Thus Schitzling's remark:
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- is a perspicacious analysis not only of his own thoughts but of the narrator's as well.

38

It

is a mark of the understanding and honesty the Guest attains by the end of his stay that, when
leaving Shibush for the second time, he notes its smell, as he did in the beginning,

39

but he

does so this time with a dispassion, reacting to it in a merely sensory manner and no longer
imbuing it with an emotional value. Unlike Mrs Schuster, the narrator realizes that Shibush
no longer holds the power to sustain him and that it has not been able to do so for a long
time. Ironically it is by this realization that he, unlike Mrs Schuster, is sustained and healed
by Shibush. His pilgrimage to Shibush has enabled him to fmally leave it; and the benefit he
reaps by his sojourn there is punctuated by the recurring mention of its smell - the one
consistent element - at the beginning and at the end of the book. By the device of repetition
a single entity, Shibush is suspended in a timeless limbo which serves as a backdrop against
which the linear progression of the narrator may be measured.
Among the characters whose experience of journey and return corresponds in some
way to the narrator's, are Yeruham Hofshi, Rabbi Hayim and Reb Shlomo Bach, all of whom
reflect different aspects of the dilemmas and revelations he experiences.
Yeruham Hofshi's journey to Israel and his subsequent return to Shibush are both
parallel to and distinct from the narrator's. Inasmuch as his departure from the town received
its impetus from the example of the Guest's departure some years earlier - which infused the
possibility of settling in Israel with a reality it had, up till then, lacked:
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- and, in that it is inspired by the Guest's impulse in leaving, the trace of which lingered in a
poem "i7~J)Nllj 7}1 i7JY.JNJ i7::J.i7N,"

41 42

written by the narrator- it is one and the same

journey. But, whereas the narrator's return to Shibush is voluntary, Yeruham's is not, and it
is in the divergent causes which prompt their return that the essential difference in their
attitudes is embodied. The narrator leaves Israel to return to Shibush because of a spiritual
crisis which he hopes to resolve by communion with the past. Yeruham is banished from
Israel because of political causes - illegal immigration and an adherence to a Communist
ideology - and returns to Shibush, to the past, because he has no alternative. Yeruham's
political ideology is forward-looking and utilitarian at its base; the narrator's ideology is
rooted in the past and is spiritual in character. Ironically it is Yeruham who establishes his
life in Shibush while the narrator realizes that Shibush no longer holds anything for him, and
moves on to the future. But Yeruham's life in Shibush is not a perpetuation of the past. it is
instead an assertion of the possibility of the unfolding· of the future within the confmes of the
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significance in the book, and Yeruham Hofshi's reactions to it and complaints about it.
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Kurzweil, op cit., p. 306. Kurzweil comments on the poem and its implications for an
integrated conception of Jerusalem - composed of ideal and reality - within the narrator's
consciousness.
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past. This positive statement is brought to full explication in Yeruham and Rachel's gift to
the town in providing it with its first birth since the onset of the War. Thus, by the end of
the book, the journeys of Yeruham and the narrator are once more merged, for they reach the
identical destination: the narrator learns to accept the new, while Yeruham manages to
integrate the past. Both face forward toward the future.
Rabbi Hayim's journey from Shibush differs from both the narrator's and Yeruham's
but, implicit in his behavior on his return, is the seed of the realization the narrator arrives at
by the close of the book. Rabbi Hayim is forced into exile during the war years by the
Russians who take him as their prisoner. After his release he wanders around Eastern Europe
for many years, fmally returning to Shibush during the course of the narrator's stay there.
Unlike the narrator he does not return in a bid to reclaim the past because he is not deluded
into attributing it a glory it did not contain. In fact quite the opposite is true: Rabbi Hayim,
who was one of the town's leading scholars, who so gloried in his knowledge as to seek
recognition of it at the price of communal harmony refuses, on his return, to open a book
claiming, falsely, that he has forgotten all he once knew. Rabbi Hayim renounces the past so
entirely as to abnegate his rights as husband and father. Although the reason for his return is
never stated, it is evident from the course of his action that his purpose is one of repentance of true return. He comes to Shibush not in order to benefit or extract profit from it, but with
the intention of giving, of compensating for his past misdoings. He has realized that the
expression of worship is not confmed to the scholarship obtained in the limits of Beit
haMidrash, but that it entails a broader, more integrated approach which brings into closer
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cohesion the word and the deed of which a true religious life is composed. But Rabbi Hayim
never grasps the full meaning of his realization for, in his enthusiasm to correct the past he
immerses himself in "the deed" to the detriment of "the word."
Albeit the zeal with which Rabbi Hayim applies himself to the task of repentance is
somewhat excessive and at times rather blind - he gives the money

h~

earns as caretaker to

Beit haMidrash to Hanoch's family while his own daughter limps as the result of broken
shoes -he does fmally achieve a full return. He becomes truly righteous - is transformed into
a true Zaddik - whose humility and faith do not fail him even at the fmal moments of his life.
It is thus fitting that Rabbi Hayim's fmal request:
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- is instrumental in awakening the narrator to a clear spiritual resolution which releases him

from the bonds of the past. For it is while sitting in Beit haMidrash in compliance with
Rabbi Hayim's wish, that the narrator comes to full realization of that which he has always
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known but has never fully accepted:
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- and becomes resigned to his impending and permanent (at least in terms of the preMessianic world) leave-taking of Shibush - of the past. His new-found understanding is
portrayed in an imagined dialogue with the walls of Beit haMidrash:

- where their response to his leaving is but a projection of his own stance. Thus, at ftrst,
Rabbi Hayim and the narrator stand in antithetical correspondence to each other, whereas at
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the close of the book their positions are synthesized: Like Rabbi Hayim the narrator no
longer seeks the past - he knows it to be too heavy a burden for any one man to bear. The
death of Rabbi Hayim is testimony to that.
Rob Shlomo Bach's successful journey represents the culmination of the position at
which Rabbi Hayim arrives. Rabbi Hayim attains virtue, but a reconciliation with the past
evades him because he is too fervent in his denial of it as his refusal to acknowledge both his
scholarly ability and his role within his family portray. His past is too laden with guilt and
the memory of it is too productive of pain to allow an admission of its reality. Yet it is
incapable of dismissal; it cannot be demolished. The content of Rabbi Hayim's meditations at
the edge of death testify to the insistence with which its sibilance has, through the years,
resonated in him:
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Though he travels away from Shibush, Reb Shlomo, by contrast, does not attempt to deny the
past. When he ftrst arrives in Israel he continues, as before, in his study of the Mishnayot.
But he is not so rooted in the past as to be shackled by it. The sanctity of the land soon
prompts in him a new spirit. He fmds a new form of worship which consists of the union of
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spirit and matter. Reb Shlomo abandons the conventional study of the Mishna to work in the
fields, for it is there that he finds that the essential content of the Mishnayot is revealed. He
neither denies nor longs for the walls of Beit haMidrash. In Reb Shlomo the past and the
present are fully integrated. In him the spiritual dilemma of the nation is resolved and he
stands as an emblem of its hope, as the augurer of a free an glorious future.
It is small wonder that Reb Shlomo's peer-group on the Kibbutz look upon his

activities with disdain for, despite their residence in Israel, they still inhabit the world of the
past. Their approach to religion is fragmenting in its effects and consists of passionate
arguments. about the most petty and peripheral aspects of worship.

48

This attitude is but an

echo of the religious atmosphere which prevailed over the Shibush of old, typified in the
controversy started by Rabbi Hayim, the crux of which were the conditions pertaining to the
Kashrut/non-Kashrut of birds, and the object of which was not spiritual refmement but
personal vainglory;
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in the division between the Hasidim and the Mitnagdim, and in the

endless disputes, divisions and subdivisions between the numerous groups of Hasidim each
declaring its ultimate and absolute claim to sanctity.
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It is not surprising that adherents to

such a posture are incapable of comprehending life as a unified whole: theirs is a fragmented
intellect whose partite mode of functioning divides all that with which it is confronted. Their
"spiritual" life consists of mere religiosity - not true religion.
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The religious position that Reb Shlomo achieves which recognizes the coherence of
spirit and matter is portrayed in the book as the desirable one, in that the narrator has his
most profoundly religious experiences in those moments in which nature, as exemplified in
the mountain, and spirit, as exemplified in Beit haMidrash, are brought into alignment within
his consciousness. An example of this may be found right at the start of the book, in Chapter
3, where the reciprocal relationship between these two elements is emphasized:
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The narrator's attempt to revive the spirit of old Shibush is contrary to nature: it succeeds, or
at least appears to, when nature is at her most hostile and dormant - in mid-winter - but
spring - the time in which nature generates birth and all attains new being - heralds the failure
and death of his endeavor. His unease at the first slight signs of warmer weather:
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- proves to be valid: the arrival of the warm spring air renders visits to Beit haMidrash
unnecessary to the citizens of Shibush who congregated there in colder days so as to enjoy
the warmth of its ftre.

53

Thus the nation's return, in the literal sense of the word - viz. to its former position, is
not a desirable proposition, for its harmony and beauty have long since dissipated, - its
strength exhausted. Just as Rabbi flayim's death is rumored to have been directly caused by
his attempt to rectify past mistakes:
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- so any attempt to correct the past while acting within its boundaries may be presumed to be
destructive. It may be noted here that Rabbi Hayim's return is achieved, in part, by the
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service he renders to Hanoch's family, and not to his own to whom his repentance is due.
This is paralleled by the narrator's 'making-right' his mistreatment of Hanoch by

paying Rabbi Hayim a regular salary. Here.the narrator's repentance reaches its true mark for
Rabbi Hayim uses the money to support Hanoch's family.
But there is a return which is immensely desirable, for it comprises the ultimate union
of the material and the spiritual, and that is the return undertaken by both Reb Shlomo and
the narrator - the return to Israel, for - "'JN.I\!J~ ~IN. lll1ll::l i111ll )~N.."
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This return is so

desirable that even, nature expresses its striving to partake of it by leaning Eastward:

The return to Israel does not however of itself comprise a total return. It requires the
emphasis of one of its supplementary aspects so as to bring the power of its positive agency
to full fruition.

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
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And to know it for the first time.
"Little Gidding" - section 4
T.S. Eliot

Bayit

The old way is played-out it no longer holds the potential for renascence. It has been
impinged upon by too many confounding circumstances of which the war was but the fmal
cataclysmic factor in contributing to its destruction. This situation and its logical corollary the need to find a new way with which the old may be substituted - is reflected in the
accounts described in the above section. Of these the two that stand out in the message of
hope they provide and the viable alternatives they present are the stories of Reb Shlomo and
Yeruham Hofshi. Reb Shlomo's transition from the old to the new is a smooth one though it
is not entirely devoid of pain, for its antecedent conditions entail the death of one son Yeruham - and the virtual loss of another - Daniel. His lack of sentimentality towards the
past allows him to discover a new essence, a mode of redemption which is embodied in the
land of Israel. Yeruham Hofshi, on the other hand, discovers a different means of salvation
which is, in the fmal analysis, but the complementary correlate to Reb Shlomo's solution.
While Israel lies at the core of Reb Shlomo's spiritual regeneration, the home and the family
form the central focus of Yeruham's new-found resolution. However, as these two characters
both represent the nation's successful passage into the future it is fitting that the life of each
contain, as it does, not only the thrust of its own direction but traces of its complementary
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correlate as well. Yeruham Hofshi has lived in Israel and silently longs to return there, while
Reb Shlomo's Journey to Israel is prompted by family concerns.
The ironic correspmi.dences between the lives of Reb Shlomo and Yeruh~ reveal the
level of sophistication to which Agnon extends his technique of multi-layered analogy.
Yeruham, who is orphaned in infancy, becomes the proponent of family life, while Reb
Shlomo whose son loses his life in Israel, develops into an advocate of life there.
Furthermore, the complementary nature of. their respective earlier losses combines with the
correlation and identity between their spiritual attainments to render Reb Shlomo and
Yeruham in the symbolic relationship of father and son. This symbolic relationship is lent
concrete credibility and emphasis by the following historical circumstances. When Yeruham
is orphaned at birth it is Reb Shlomo's family who adopts him; Reb Shlomo's dead son was
also named Yeruham and he and Yeruham Hofshi are close friends; Yeruham Bach dies at .
Ramat Rachel and, by his burial there, is united with it, his body contributing to the land's
creative process of providing nourishment to Israel; Yeruham Hofshi marries Rachel Zummer
and the result of their union is the creation of a new life which provides spiritual nourishment
to Shibush and heralds the rebirth of the nation. The symbolic filial relationship in which
Yeruham stands to Reb Shlomo, and the interdependence indicated thereby, corresponds to
the supplementary position in which the ideal of "home" stands to the ideal of "Israel"' and to
the inextricability of these two concepts within the rising national zeitgeist.
The narrator's pilgrimage likewise portrays the valency of these two ideals, and the
vicissitudes in which they are explicated therein serve to bring into cohesion the concomitant
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issues of nativity, family and religious worship with which both the narrator and the nation
grapple. The Guest's return to Shibush indicates that Israel is in itself, not sufficient to the
task of abolishing spiritual stagnation but is in need of the accompanying ideal of "home"
while Shibush's failure to fulftl that function a8serts the impotence of mere nativity in this
role. The narrator's recognition of Shibush's deficiency in this regard is suggested in his
acceptance of the applicability of the epithet "Guest" as apposite description of his position in
the town, e.g.:
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- and his awareness of the link between "Home" and "Israel" is expressed in Chapter 24 in his
exposition of:
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Thus his journey to Shibush may be seen to be at. odds with the knowledge he already
possesses. He leaves Israel - the true national home - and travels to Shibush an arbitrary
geographical location which happens to be his birth place - abandoning his family - the
human component and primary aspect of his individual home - in the process. But his
voyage is, in fact, a voyage of confrrmation for, in moving in a direction so contrary to his
intellectual awareness, he arrives at a spiritual affrrmation of its precepts, thereby attaining an
integrated understanding which may be called revelation. His return to Israel at the close of
58

ibid. : pp. 128-129.
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the book is a threefold return entailing a return to his family - his personal home - a return to,
Israel - the national home - and an inner return - to his essential home - arriving at his
beginning and knowing it for the frrst time in its fullness. The narrator is able to fmally
leave Beit haMidrash the old house of worship - "~Tl'J~!:lTl Tl~J. ~Tl~J."
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-

for he has found

his new center of worship in the synthesis of Israel and home. It is therefore apposite that it

is his wife - the center of his familial home - who initiates and enables his return from the
shapeless mazes of the past.

60 61

Imagination and Logic

The Guest is in many ways neither of nor in his time - he is of all times and in none of them.
He straddles the worlds of waking and dream, present and past, logic and intuition
strandentwining them so that a conventional notion of reality ceases to hold any credence.
His search for the spirit of his youth is based on an adherence to time as the all-containing
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p. 369.
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op cit., Band, p. 312. Band points out that it is the narrator's wife who urges him to leave
the key in Shibush, and later to send it back to Shibush; that .she also prompts him to return to
Israel and sends him a return ticket. Furthermore, he observes that it is she who fmds the lost
key in his baggage while setting in order their home in Israel. These observations support the
thesis forwarded in this chapter about the symbiotic function of Home and Israel in the
redemptive process.
61

Kurzweil, op cit., p. 304, on the blurring of the boundaries between Shibush and
Jerusalem, the home and the wife.
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moment wherein all worlds and all perceptions of reality merge, though this stance is
somewhat tempered by a concession to the concomitant inescapable linearity of life. This
double-edged attitude is expressed in the following declaration:
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- where divided and concrescent time are considered side by side, and where ironically he
exploits the notion of the all-containing moment to reinforce his approval of the past - "What
was good in the past is good in the present and good for the future."
The tension between linear time and the eternal-now is most efficaciously exemplified
by the river, which is both always and never the same: it is in a constant state of movement
and change and yet it is always a river whose essential form is unchanging:
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It is ironical that the most stable, tangible feature which the narrator encounters in Shibush is

the river which, viewed from one angle, is an ever-changing entity, whose content is water
which has no shape of its own, but assumes the shape of the vessel in which it is contained.
The conscious faculty by which the boundaries of linear time are traversed is the
imagination. It is a realm in which almost all is possible; the limits imposed by a solid
material world are entirely transcended in its region. It is ruled by the power of thought
which is well-nigh almighty in its capability and omniscient in its range. It can wander to the
ends of the world and return again to create an infinite number of worlds - an ever-expanding
universe over which to roam in endless exploration. It stands in contradistinction to the
manifested world which appears to our limited powers of perception - imposed by the
confines of our five senses and conscious intellect - as bound by the laws of time and space
and causality. In the course of our lives we alternate between these two regions, which are in
constant communication - with the one creating the other - between which exists a constant
tension that motivates us to action. This relationship is adduced by the narrator in a
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discussion with Hanoch:

But, despite their reciprocity, an absolute identity between the two spheres is not possible
'

within the confmes of waking-state verification. Though their divisibility is essentially
illusory it is also, as indicated by the Guest's discovery on his arrival in Shibush, very real:

Neither his memory nor his dream can bring to full manifestation that which has passed or
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visualize the empirically verifiable present which mutates in accordance with its own laws.
Thus the imagination is not omnipotent for it is, in its turn, limited by those very boundaries
of the waking state it transcends. It cannot fully penetrate or absolutely impose its will upon
them. yet this limitation does not nullify the validity of the expanded vision which
transcends the boundaries of logic. Mind encompasses both the realm of the linear-logical
and the expanded-imaginativeness which are but complementary opposites that combine to
create the total gestalt of being. However due to the apparently impenetrable solidity of the
waking-state world it is this sphere to which the term "reality" is generally applied and whose
causality is generally acceded to. But the chains of cause and effect that are extracted from
its framework are not necessarily reflective of the actual state of things. These sequences are
merely the impositions of a fragmented waking-state intellect which seeks to order chaotic
reality into a recognizable linearity that concords with its own essentially linear mode of
functioning. They constitute a splintered world-view.
One of the central statements of A Guest for the Night explicated in Agnon's
technique, in the narrator's reflections and in the lives of the Shibush residents - is the
refutation of a simplistic one to one cause/effect approach. The lack of coherence of plot, the
anecdotes which by their myriad deviations detract from its primacy and render it unimportant
testify to an admixture of existence incapable of being unravelled and accurately
comprehended by an easy formula of direct cause and effect. The narrator's explanation of
his presentation of double causality to each situation he encounters and describes:
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-is in itself an acknowledgment and a portrayal of the uncertain and multi-faceted nature of
causality. His stated reasons for suggesting double causation for every event are in
themselves double, and the conditional "or" separating each clause indicates the potential
validity of both suggestions and hints, by extension, at the existence of yet other equally valid
possibilities. Both the form and the content of this confession attest to the inadequacy of our
logic in the analysis of causality.
This stance is reiterated by the many instances where the apparently irrational mode of

dream expounds upon waking reality. Later in the book, a rather cynical statement about
humanity's disavowal of the limitations of its intellect denigrates this unfounded arrogance:
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Such ignorance glibly dismisses all that cannot be rationalized into a comprehensible logical
sequence as the workings of irrational chance.
An adherence to the autonomy of a waking-state fragmented logic, gives rise to a

simplistic religious stand which perceives a one to one relationship between cause and effect;
,between a deed and its consequence. In accordance with its tenets the righteous are rewarded
while the wicked are punished. This attitude is expressed by various characters throughout
the book of which Krolka's (the Zummer's maid-servant) explanation of Rachel Hofshi's
difficult pregnancy is an extreme example:
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But, even in the absence of any overt statement to the contrary, this simplistic stance is
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revoked with a Jobian intensity by the events described in the book. The havoc wrought by
war upon the collective life of the community, which affects an array of characters both good
and bad, is in itself adequate refutal of its bias. And Frieda's lonely death; the theft of the

Kvutza's hard-earned festival meal; Hanoch's death; the tragic killings of Schutzling's
daughters; the physical incapacity and suffering of Rafael Bach - an exemplar of innocence,
are but some of the other instances which combine in a denial of this superficial approach ..
A technical device suggested by Shaked,
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which contributes to its refutation is the

implication of a third element which intervenes and disrupts many of the actions enumerated
in the book. And though its appearance is apparently purely random and
based it is causal in its effects.
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p~enomenologically

The chief characteristic of this third element is its

impersonality. It is undiscriminating, striking where it chooses with effects that are, as may
be observed above, at times good and at others tragic. While agreeing with Shaked in
attributing it a chronological and character specificity - i.e. seeing it as a portrayal of the cruel
and random fate that is a feature of this specific period in history - I feel that it also stands as
a wider statement, pertinent to all times, and as an evocation of a causality beyond human
comprehension. It stands as a reinforcement of the narrator's declaration quoted earlier:
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Shaked, op cit., pp. 235-236.

Some examples cited by Shaked (loc cit.) in this regard are the German Lieutenant who
nullifies the army surgeon's Herculean efforts to save the maimed soldier; (Agnon, op cit., p. 383)
the old man in Vienna who cheats the Zummer family by selling Mrs Zummer a sack of stones
in the guise of potatoes; (ibid. : pp. 124-126) the soldier who by tempting Frieda's hungry
daughters with a bag of raisins is the direct cause of their rape (by his friends) and by extension
of their subsequent death; (ibid. : p. 81) and Mr. Sholkind who provides for the Bach family
while they are in exile. (ibid. : pp. 138-142)
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the extension of which is:
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The "third factor" - or as it may be retermed - "the unstipulated" is revealed not only through
a retrospective analysis of the incidents narrated in the book, but is also more immediately
represented by the action of the hypothetical present of the tale. The narrator's intention is
often thwarted by chance meetings - the unstipulated - which impinge upon his daily life and
result in the apparently structureless-structure of the book. The Guest's reaction to
Schutzling's tireless badgering of him is not only a comment on the content of the narrative,
but is also a description of the form of the book which is deflected from its apparently linear
purpose:
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But just as the book is a statement about the extended multi-layered nature of being, it is .also
an expression of the inescapable linearity of life. Linearity is an essential condition of the
waking-state world, to which the very sequence of life is testimony. Linearity is the order
imposed upon chaos. It is the means whereby things are brought forth and given-form from
the formless totality. Events must be unravelled in some sort of sequentiality so as to be
given a recognized existence. In the absence of the limitations of ordered time and
encapsulated space there is no separation but merely an indistinguishable whole total being
which cannot be comprehended because it is not expressed. In the absence of divisions there
is nothing to be expressed for there is no second element to comprehend any expression. In
our condition- as divided waking-state beings- linear order is essential for our expression
and for our mutual recognition. This necessity is indirectly adduced in the narrator's
comment on the sighs of the community in Beit haMidrash on Yom Kippur:
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- the understanding of the ineffable existence is in the reach of the all-pervasive alone.
Agnon's use of the central figure of the narrator by whose linear progress the tale
maintains a coherency is an admission to the primacy of sequence in the creation of meaning.
The function of the narrator as the cohesive factor is given dramatic explication by the
functions of the postman and the street which parallel it:
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The linearity of the street, like the narrator's personality, acts as the central reference point
which brings about the bonding of many disparate elements.
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The postman's occupation of .

moving along it corresponds to the narrator's progressive movement during his stay in
Shibush.
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And, although the recurring double-edged explanation of each fact suggests an everwidening level of causality, the employment of its logical, albeit arbitrary, mode of
conception and the overtly sequential order in which it is presented - "... 11~)\!J ... ll~\!JN.,"
indicates the necessity of overlaying the world of infinite possibility with an ordered linearity
so as to make sense of it, though it forms the concomitant admission that this process is never
accurate in its assessment.
Just as Agnon invokes the use of a symbolic familial relationship to illustrate the
relationship between "Israel" and "Bayit" so does he employ a real family relationship to
explore the connection between linearity and all pervasiveness. Rafael Bach is most
representative in the book of the world of the intuitive. He indiscriminately spans the worlds
of waking, dream, imagination and hallucination. He cannot distinguish between the "real"
and the "unreal". His sphere of being consists of a confluence between the two. No
boundaries encase him - he flows freely between the living and the dead:

- over vast spatial and temporal distances:
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- and between his own consciousness and that of others. Rafael's movement is unlimited in
the unlimited world of thought. But like that world whose representative he is, he cannot
penetrate and act upon the solid world of manifested reality. He is limited by its limits - his
appropriately unformed body is incapable of autonomous action:

Arela Bach, Rafael's sister, is the proponent of the spirit of rationality in the tale:
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She is entirely capable of action within linear time. Her occupation - she teaches children
Hebrew - is a portrayal of her linear base. She is directly involved in the processes of
development and growth.
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Thus it is fitting that Rafael and Araela's parents, Daniel and Mrs Bach, who are both
agents of the creative process - he sells building materials and she is a midwife, a mediator
between the states of pre and post-creation- bring logic and imagination into cohesion as
concomitant aspects of existence.
With his usual touch of irony that serves to neutralize the polarity of opposites and to
avoid the statement of any type of absoluteness by spinning a web of endlessly shifting
possibility, Agnon shows Arela's cold rationalism to be imbued with emotion:
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- and Rafael's illogical-logic to be irrefutable:
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- portraying the relationship between logic and imagination is one of undeniable co-existence.
But action in the waking world is dependent upon linearity for at the core of action
lies purpose, its initiator, whose basic tenet is one of sequentiality. Purpose is a causal
element which assumes the unfolding of its effect across the unravelling blank tape of time.
As mentioned above, by entering the world of the past, the narrator becomes devoid of
purpose for in this action he revokes the structure of linear time. Thus his activities in
Shibush are, for the most part, passive. He does not act, but is acted upon by chance events
beyond his design (e.g. the acquisition of the key) and by people who initiate their will upon

him. His lack of purpose troubles him intensely. His repeated awareness of it, expressed at
various stages throughout the book, suggests that this is not a new source of concern, specific
to his time in Shibush:
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Imbedded in the notion of purpose is the question of utility which is a source of moral
dilemma in the narrator for in it is implicated his anxiety about the morality of his profession.
He is a writer whose life is therefore aesthetically based. He does not contribute to the
immediate survival of humanity: He neither produces foodstuffs nor does he participate in the
creation of living environments. This dilemma is elucidated

~y

the apposition of allusions to

"purpose/end" in the book, with the appearance of those characters whose occupation is most
expressly utilitarian, accompanied by references to the narrator's occupation. This
appositional device - some examples of which are cited below - serves to externalize the
narrator's - and by extension Agnon's - confusion about the validity of his vocation. This
last-named assumption is based on the biographical similarities between the two.
In a reaction to the Guest's fme clothes he is dismissed by a farmer as idle or, at best,

of useless occupation:
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And the intensity with which this charge affects him is suggested by the resonance with
which it resounds within him:

Yeruham Hofshi's passive hostility towards him during the initial stages of their acquaintance
provokes the narrator's deprecating dismissal of Yeruham, whose occupation is not only
·utilitarian but is also expressedly linear - he mends roads, as a "common laborer" in
contradistinction to himself:
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In Chapter 49 which, as its name

"l11N.~~r.:n :n~'J:m"

.o~:n1i1

:nN.

indicates, deals directly with the issues

of Purpose and Reality, the aesthetic and utilitarian views are brought into juxtaposition by a
series of associations in the narrator's thought. These culminate in a philosophic resolution
of "purpose" which is punctuated both by an action whose sole intention is joie de vivre - a
celebration of the narrator's intrinsic view of purpose - and by an accompanying obedience to
the urgency of linear purpose. An analysis of the manner in which this process is achieved
will serve to elucidate the manner in which Agnon spins networks of associated ideas that

bounce off one another to reverberate in an ever-deepening resonance creating depths that
I

extend beyond the linear structure of the lines, paragraphs and chapters of the book.
The narrator moves from the limitless world of (his own) thought:

- to the specificity of a waking-state focus:
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- to the question of linear purpose suggested by the reference to Yeruham which is achieved
by the repetition of a passage appearing earlier in the book:
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- to the legitimacy of expanded cumulative purpose:
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-all of which lead to a justification of the apparently amorphous· purpose of his lifestyle by
bringing into cohesion all those elements he considers as standing in condemnation of him:
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A contemplation of the elements in the present that deny the validity of his mode of
purposeless-purpose evokes in him the memory of past events that were similarly judgmental.
This reverie culminates in the observation

"11~'J:l11 ~1~'J ~11N.J.

N.'J )n1)J1" whereupon he

remembers and fmds refuge in the Rarnbarn's philosophy:

- but this comfort is short-lived for its base does not correspond to his immediate problem:
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At this stage the pressure of self-analysis bears upon him too heavily whereupon he leaves
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Beit haMidrash and goes for a walk so as to actively move away from the inner world of s~lf.
In the external world he fmds the inhabitants of Shibush in a pleasurable purposeless inaction.

No-one is attending to his livelihood, i.e. his purpose. Even Ignaz the Beggar- whose
persistency in begging shows great purpose- lolls in the sun deflected from his usual activity:
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He makes his way to the forest and thanks God for instilling in him the wisdom not to waste
this beautiful day as he would do were he intent on purpose:
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The last paragraph is a humorous and ironical reflection on his critics, the men of purpose,
who in their purposefulness are unreceptive to and therefore waste the purpose for which the
day was created. He, of undefmed purpose, as opposed to them, is the one:
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The passage also compris€s an affirmation of the Rambam's aphorism for it concedes to the
purposefulness of all things - of reality in its wider sense.
The river which runs through the forest confirms this approach. It was once of
utilitarian value, exploited by men of purpose. Those men have died but the river perseveres.
It still runs its course, despite its apparent uselessness in the absence of practical utility:
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His enjoyment is total. His grateful reflection that this pleasure is provided by his senses
which prove useful by serving a purely aesthetic end, reinforces the absurdity inherent in an
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exclusively utilitarian approach to purpose:

But his subsequent extended gratitude at the beauty of all creation whose purpose and utility
is directed solely towards the provision of his pleasure, leads him to think of Beit haMidrash,
bringing him back to his starting point:
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Ironically, practical purpose deflects him from a more elevated purpose. For:
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But the insistence of the thought forces him into the realms of linear-practical purpose - he is
guardian of Beit haMidrash and is therefore responsible for it - and intervenes to demand its
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fulfillment. He heads back to the town:

Thus by the end of the chapter he has come full circle and, despite earlier realizations to the
contrary, he reverts to his earlier position of uncertainty as to the constituents of valid
purpose. His uncertainty is expressed both by the conditional particle N.'Jb'JN. preceding his
adherence to the demands of practical purpose and by his submission to the pressure of these
demands.
But the commitment of his linear purpose is dissipated by the appearance of Yeruham
at the beginning of Chapter 50. On his way back to the town the narrator meets Yeruham
and succumbs to his fervent insistence that he return home with him. Thus, in this section,
Yeruham fulfills the functions of the third, unstipulated variable which intervenes to thwart
the assertions of linearity.
In its reaching across the chapters this web of association serves to expound the

fallibility of purpose in its narrow and simplistic guise. It does so by undermining the
integrity of each of the chapters - a chapter is purportedly the expression of an idea whose
conclusion is heralded by the start of a new chapter by commenting on and retrospectively
solving the narrator's doubts regarding the validity of the Rambam's statement that- 111N.'):::i)')
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N.11J.i1 - are shown to be one and the same, for the intentions of the

linear 'plain reality' - are disrupted by the motives of a more encompassing reality. Thus
finally all that may be said is that "reality is purpose" and is comprised of the cumulative
combination of the results of both linear and expanded intention.
The underlying logic of the section cited above may be condensed in the Hasidic
aphorism - "As above so below." And it is by an extension of this view that the narrator
finds indirect justification for his anxiety about his trade. Earlier in the book he comments on
the virtues of human creativity given to humanity so as to enable it to reenact the Divine
creation and employ it in the service of its comfort:
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The writer who creates a fictional world in his world actively utilizes this divinely given
faculty - thereby fulfilling its purpose. He participates in the action of the Creator whose
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nature it is simply to create for his own pleasure and expression and to no other logically
discemable end.
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Weave, weaver of the wind.

Ulysses -James Joyce.
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Unity and Separation

But the narrator's dilemma about the meaningfulness of his craft is not so easily solved. The
various references in the work to literature and writers serve to develop this topic by
exploring its different facets as they relate to aspects of the narrator's work. Lebtche
Bodenhaus is presented as an example of the aesthetic in literature at its most absurd. We
meet him while he is engaged in the erstwhile, not to mention laborious, task of translating
the Bible into rhyming German verse- after the manner of Schiller's style- so that it, like
Schiller's work, may become easy to remember. The extent of the narrator's subliminal
waking identification with him is explicated in his dream imagery. He dreams that Gundel,
Schitzling's sister, mistakes him for Lebtche and that Lebtche builds a Sukka - representative
of house which is symbolic of soul - next to his own, and that the two structures are
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indistinguishable.
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The book "Y adav Shel Moshe" is representative of a different type of literature: It is
of immediate practical usefulness. It is an ethical book written by Rabbi Moshe whose
holiness was such that it became infused with supernatural powers that it still aids mothers
and infants during difficult birth. Its power does not therefore appear to be contained in its
literary merit so much as in its atmosphere. But, ironically, the manuscript purchased by the
narrator is not the autograph it purports to be but a transcript written by a scribe. Yet despite
this deceit the manuscript still retains its miraculous properties and, furthermore, proves to be
of very direct utilitarian service: It saves Sara and her sisters-in-law from virtual starvation.
The narrator's writing also has effects discernable in the external world: His poetry is
active in inspiring Yeruham Hofshi's journey to Israel. His books are the means whereby he
supports his family, though during his stay in Shibush they fail to provide him with a
livelihood. When he runs short of the money he arrived with - obtained in compensation for
the destruction of his home - he approaches two of his publishers for the payment due him.
The one does not reply at all while the other retorts that the narrator actually owes him
money. This last-named circumstance has arisen because, as the narrator reflects:
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- the nation obviously does not consider writing a serious occupation.
Each of these references to literature reflects a different approach to the topic.
Lebtche's literary work involves stylization alone; Rabbi Abraham's book is essentially ethical,
directed towards religious problems; the narrator's work is emotional and imaginative.
Lebtche's book is neither creative nor original, thus though it is based on the Book of books,
it is as meaningless as its opposite, the theater, which errs by an excess of inventiveness.
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The ethical content of Rabbi Abraham's book is valuable and its value is expressed in its
effects on the world. The validity of the narrator's writing remains an open-ended question it is both effective - like Rabbi Abraham's work, and useless - like Lebtche's.
The narrator's reluctant and apologetic admission of the nature of his employment
occurs for the ftrst time near the close of the book It is accompanied by an exposition of his
views as to what constitutes worthy literature and, by extension, a valuable writer. This
unfolded in a synopsis of trends in Jewish literature, beginning with the Bible- the word

"sofer'' originally denoted biblical Scribes alone - to the various poets who followed them
since that time. The writers who receive his approbation are those whose attention is directed
towards the concerns of the nation - who either identify the sufferings of the nation with their
own, or who include their own sufferings in the sufferings of the nation, or who through
their faith sing of redemption - individual and national. Thus, although he says of his work:
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- this analysis indirectly expresses an implicit approval of this book in which the individual
and the nation are one - with each containing the other.
But as the statement of this book is not didactic but descriptive, the narrator's final
justification of his craft is not a moralistic and causal one but is simply stative:
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It is significant that he does not write during his stay in Shibush. The stated reason for this

phenomenon is:
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He writes only under compulsion when thoughts and emotions evoked in him are insistent in
their demand for expression. Yet he later admits that:
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- so it may be posited that the force of the pressures of linear purpose underlying writing, and
the intrinsic linearity of the task - even words themselves are linear - are capable of evasion
in the expanded atmosphere of Shibush.
Books are essentially linear in nature. On their most microscopic level they are
comprised of language which is indisputably both linear and logical, and their infrastructure is
likewise linear. They are composed of pages which run in a sequential order; they have
beginnings and they have ends. Yet, in substantiation of his underlying thematic statement in
this book, Agnon transcends the demands of the linearity while at the same time acceding to
their inevitability. Much of the manner in which this is achieved has been discussed earlier
in the chapter, but the subject is in need of further development here.
Rafael Bach's confusion as to the difference between fictional tales and accounts of
reality - which is a function of his conception of all-embracing reality - is reflective of the
technical and textual components of the book, and is comment on the narrator's attitude to
literature:
112
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Not only does the narrator include waking, dream and hallucination in his narrative, but he
also alludes to fictional characters, created by Agnon in other stories, as real. He tells Rachel
the tales of Yael Hayot and Ruhma haKetana
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as though they were - in contradistinction

to the legends mentioned in the same section - real, factual happenings. He refers to ·Bluma
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ibid. : p. 230.
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ibid. : p. 75.
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as an important and real character whose lengthy story is in need of telling. All

of these figures are not people in the hypothesized real world of Shibush but are of fictional
substance alone. By imbuing them with a "reality"- which is achieved by the narrator's
guileless mention of them - Agnon intrudes upon the narrative and, on the one hand, disputes
its reality, while at the same time he infuses it with a greater reality. The story cannot be real
if it acknowledges the absolute reality of fictional characters as equal to its own yet, in a

sense, its events achieve a more concentrated reality by the reader's attributing a fictional
essence to the events beyond its circumference. For the reader's dismissal of these fictional
characters as unreal coerces him into the implicit recognition of the authenticity of the
fictional happenings of Shibush. This device combined with references to real events - the
war; the similarities between the narrator's and

Agnon'~

biographical details; traditional folk-

lore; creates a multi-layered hierarchical reality in which the only certain realities that remain
are the author and the reader.
The narrative mode itself also contributes to the creation of this effect. The story is
presented as a first person narrative with the narrator as its most important reference point.
Its style is extremely self-conscious:

?N .)1\U')? 1:t:J\U ?rn1 on11') .on11')1 ?n1 ?y Nb\U ,1')P:JY 1i11i1) ilb:t
1i11i1) 1\U£)N 1N... Q')')n '):J.1:J. 1i11i1)

p

ON .1)?\U 111:1.\Unb::t 01l1N ?:t?:J.)

::J.:J\!.1)1 )1?b? 11~n)1 1?) N?N ,01?:J 1i11i1) N? 1\U£)N 1N... ilb~)J \!.11:1.\U::J.
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ibid. : p. 308.

It is confessional in tone, loaded with self criticism, apology and self-reflective humor:

'J)J.\!JJ.) .J.1~Y '))N.\!J 1Y\?~Y.l ')n'Jnni1 .i1'Jnl n1J.~Y ')J. i1tn:n i1Y\!J i1n1N.
m .))"l)J.~Y i1'J!:l~1i1 J.1~Y '))N.\!J ')n1Y\?~)\!J

Yet though it is essentially a first person narrative, the narrator often refers to himself in the
third person - "01N. 1l11N."
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;

"N.)i1

'))N,

n11N. )l'l)N."
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which serves to imply a shift

in the locus of narrative distancing it to an agent beyond the narrator and suggesting the
author as its center.
At other times the use of first person plural inflections:
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.)1 'J\!J )')'lJYY.lJ.

'J~ntJ) )')'lJ~Y

121 • ))"lY.lN.
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ibid. : p. 211.
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brings the reader into an active participation in the narrative and by admitting her into the

world of Shibush infuses her with a fictional reality. This is reinforced by explicit
suggestions like the one below:

~)N. 'JJ.N. ,J.~Y ~)N. ON. ll1N.i'J ilN.ibJ. ~ll\?J.il

OllN.
123

VN

.i) ~lljJ'J1il1 i1n'J ~lltJ).J)

ON.1 .nb\U ~n~~il N.J.i1N. ,J.~Y ~n~~il N.'J

.pn1~ ~ll1N. illlN.i N.'J ON. ilN.ibil llN. 1'JN.\U ~'J O~)~bN.b

The hypothesized identity between narrative and narrative time suggests that the narrator, and
not the author, is the true storyteller, or that they are, in effect, one and the same presence.
Yet the authenticity of this suggestion is subverted by the very device which suggests it. The
narrator confesses in Chapter 33 that:

ll1\UY'J ~n~~il 1~1~ llbN.J. .onn ~J.i 'J\U 1~ll1)J. 'Jy n~p i!:ltJ'J 01jJbil )N..J
.O.Ji~

'J.J

~'J O~Y11~ O~iJ.1il 1~il
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ibid : p. 173.
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ibid. : p. 175.
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.J.ll.Jil 'Jy Oll1N. ll1'JYil'J iltJ)N. ')'J 1iiJ.1il'V )')'V.JY
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Yet later, in Chapter 73, he confesses that he has not written a word during hls stay in
Shibush.

125

By this glaring contradiction the audience is forced to enter into the narrative

so as to unravel itS insinuations, and the hypothesized narrator is removed from hls purported
realm to admit the presence of the true narrator who is the author.
Thus the realities of the narrative are stretched in many directions which extend it
beyond its purportedly linear proposition. The longitudinal style of the tale is subverted by
the confluence of dream and reality; memory and action; past and present. It is also
undermined by the networks of association which, as mentioned in an earlier analysis, expand
across the pages of the book, bounding forward and rebounding again to create a resonance of
depth, expansiveness, and an inter-connectedness and integrity which defies the necessity for
linearity. And the style of the writing as well as the microcosmic technical devices employed
join with these methods in their formulation of the book's endlessly reverberating echoes.
Agnon's language is almost as concentrated and loaded as the language of poetry and
does, in fact, use many of its technical devices. His play on words that are similar in sound e.g. "... 'J~)1

il~il~ 'J~)1"
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-

creates a tonal sibilance by the tenor of the sounds bouncing

off one another.
Examples extracted from the following passage will reveal some of the mechanisms by
which the most microscopic elements of the book are manipulated to serve the expression of
a never-ending multi-dimensionality:
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ibid. : p. 420.
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ibid. : p. 298.

LN4C,L L!C<LC40 NG4C,L NLCL! C<~C4t: ~4C4L U ~C, t:t: U L!O t:N40 L~LC<L40 C,GC4L
CC, C<LLLC4L! ~C, ~4l 4~ C,L!l df't:L!' LN4l NLO LLNL! NC,N C~4~LL ~4(4l'
~4t:LNL' C4Ll ~C~~L C<LC40 Nt:L Ot:LO ~C, NC,L Lt:G\C, f'~LO ~C, NC,L'
d44C<40 NC,L l!4L C<f'G\~L40 ~C, 4C<40 ~~t:LL LC,N 4U~LL LNC,L l!4L C<f'G40 C,4C<40
L!C<C,UC<L! C<LCU40 C,L!O CNUL' CN4C,L N4l U4C,Ld t:4C4L!O' CC, ~C<l ~L!4L
NC,L ~C<LCL d4LO C,C<C,UC<L! LNC,L ~C<l!L t:C<C,UC<L! LNC,L ~C<LCL NUL
~C<LCL'

C<C<4LC LC<U4L!' G~C<40 L!LN CLLCl L~LLC C,L!QLCCC, t:NC,L ~U440 LG~C<40 t:NC,L
~LC4 ~4(4' f'LGLLC LLLNLLC' L!~4C40 L!C,C,L t:L~LLCL ~C, C,t: L!l' LL!C,t: t:L~LLCL ~C,

C<L!C,L NC4 t:4l L!dt:L40 LN4C4 UL~t: C<NLC<L!' Nt:C, ~(4 ~C,LU4 L!C,t:' NC,L
UL~·

~4f'NL NLC L!~4L' ~Ct:L CLCC<C,N t:4LC L!dt:LLLC LC,N Cl?\LC44L t:L C<dLO C,dt:L

GCL440 ~q t:4l 'C4LC C,t:4LC' NL4 (,4 NO NLC<L' 4GL! ~~L NC~4 'C4LC L!C<LL~ l!4~l
U440 LCLLCC40 C<LC40' C<C<~ dt:L t:dt:L C<(4~· C,N CL!~4L l?\C<dLC<LLC L!Lt:L!
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t:4LC L!dt:LLLC l?\C,CL ~LG~ L~LC,L!' ~LGI{ L4LLL' LCC, ~4GL~4L C<C,N40 dt:L40
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The passage deals with the concepts of life and death. It contemplates separateness as the
condition of life, and merging as the condition of death. Yet at the same time it attributes life
with the characteristics of death and infuses death with the features of life. The notion of a
cemetery is in itself somewhat anomalous, especially if the Hebrew term Beit haKevarot is
applied. The dead do not exist in the corporeal world that the living inhabit and are therefore
not in need of a material home as the living are. The body is merely the casement in which
the soul or spirit lives. It is discarded at the time of death. It has no value of its own, for in
the absence of the binding life-force it disintegrates. The soul does not live in a particular
location, in a confmed corporeality, but exists in an unlimited infmite realm. Its ultimate
residence is not in any particular place, but is in the all-pervasive place. Thus the narrator's
appreciation of the sense of economy of those living who left Shibush as having done so
"because the cemetery is quite full" - expands upon and exploits the absurdity inherent in the
concept "cemetery". Death does not require a living space. A further irony derives from the
narrator's superimposition of the concept of dedensraum over the idea of lebensraum. The
emigrants leave Shibush in search of lebensraum despite the abundance of actual free space in
the town. Thus the living are in search of a metaphorical living space, not a material one.
Unlike the cemetery, Shibush has many spatial- expanses, yet these are not sufficient to
contain her living sons who, because of their defined corporeality, need wider ephemeral
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ibid. : p. 82. .
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areas in which to survive. By contrast the dead are apparently enclosed in a very tight livingspace, though in reality they are totally free and do not need actual space.
The passage is built upon the presentation of antitheses which so correspond to olie
another by the dilations of their mutually anomalous colmotations, that they are conceptually
brought into a synthesis. The synthesis is not however achieved only through their conceptual
associations. It is also implied stylistically by the manner in which these opposites are
adduced. The most outstanding feature in this section, as in the rest of the book, is one of
balance. Opposites are presented in an absolutely balanced manner which affords them an
equivalence of weight which suggests an ontological equivalence. They are furthermore
supplemented by precisely the same words, a device which serves to bring them into cohesion
and to suggest a total identity.
Some examples of this mechanism will be cited in the following: The cemetery is
described as -

"111~1 ))£l1\!J i1'J)))1 ))£)1\U";

))£l1\UJ." "))£)1\UJ.

0~)111)1

the graves are laid out as follows

-o~?\J1) il\!.11?\U

- and:

The word "))£)1\U" - serves by its punning to further bring into synthesis the diverse elements
of this passage. It denotes a delineation in actual space, as well as a swelled up state of
expansiveness. It provides a double-edged description of the cemetery which both slopes in
space and is overflowing with the dead. And it also brings the aspects of linearity and
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expansiveness into alignment. Word repetition -

"O~)n1) ;o~'J\?1) ;Y£l1\!J" -

combines with the

word play and with the conceptual acrobatics to create numerous everfluxing mutations of
tone.
A further aspect of style in need of elucidation is the deployment of a type of stream
of consciousness network throughout the book. This device spreads across the pages, creating
a sense of immediacy by its authentication of the 'narrator as narrator' thesis. An example of
its operation may be derived from an analysis of the following paragraph:

01N )~N o~\!J1n ilb:J il~ .nJ.n1nil 1'J:nJ. il'Jnb1 1'JpbJ. Y'O!lb n"J. 'JN~n
11nJ. \!J~ nnN ill~ 11Y .n1'J1~ 'J~N nNIP) 1n\!JN )~N1 o~~Y np~'J 'O):J)
ny~~'Ob1 iln'O)I!l ~1:J iln~111b il'JNIN nbN .nJ.il n•~ n ,il~ 'J\!J 1n~J.
on11~\!J il'J~nn

1)nil

o~I1J.'O

.o~NI) O)~N O~)nn1

illlJ.

N~il

'JJ.N

,il~l1il'J

nN \?\!J!l\!J ~)11)n 1n1N ')N .'Jnl nN N\!J)1l'Jil1 ,il'JNIN nN N\!J~ ~\!J!ln
1\?~'Jpl!l

.11~J. o1n il?Yil \!J1J.\!JJ. nb1~ \!J1n 1~\!JY\!J o~I1J.'O 1)~~il1 'Jllil

ill1n'Oil nN N~~1il111~ 1J. \?\!J!l \?n\!JNb 11\?!l'J 'J)~I'J 1? 1bY\!J ):J1'0il 'J\!J
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.o~I1'0Nil n~J.b

il'J ~)\!J\!J1n1 n~)11)nb ').Pb

Daniel Bach enters the narrator's consciousness and the thought of his wooden leg prompts
the narrator to contemplate his lack of employment - no one is buying wood. The thought of
Mr Bach's lack of employment leads to the memory of Arela Bach's problems. She should
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have married Yeruham, a circumstance which might have allowed her mother to practice her
profession. His thought moves on to Yeruham and Rachel who are in the process of
providing Mrs Bach with employment. The thought of these two leads him to think about the
bankrupt shopkeeper. This occurs via an indirect association, the chain of which runs as
follows: Rachel - Babtchi, Rachel's sister - Rigel, Babtchi's suitor - Rigel's employer, who is
the shopkeeper's creditor - the shopkeeper. The thought of the shopkeeper and his problems
leads onto the thought of the attorney - Zweirin- employed by Rigel so as to obtain a
divorce, who also subverts Rigel's efforts to claim the debt owed to his employer, and is also
Babtchi's suitor. Two lines of thought run alongside one another in this passage and both are
united in the person of Rigel. The one is the question of livelihood and the other comprises
the issues of romance and marriage. Rigel's connection to livelihood is quite apparent, but his
association with the question of romance is more subtle than is immediately apparent. Rigel's
unrealized designs on Babtchi act as foil to the narrator's unfulfilled desire for Rachel,
Babtchi's sister. Thus the narrator's disappointment may be seen as the unconscious agent
from which this entire thought sequence derives.
The relationship between name and form, discussed earlier in this chapter, is in need
of reemphasis here for it serves to highlight the undeniably tragic elements of the book.
Shibush is, as its name implies, misconstrued. And, as Shibush is emblematic for the nation,
the nation is likewise in a state of misconstruction. Thus, by extension, the disrupted linear
mode of the work may be seen, not only as an exposition of a philosophic proposition, but as
the portrayal of a ruined society as well. The book is therefore also an historical statement

I
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which, by breaking the code of linearity, faithfully serves the essentially linear demands of
history, in that it accurately describes a disintegrated civilization.
The final resolution of the tale is punctuated by an admission to, and a dramatization
of the dictates of linearity. The narrator is finally able to act upon the world because he
concedes to the inevitability of linearity: He accepts the irretrievability of the past, moves
into the present and thereby advances to the future. The culmination of this process is
reached in his journey away from Shibush on a train, whose progress is nothing if not linear.
This climax is echoed in Shibush's release from its static condition. Shibush's saviours are

Yeruham and Rachel Hofshi who both represent the potential of the future. Yeruham's
idealism is forward-looking though it is not devoid of spirituality as his abstinence from the
eating of meat indicates. Shibush's freedom is heralded by the linear passage of a child into
I

life - a passage which is not only linear in itself, but which also delivers its passenger to the
dictates of linearity.
These two journeys -the child's and the narrator's- are brought into explicit cohesion
by a number of circumstances: the narrator performs the role of Sandak at the child's BritMilah; the child is named after the narrator; the narrator gives the child the new key to Beit
haMidrash which he no longer needs,

129

only to fmd the old key in his possession when he

arrives back in Israel. Thus the narrator's spiritual rebirth receives dramatic support from the
actual birth of the child, and Israel receives affmnation as the binding center of worship by
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Band, op cit., pp. 317-318, notes that the key is given in "anticipation of the child's
eventual settling in Eretz Yisrael."
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the reappearance there of the historical key.

130

But though the action of the story ends in an affirmation of linearity and its inevitable
effects, its conceptual latitudes sentimentally anticipate a fmer all-encompassing reality. This
is to be attained at some future time - with the advent of the Messiah, when all creation will

merge in a joyous undivided unity. Thus the original key waits in Israel to be reunited with
Beit haMidrash at the end of the days, the narrator joins with Israel in longing for that time
when all will be immersed in the unity of creation, when name and form will be perfectly one
and will reveal their inherent perfection:

- wholly merged and beyond all separation, wholly cleansed of the grit of time itself, where
presumably the clamour of the collective will be still in a choir of angels.

° Kurzweil, op cit., pp. 304-305, sees the doubling of these circumstances as a resolution
of the old and the new.
13
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Agnon, op cit., p. 253.
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INVERSIONS OF BATTLE IN S. Y. AGNON'S AD HENA

When considering the question of writing, the usefulness of the symbolic - language and
cultural signs - need be viewed not only as pertaining to the act of writing, but also in
relation to the process of reading. The question I wish to explore here is the extent to which
"reader aptitude"

1

is created by a suggestive use of language and culturally-coded references.

Ad Hena is a particuarly useful text for this purpose. Like all Agnon's texts it is dense with

linguistic and cultural encrustation, and even exposes its own play with these items in a more
obvious manner than usual. It is particularly interesting as it is also contrived of
psychoanalytic devices such as dream and displacement that associatively reach towards the
world of the Other. This chapter addresses the issues of language, culture and transmitability,
and considers their implications. This is an attempt to ·observe the linguistic and tonal density
in Agnon's texts and note if these are of relevance to reader participation in his work, and
examines the extent to which this stylistic feature is crucial to reader identification. The
analysis looks at the relationship between Agnon's style and the content of his narratives
which are thematically linked to the discussions about the Other in the preceding chapters,
and especially echo the topics in A Guest for the Night.
In her book Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics, Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, in a

chapter dealing .with the text and the process of reading, comments on the relationship
between the text and the reader as follows:

1

See immediately below.
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Just as the reader partakes in the creation of the meaning of the text, so does the
text mold the reader. On the one hand it "chooses" the reader suited to it, builds
an image of such a reader by means of its specific linguistic code, its style, its
storehouse of knowledge ("encyclopedia") and implicitly assumes his existence
(Eco 1979: 17). On the other hand, just as the text assumes that the reader brings
with him from the outside certain (prior) qualifications, so in the process of
reading it develops in the reader a specific aptitude which he needs in order to
enter its density, and it often even encourages him to change his earlier
assumptions and to qualify his views. And thus, the reader is both a reflection of
certain aptitudes which the text demands be brought to it, and, at the same time
the manifestation of this aptitude within the text.

2

This statement is particularly apposite in relation to the work of S.Y. Agnon and especially so
as pertaining to the dense linguistic weave of his texts.
Agnon is not a writer of poetry, but his language has in it some of the character of the
language of verse, which I defme here as an intensity of intentionality that often pertains even
to the smallest linguistic elements and manifests in Agnon's writing in the repeated use of
common sound bases, word-play, semantic acrobatics, connotative manipulations and source-

2

Shlomit Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics, trans. Hanna Hertzig,
Sifriyat Po'alim, Tel Aviv, 1984, p. 112. The original, English version, of this book was
unavailable to me. This quote is my own translation from the Hebrew.
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allusions.

3

Agnon's linguistic intensity is, one presumes, "a truth universally acknowledged."

It is a_ process which often reflects upon itself in his narratives. For our purposes it is
useful to look at the linguistically and culturally derived textual dilations that are prominent in
his work because of their self-conscious and directive status there. Dov Sadan said of S.Y.

Agnon:

4

Those who see only the language in Agnon's writing, see nothing ... It is true that
at times the language seems in excess of the vehicle, and the dress of the other
aspects ... but finally the author conquered himself as he was able to overcome the
difficulty, affixing the correct (linguistic) proportion, which he created in
obedience to the demands of the content.

5

What need be considered is how far Agnon's language is allied to the content of his stories
and the extent of narrative assumption of reader aptitude entailed in the efficient deciphering
of the texts.
In Ad Hena, a story whose focal impetus is the concern with cause and effect, and the

ways in which they wind and rewind themselves, the central locus of function is a town

3

Syntactic and tense formations and nuances are excluded from this discussion, despite their
undeniable import.
4

E. Aphek, Mikra'ot Milim, Dekel, Tel Aviv, 1970, p. 9.

5

The translation is mine.
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named Grima. In echo of the content, the centrality of the town is not quantitatively evident
in the narrative: it is a place but briefly visited by the narrator during his somewhat
misbegotten wanderings in Germany during the First World War, though it stands as stated
cause - Grima, of these travels and of further ones yet.
On the face of it Ad Hena is a rather strange tale which narrates a series of to and fro
movements across a barren landscape of wartime desolation whose emotional pulse and
physical feature are best summarized by the narrator's observation of train stations:

,7ti:J. 7\!.1 i'Y7 111J.'11)i1 11'::1 nr.n1 .111)11Pi1 '7l7l )'J.b 0'71Y1 0'7l11b1
7t1J. 7\U 0'7l7l 7y 0'll:J.i1 0111N. Oi17 0''lbW1 ,)\UY i1'b\U1 7t1J. i1'11J.\!J
'<1 .0\!.1 01N. 7,:, 1,:, 111J.'11)i1 11'::1,::)1 .7t1J. 71p 0'Y'b\Ub1 0'~11 0'7l7l11b1
6

.01N. 'l£l 0'N11 N.7 01N. J.11b ·'<11 ')\!.11)1 ')\!.11)1

and trains:

6

Shmuel Yosef Agnon, Ad Hena, in Kol Sippurav shel Shmuel Yosef Agnon, Schocken
Books, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, 1977, v. 7, p. 13.
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These descriptions are, in embryo, projection of his perception of his stay in Germany. He is
•
in a merciless, ugly land of ceaseless, useless activity - in which he partakes - while a mass

of people and events whirl all around him and he does not see any human face amongst them.
His journey is a difficult one and women seem to have sole provenance over his way. But

they never fully dominate, nor do they truly ·manage to bend him or events to their will:
Brigitta Shimirman does not succeed, in the early stages of the story, in getting him to the
Lion's House for lunch; he does not sort out Dr. Levy's books - though he briefly tries to, in

7

ibid. : p. 25.

8

These are my translations.

9

Page numbers have been converted from Hebrew (as they are numbered in the Agnon text)
to Arab numerals throughout this paper.
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compliance with the widow Levy's request, and although he accepts the liver his relative
presents him - even though he does not eat meat - he passes it on to the Golem. The one
instance when he fully actualizes a woman's desires - when he unknowingly returns Hanecsan,
the Golem made zombie-like by the war, to Mrs. Trotsmiller- he does so in response to a
dream and not to a direct request: It is related to the realm of wish and not will, and is
realized not through a positive act of will, but in its absence.
A lack of will permeates the entire tale. Though the narrator becomes involved in a
series of movements which give him no rest, it is not a8 the result of his own - or owned will that these movements are initiated. His departure from Berlin, at the start of the tale -

which is cause of his subsequent wanderings - is inspired by Mrs. Levy's request:

I

,1't il)~J. il't pJ.NJ. 1't n:J~'VnJ. il't 11nJ. 1't )~'J1J.J. ~11'V ~n~~n ilb:J y11~ ~Y.l

- which causes him three days later to bring Hanecsan - Mrs Trotsmiller's son, lost in the war
- back to his family thereby losing his own room (and this as a result of Brigitta Shimirman's
insistence that he travel to Berlin from Leipzig with sister Bemardina and the wounded
soldiers).

10

1'b'd
1 . :

p. 7 .
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Even his present involvement with Brigitta is a consequence of his being acted upon
by circumstances - it occurs when he is forced to spend time in Leipzig because of the time
lapse between the arrival time of the train there from Berlin and the departure time of the
train to Grima. His perceptions of his relationship to the world - even when he does achieve
full action - are perceptions of passivity, of victimization:

11N. 111:tii1'J1 ~)111))J'J ~1:J ,~111N. N.~Y.:l 11rm N.'JN. ))~N. 1N. .11n ~'J ~nN.~Y.:l
11 • ~j)t)')

And the greater cause of all his misadventures is purportedly instanced by events outside
himself - by the war which ostensibly prevents his leaving Germany. Thus the lack of porters
at the Grima station - a lack which is echoed variously throughout the story - is relevant, but
its full implication is gleaned if the text by way of a fair portion of connativity. The textual
surface easily provides an understanding that the repeated absence of porters to carry the
narrator's luggage is of significance to the tale. The frequency of this condition aligns with
the narrator's feelings of isolation and travail so that it becomes appended with a force of the
symbolic: having so much to carry, to move around, the narrator has not the strength to do so
on his own.
The textual wobblings in the passage's are emphasized and stretched through the
denotations of the Hebrew root 'J :t D, which are:

11

ibid. : p. 99.
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1. 'J J. '0: to suffer, bear, endure; to carry a burden, bear a load, to tolerate (also) to
carry on a tradition.

12

2. 'JJ.)'O: to send gifts (to one's betrothed i.e. groom to bride).

13

3. 'J J. '0: suffering, pain, burden load: endurance, tolerance and patience.

14

All these meanings expand the reference of this recurring circumstance within the
conceptual field of the story. Not only is there no-one to help the narrator bear the pain- his
load - but that load itself is no longer merely a bag of personal suffering, but also reflects
upon tradition. Thus the narrator carries, with suffering, the weight of tradition - of Israel
and of books - which neither Mittel, the bibliographer - who is not pro-Zionist, has been a
socialist and has all but given up on life and the acquisition of new books - nor Nahum
Berish the Rabbi - who is avaricious and in the past was puzzled by the narrator's refusal of
payment in return for his services to the Beit Din in the matter of divorces - nor Alter Eilbreit
the Shochet, who together with Berish and Bider and Kitzingon plots to acquire Dr. Levy's
books for fmancial gain, nor any of the Jews of Germany bear with him. Dr. Levy- who
was his only partner in this endeavor - is dead. The oblique reference to marriage is, though
not as directly and immediately, also significant for, as we shall see presently, the lack of a
partner and the desire for female companionship, are apparently an overriding element in the

12

Reuven Alcalay, The Complete Hebrew English Dictionary, Massada, Ramat Gan, 1981,
p. 1721.
.
13

loc cit.

14

loc cit.
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narrator's dissatisfaction and feelings of rootlessness. The meanings of suffering, pain and
tolerance are productive of expansion upon the theme of having a load to bear which is
burdensome and almost intolerable. But possibly more expressive of the essence of the story
is the meaning of passivity associated with the root 'J:J.O

('J~:J.O -

passive, tolerable bearable)

which encapsulates the core of the narrator's experience of his life during this period.
The permutations of meaning of this example of a single word in the text leaven an
understanding of the narrative. An awareness of them strengthens and aids the
comprehension of the underlying connections in the tale, although this need not occur on the
conscious level. Just as the narrator repeatedly reconstrues the chains of events that have
occurred, thereby reiterating and highlighting the convolutions of causality in the story, while
at the same time imposing linear order upon associated events that are only joined 11 as in a
dream, 11

15

so does he, by means of repetition of key words - like the one mentioned - and

through their semantic echoes, imply and focus the main thematic concerns of the story.
An important word, which recurs numerous times throughout the text, is

ili~i

(apartment, dwelling) and the semantically allied iin (room) and n~:J. (house). Aphek and
Tobin in an article dealing with the intranslatability of the Hebrew text, speak of Agnon's use
of word-systems which they defme as follows:

A macro-stylistic phenomenon composed of a matrix of words with a commondenominator which may be conceptual, phonological, etymological, folk-

15

Agnon, op cit., p. 88.
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etymological, associative, and/or semantic which serves as a junction where the
plane of plot and ideas converge with the linguistic plane.

16

In Ad Hena the words referring to dwelling places fomi a word-system: i.e. a semantic

cluster of thematic force. And the story is replete with their mention (though frequency is not
a pre-condition of a word-system).
Most of the activity of the tale revolves upon the search for suitable accommodation.
The opening lines of the tale are a statement of locus, which situates the narrator's living
quarters:

This statement is enlarged upon across the first pages of the narrative. Words deriving from

the root 1"'11 (dwell):
(O"'t)il~l

~llli, ~lntl

ilYJ.'V :ilN.I) l"''itl O"''P>':l

,O~Ii

, li ,illi , ~~~~i

the noun lin in various forms and inflexions: linil, llin

and the words N.I\J't"'''tl

,1"'1~0)£1

,O~Iinil

,ill~i -11~::1

,illin , lin:J."'';

abound in these passages sothat their prominence in the tale

is alluded to right at the start of its unravelling.
The cumulative effects of word-repetition in the text reinforces and intensifies the

16

E. Aphek and Y. Tobin, The Means is the Message: on the intranslatability of a Hebrew
Text, in Meta VIII, 1, 1983, p. 57.
17

A gnon, op ctt.,
. p. 5.
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products of their repeated sounds. Some portion of the heaped recurrence is resultant upon
the root-bound nature of Hebrew, where verbs and nouns are often identical in base. An
English translation would possibly render the verbs of the root , 1 i

"to dwell", to express

,nb n):J. and even il,)i n):J. as "dwelling place", but might be hard-put to sustain the tight

tenor of the following:

1b~Y o~b~'J

Yi1)'lJ )n1b.:J'V OiN. 'J:tN. ,N. ,\J~1~li1

n

N.~1).:J

,11nil il)il )\JP

n):til n'JY:t oy N.'J )nno N.'J O'V )nli'V O))'))il 'J.:J .il,), n):t Oil:t
18

.n):til

),))j

N.~1b

oy N'J1

But, more importantly, the entire venture of unsuccessful search for accommodation is related
to another issue - and here reference must be made to the cultural sediment which operates in
concert with the narrator's linguistic assumption and focus, which derives from the frequent
appending of the adjective ilN.) (pleasant, good-looking) to the words ,,n and n):J. and to the
landladies 0)\!.1), that rule over them.
This combination first occurs in the second paragraph of the tale where the narrator

justifies his mention of the other inhabitants of the pension and, by the presumed presence
elsewhere of this desirable quality - ilN.), indicates its absence in his present residence:

18

loc cit.
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19 ))Y.)~i1

i1N.)

Shortly thereafter - two pages later - the adjective recurs as retrogressive and therefore
negative description of his landlady, Mrs Trotsrniller:

20

i1J.1i1 i1N.) i111~i1\U 1\U!:IN.1 i111~i1 i1N.) ~N.11 i11111Y)J.

To the culturally identified reader, the apposition of these two sets of statement has an
associative force arising from their linguistic resonance with the Talmudic saying:

- and there is no doubt that this association is intentionally created as these phrases and their
conceptual and linguistic surrogates reappear in various places across the text and fmally
expand into the full-blown phrase itself, articulating an essential thematic aspect of the tale:
that the narrator's search for lodging is primarily the search for a wife who, by the association
of another phrase - 111\UN. 1'

111~::1 -

which occupies a central position in the novel A Guest for

the Night, is embodiment of home with all that the sense of subjectivity the term implies. In
Ad Hena -as in the novel- the home is inextricably bound with Israel (as a symbolic locus)

and is not attained outside it. In the novel, however, the narrator acquires both home and

19

1"b"d
1 . :

20

ibid. : p. 8.

p. 6 .
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wife when he returns to Israel, while in the present story the wife is merely an implied
component - and not a literal element - which is possibly attained with the acquisition of the
home, or possibly yet remains to be attained.
The link between wife-woman and home in Ad Hena is not specifically stated except
by the reverberations of the Mishnaic aphorism in the tale. In his search for new
accommodation, after Hanescsan's return, the narrator either fmds desirable houses or
desirable landladies, never the two together:

1')J.tJY.:l

11nn~ ~~1

o'))!) 1')J.tJY.:l 11nn VN1 o')l!) i11')J.tJY.:l n')J.il n'JYJ.'V
21

~')

.o')l!) i11')J.tJY.:l n')J.il n'JyJ. 1')N1 o')l!)

He eventually fmds a room which he describes as follows:

The word O')Nln evocative of the marriage ritual. Just when he settles down in this place which turns out to be pleasing in many ways - he is forced to move once more as the
landlords sell their house to a group of newspaper publishers.
Once again in search of a living space he comes across an acquaintance with whom he

21

ibid. : p. 89.

22

ibid. : p. 90.
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once shared a house. He tells him of his problem and the man responds with the admonition:

When he later wishes to send regards to his friend's wife, the friend infonns him:

- which causes the narrator to consider:

1')N'lJ N':JN , l')n"'''V) nN. ')')':Jn>::l ilnN ')1>::l 1n1') 1':J 1>::l"''':J ')n')')il ':J"'':J')'lJ ')1i1
25

•11n

')nN~>::l N.':J '))N"'' n1nN il'VN N~>::l N"''il ')1i1'V ,0')"'1"'1\D o')1:t1i1

- where the connection between the two i11')1 and il'lJ')N. - which reveals the inner content of ·
the narrator's quest - is limned by way of a humorous antithetical parallelism.
The next room the narrator fmds is described as:

23

ibid. : p. 95.

24

loc cit.

25

loc cit.
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26

n~N.) 1~'J:n ilN) N!:l1l 11nn

Even the landlady is a nice-looking woman, though she is married and thus belongs to
someone else. But this room is contaminated by the smell of blood from the butcher
downstairs and the noise of the tram station beneath his window.
These outside circumstances which possibly derive from his landlady's marital and
religious status- she is married and only half-Jewish- fmally send him yet again in search of
lodgings:

~'J

DllVJ o~Y.lY\? INVJ nY.lnY.l il)~VJ ~nN~Y.l N.'J1 ~11n'J ~n.,~n'll:> 1nN n'J~'J
27

His new, nightmarish room is in a - ilN.)

• ~n1~1

n~:L

nN 11py'J N.)pOY.l ~1~'J ~nN:L D1pbi1

- which he fmally escapes because of the

pressure of all the non-Jewish women who, for one reason or another, seek his company
there.
In the next room, which is better in aspect than any other he has occupied in Berlin:

26

ibid. : p. 99.

27

ibid. : p. 104.

28

ibid. : p. 127.
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Here, however, the group of women admirers is exchanged for a multitude of dogs his new
landlady breeds. She is somewhat grotesque in appearance and makes her husband's, and by
extension the narrator's, life a misery, thereby spoiling the advantages of the room. The
narrator's comment on this situation:

- again refers to the connection between woman and home, a reference which in this section
becomes progressively more explicit:

ilt l:t.1 Ol:t. .ll~:t.il ll'J)):t. l11)):J. il:t.IN. N.'J11~'J:J1 ~11rl rl:t.\!J:t. )~'J£1N. N.'J
il\!JP n~:t. n'Jy:t. 'J\U 11Wiil il~l111bb VY o~'JYil'J ~N.1:J o~b))£1\!J , lb1N.
o~l:t.1

il\U1'J\U .~nlbN. il~'Jili1111 'Jy .o~N.) o~'J:J1 ilN.) 11n 'J~:t.\!J:t.

~NIY ~~~1'J 1~11 .o~N.) o~'J:J1 ilN.) ;,1~11 iiN.) il\UN. ,01N. 'J\U 111))1 1~:t. ~nib
30

.0~I:t.1 ~)\U'J

il:Jt\U ~)11):):J\!J

- and the underlying content of his unsuccessful search for lodgings is revealed by the full
expression of the saying that contains it.

29

ibid. : p. 133.

30

ibid. : pp. 161-162.
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From this stage on, matters go from bad to worse. For a while the narrator falls ill
and is temporarily freed from the trials of landladies and rented rooms.

And then the war

ends and he returns to Israel where, for lack of rented lodgings, he acquires some ground and
builds his own house of many rooms. In the earlier phases of the story, the narrator insists
that he is caught in Berlin and thus forced into the ignominy of being a tenant, because war
has prevented his return to Israel. In the closing pages, however, he changes his story
entirely.
When he reconstructs the causality of events that led him back to Israel, he claims that
his misadventures and failure in fmding a room prompted his return which in consequence
provided him with a home in Israel:

'{1N. n::.t)\!.1)? ')1l').J~ '{1N.? il~nn::t ')11N.~b N.?VJ

lt>P

11n 1ltJ)£l ?)::J.VJ::t
3l.?N.1VJ')

and:

32

This later attribution of cause is lent credence by the alliance of woman and home and the

central role women play in the narrator's loss of lodgings. He left Berlin for Grima at the

31

ibid. : p. 167.

32

ibid. : p. 168.
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behest of Dr. Levi's widow; this circumstance brought him to Leipzig where Brigitta's
insistence that he tarry a while caused him to lose his room, which caused further sojourns in
many other rooms one of which he leaves because of the persistence of women admirers.
His fascination with Germany - and thus his stay there - seems bound up with a
fascination for German women, and Brigitta Shimirman in particular - ,;lovely Brigitta"
who is an ilN.) il\!J')N., is central to his loss of dwelling place and is not only German,

33

-

~mt

is

also another man's wife. It is sometime during his stay in Leipzig, when he discovers through
Sister Bemardina that Brigitta is the daughter of the Christian scholar Nadelschteicher, who is
cause of his return to that city (he brings the professor's massive hat there so that he will be
able to lecture) and is a fraud in his great Biblical scholarship (he knows. but few words of
Hebrew and is lost in the face of an unvocalized text), and when, coupled with this, Sister
Bemardina wishes to show him some poetry so as to prove to him "how fme a German
woman's heart is"

34

that his fascination ends and he realizes the trouble it has caused him

and takes - in some measure - charge of his fate by returning to Berlin without seeing
Brigitta.
The ()Pposite occurs with Mrs. Levy, Brigitta's counterpart in the primacy of their
effect on the narrator's experiences. Mrs. Levy serves, in many respects, as foil to Brigitta.
Where Mrs. Levy is Jewish, Brigitta is Christian. Whereas Brigitta is married and is thus
morally unavailable, Mrs. Levy is a widow though her sickness - a physical circumstance -

33

ibid. : p. 167.

34

ibid. : p. 158.
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renders her an inviable companion. After the narrator tries to help Mrs. Levy with her
husband's books, fails because of her illness, does not persist in the attempt and decides not to
stay in Grima, he complies with Brigitta's request and stays in Leipzig as long as she deems it
necessary. Mrs. Levy- the Jewish woman- sent him on his journey, but was both physically
and psychically absent on his arrival, thus leaving him prey to the mercy of whatever might
befall him. Brigitta - the Christian woman - prolonged his journey and was thus instrumental
in causing the subsequent troubles that came upon him.
Just as Brigitta is absent at the start of his travels, so does she form no part of his
final destination. When he returns to Israel, Germany and all its inhabitants recede from the
narrator's consciousness:

rn~nn

p 11N ,o~)~~)Yil 'J:J 1N'V ~J.'JY.l ~11n~un 'JN1~~ '(1N 11nY.l~ 11Y.lnY.l
"111"1N 11N ')N .pJ.'V ')1\Jil 11"1~n 'Jy il)"'Y.lY.lil ~))1"1~Y.l"' ~!:l"''JN 11N"'

l"''VY.l ~11~~il'V il1"1Y.lnil il\J~l~1J. 11N ')N"' 'J\J~Y.l 1"lt>p"'1 'J"'1lil ')N1l"'~'JJ.~J.il
35

• ~11Y1Y.l

~11nun '(1N'J il~:nnJ. ~1111~ o~Y.l~il 'J:J il~1nN

He had earlier, while still in Germany, left all thought of Mrs. Levy behind:

35

ibid. : p. 167.
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But when he is in Israel she miraculously recovers:

ili'tn .il:J. 1'VY) o')tJ) ')tJ) il)bb 1'VN.')'))l) ':J:Jil'V il'V')N. i1111N. ':J:J.N.
37

.iln':Jn N':J'V 1Y 011p illl')il'V ll1Y.l:J ,i1111N.')i:J.':J

- and insists herself into his consciousness and his life when she writes to say she too is
coming and is bringing her husband's books with her.
It is in anticipation of this event that the narrator does not make do with merely one

room and builds himself a sizable house, thus obtaining a home:

.':JNi'V') '<iN'? i1'tr1':J '))lr1i:l1i1 '<iN'? i1::i1r1:J. i1r1 ')llN::ib N.':J'V ':J'):J. 'V:J. p:11
')nnp':J ,i1i')1 il:J. N::ib '<iN'? i1':JY'V ')):) ':J:J N.':J1 il:J.in i1ll')i1 '<iNil'V ir1N.Y.l1
,1r1N i1r1:I. ')')1 ')Y.)::i)J':J '))N'V:l .O')i1r1 ilb:l ':J'V )l'):J. ')':J '))l')):J.1 )JjJijJ )ltJ')!) ')':J
38

... ')1':7

i1\JjJ11i1 ':J'V 1')i!ltJ':J '))l))')jil 01jJY.l N':JN ,ilb':J i1:J.ii1 Q')i1r1 ):l ON.

Mrs. Levy, the essential but absent mover of his experiences during the course of the

36

loc cit.

37

loc cit.

38

ibid. : p. 168.
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narrative, reinstates herself in his life at its end and provides him with the home he has so
desperately searched for, whose reality is finer and more expansive and more happily located
that any he envisaged or sought for himself. Mrs. Levy who, at the start of the tale, shook
him out of his inertia by indirectly forcing him to change his unsatisfactory room, is fmally

the Goddess of Plenty who makes all his wishes come true and enables him to fmd new faith
with which to assuage the bitterness of the iron-hearted nightmare of Berlin.
The talmudic allusion is therefore of dramatic significance in the narrative inasmuch as
it extends the meaning of the narrator's struggle, and explains - in some measure - the core of
his restlessness, as well as its ultimate resolution. Its rnishnaic origin reflects ironically on
his ardor for Christian women who were certainly not the target of a Talmudic aphorism
prescribing the conditions that lead to satisfaction and contentment. Thus the patronage of
this saying itself is anticipatory in its implications for the negative outcome of the narrator's
quest in Germany. It is not there, in the company of foreign women, that a desire for peace
and happiness is to be fulfilled.
Many of the associations of the above would undoubtedly be lost to the non-identified
reader- despite the Freudian connotations of room (receptacle etc., denoting the feminine),
which incidentally are strengthened by the denotation of on1 (womb) and 11n (room) and
would need to be explained in direct contradiction to the careful way in which they are
woven into the Agnonic text, where the connections are hinted at, toyed with, subtly
accumulate and are only retroactively explained. This is not an insurmountable problem but
it is indicative of the impoverishment of the text resultant upon the absence of and cultural
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39

• inN.

~i"'~ ~n?\Jl 111~111N.il )111N. inN.

In this passage the narrator (and through him Agnon) reveals his fascination with the semantic

movements of Hebrew roots whose sound combinations are finite in possibility and whose
limited tri-radical system is productive of great lexical flexibility. Thls is one of the passages
cited by Aphek in support of her thesis of Agnon's word-systems.

40

Having finished with jJi:l. the narrator moves onto other letters:

111::1~11 ilY.l:J ~11?\Jl 1:J inN. .inN. ~i"'~ ~11?\Jl 111~111N.il )111N. inN.

))£l~ l))) 111::1~nil nN. ~11?\Jl 1:J inN. .O"'Y.l ?~? )"'l:J ,11£lil"' i~~ 111N.ipl~
111:1~nn nN. ~n?\Jl 1:J inN. .ili~ Y~£l ~i£l ~£li Yll )il )O"'i~tn~ ,il~i i£l~

nnN. ON."' ,)11P1~:11 )10n:l."' )11111~Y.lN.:l. 1111Y.lW )il o?w?~ ,p1~ 1on nY.lN.
1~

?y .i~))

~))i i~p? 111~)))~ ijJ~ ))~i )1ll:J .O"'?:J N.?"' )l~N. )111N. 1£lilY.l

"'~))l"' )Y.l~Y "':J£lil~ ,o?n 11"1~111N.il 1111Y.l ill~~:l. nn~pnY.l ~l~Y 1?~nnn ,~
41

?y

.nY.ln?Y.l )"'~?Y.l on?

The combination of on?, 01?n and ilY.ln?Y.l, in conjunction with n?nY.l - not mentioned in
this passage, but central to the tale - comprises one of the conceptual axes of the story and

39

ibid. : p. 27.

40

E. Aphek, op cit.

41

Agnon, op cit., pp. 27-28.
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hlnts at its most essential content.
The plot of Ad Hena is set against a background of war- purportedly the First World
War- which the narrator would have concertina and pass quickly, as in a dream:

War has led to food shortages so that allied to his desperate search for a room, is the
narrator's constant concern and quest for food. When he arrives in Grima he fmds that, as a
result of Mrs. Trotsmiller's dream, he has travelled there without an official meal ticket:

r~)'J\!.1

1J.1 D"l\!.1 N':n Dn'J ~'J "l)ll) N'J ll"l)"l~>'Jil tJ~\J1:J ~1~J. i1~i1 N'J\!.1 1nNb1
43

.D~Y'J"lllb ll11~!:lb ~1n

When he returns to Berlin and is compelled to fmd new lodgings (in the wake of the
realization of Mrs. Trotsmiller's dream), the battle for food becomes a fairly permanent
feature of his existence. Thus a dream, D"l'Jn, dreamt as a consequence of war, ilbn'Jb,
intervenes in the waking-state and deprives the narrator of food, on'J (basic sustenance). So,

42

1'b'd
1 . :

43

ibid. : p. 28.

p. 6.
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just as the narrator wished, dream does invade the waking-state, but not only does the timescale of war not concertina itself as a result, but the insistence of dream in the waking-world
dilates its time-perception by the misfortune it entails.
The sound connection between the three words - which appear many times throughout
the text sometimes singly and often in pairs - is idiosyncratically Hebraic, and the subliminal
associations are unavoidable. The link between war and food-shortages is conceptually
decipherable, but what of the relationship between them and a dream? On the conceptual
level Agnon does explicate their bond, but the phonetic similarities themselves, which
resound, re-echo and create a common sediment.
The words 'dream' and 'war' are primary to an understanding of the text. As Arnold
Band pointed out,

44

the story was published in 1952, and it is rather strange that the war

described is World War I. Band also speaks of the strange structure of Ad Hena

45

which he

sees as not artistically comparable to the careful structuring of say, A Guest for the Night

46

which is also descriptive of the ravages of war though, as he notes, unlike the novel, Ad Hena
directly describes war and not its after-effects.

Ad Hena is a direct description of war, but it is not the direct description it overtly
claims to be. A careful reading of the text unravels the mystery of its strange form: Ad
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A. Band, op cit., p. 348.
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ibid. : pp. 353, 356.

46

ibid. : p. 347.
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Hena is not the story of the First World War, it is, rather, a transposition, as in a dream, of
the Second World War onto the arena of the earlier war. The linear demands of history have
become unbearable: a new language- form- must be found to express the horror, as Brigitta
Shiminnan's words suggest:

The narrative solution is the use of the defense mechanism of dream and of transposition
which is one of its modes. The use of this form is alluded to by the narrator in his references
I

to causality and narrative selection - e.g.:

1) 1')N.\!J ):J ')InN.) '))N. )£Jpb pJ.1 .11J.')n1 11\!J')P Oil) 1')N 1)')N.:J 1)')ll1>'J1)n
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op cit., Agnon, pp. 13-14.
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But the linearity is only apparent and the narrative structure itself is composed of frequent
occurrences of this dream-related mode.
That the narrative is a depiction of the later war is supported in the text by, for
example, Dr. Mittel's declaration:

l)£l'ltJ 1'::7 lb1N N'JN... .l111'll1Y 'J\!J 11£l'ltJ J.l11:l 'l)l'l'lil Q'll)£l'ltJ 'l)lJ.ll:l )'J'lN
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The notion of surrogacy - a primary dream technique - fills the pages of the tale. The
narrator speaks of surrogate waiters, and Mittel says of modem inventors and their inventions:
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.D1N ')):J.'J ')')'Jnn

- to which he adds a statement that could stand as explication of the narrative technique of Ad

Hena:

The word D1'Jn is therefore of both structural and thematic import in the story. Its function
becomes apparent through its association with the phonologically allied i1bn'Jb for, the
sound commonality of the two words provides the clue needed to comprehend the
transposition upon which the tale is constructed, which explains both the true nature of its
content and the strange shape of its form.
The word i1'Jnb is not explicitly indicated as belonging to this cluster, but partakes of
it through phonological identity. Mrs Levy -the ftrst cause- is sick and thus unconscious i.e.
in echo of the narrative itself, she exists 'as in a dream' and not within the waking reality
wherein she is depicted. Her illness deters the narrator from staying in Grima and is thus
responsible for his subsequent strange experiences. It also blocks his interaction with her
husband's books. Later, at the nadir of his ghastly adventures, the narrator himself falls ill and
is thus freed from possible re-enlistment. After he returns to Israel when the war - i1bn'Jb -
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ibid. : p. 19.
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loc cit.
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and nightmare - D1'Jtl - and food shortages - Dtl'J (as in the shortage of bread) - are over,
.Mrs Levy miraculously revives or achieves a state of Oil = strength and her return to health
causes - Di1l - the full release of the narrator: the books are coming to him and in their
wake he obtains lebensraum.
A word play of another kind which is both humorous and thematically relevant is
Agnon's manipulation of a homophonic word across its three denotations. He imbues it with
a symbolic significance which obtains from its semantic force as it moves across a field
which stretches from mere nominal signification to antonymic opposition.
When the narrator visits his relative in Lulenfeld she presents him with a most
desirable parting gift - a freshly-slain goose-liver

(1J.~).

The narrator is a vegetarian and is

repulsed by meat-foods but has not the heart to refuse this treasured war-time delicacy. He is
thus forced to make his way back to Brigitta's clinic laden with the heavy burden
the liver - the

1J.~,

{1J.~)

with which his relative has sought to feed and honor him - )n1N.

1J.~'J -

which is dripping blood. He comments:

i\!JJ. "'J~1N. 'J~ .1)1~ib N.'J\!J 1'J N.J.\!J 1J.~il il~ ,11"J. 11J.~1 D1N. 1'J l'Jilb
nn1\!J 1J.~il 'J"tlnil D""n)"J.\!J ,"J. N.)pnb ")"N. ")N. ."J. D"N.)pnb 1"il\!J "N11
"b~Y "n)~iil ."itlN. o.,~., 1'J"tlni11 01:1 D"J.'J~il 1tl"iil ."n1N. l'J~'Jb1 01
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He does not know what to do with it. It now is not only dripping blood but it seems to
pulsate as well. He cannot throw it away as his relative has sacrificed much in giving it to
him instead of sending it to her husband or son who are away fighting the war. He fmally
fmds one of Brigitta's war wounded who, at thls stage, he knows only as the Golem, and
gives him the liver and is thus freed of its burden. Thus alleviated he reports:

- thereby humorously exploiting, by way of opposition, a third denotation of 1:t:l, heavy.
The irony is that the recipient of his food is also the inheritor of his room - Hanecsan - whose
appearance has made his burden heavier yet - a fact that is yet to be revealed.
•
The above are but a few examples of the instances where the density of Agnon's
language interacts with the content of his narratives in ways that are impossible to translate.
The conscious understanding of these linguistic acrobatics is not crucial to the content that in
their absence the tale is all but lost. They are, however, productive of an important
dimension to the understanding of what are often somewhat difficult plot contortions.
Agnon's use of sound-repetition - which is sometimes cumulative and sometimes
related to word-play- is one of the obvious aspects of his language style. I would like to
mention one or two examples in Ad Hena. The first pension in which the narrator resides is
located in Rechov haPisyonim. The tonal similarity between pension and Pisyon is evident.
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ibid. : p. 47.
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Pisyon, however, has a meaning in Hebrew- that of spreading and extension,
specially in reference to some plague of pestilence or negative thing.

56

55

but

This sound-play and

others like it are more peripheral in their adherence to the content, but are nonetheless
humorous and ironic in their effects and thicken the narrative weave.
The name Grima was referred to earlier, but is in need of further amplification here.
As mentioned, Grima (Oil, in the sense of cause) stands as the essential impetus of the
activity of the story. It is the immediate cause of the narrator's departure from Berlin, which
causes him to bring Hanecsan home, which loses him his room and thus initiates the entire
series of strange events which eventually causes him to return to Israel. And even in Israel
Grima is the cause of his obtaining a home. Thus the narrator is correct in his perception of
Dr Levy's books when he says, early in the story -"'lbi)'V ilb? 'lbi) 'l~i£)0 ~N.1'l N.'JN.."
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He does not return to Grima in the story but at the close of the tale he anticipates
Grima coming to him and forcing him "to finish (i'lbl'J) with the matter of the books," for:

1Y i1'VYY.li1 O'lpb? i'l~n? 1n1N. V.J~i~Y.l nr.l'll 'll~N.'l il'VYY.l n'l'VY? 01N. 1'.::1'li1
n~'V~?'V OY£l 'ln'lN. l~i~~nb il~l'V OY£l 'lib'll 'll~N.
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Grima is therefore a cause which language - by way of metathesis (=IY.ll) - empowers with
an active force that ensures the desired and finished result.
The narrator's stay in Germany which - without over-extending the tonal play - with
some slight manipulation viz. the dropping of the n, somewhat echoes the name Grima and is
thus allied to its causal force, is imbued with Satanic elements by means of a biblical
reference. When he arrives in Grima and asks for directions to Mrs. Levy's home, he is
answered:

The phrase

~IN:l 0~\J\J)'ilbil

is reminiscent of the description of Satan's activity at the

beginning of the book of Job, and the narrator's denial of the wickedness - which he equates
with lack of purpose - of his own actions,

60

is refuted by him, himself, later in the story

when he repeatedly applies the same phrase in description of his activity. Like the resonance
of the Mishnaic phrase referred to above, this biblical association colludes with the wordmotifs in creating inter-textual allusivity. This is undoubtedly a level of comprehension
which is lost to the culturally unadept reader of Agnon.
The cultural literacy necessary to fully absorb the textual connections is not only
related to Hebrew or purely Judaically bound. In Ad Hena, for example, the narrator's last
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ibid. : p. 29.
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and worst landlady is Mrs Blatwerm (the German version of Mrs. Leafworm). Like the leaf
worm, Mrs Blatwerm is a devourer - of things both physical and psychical. And much like
the nakedness of a branch stripped of its leaves in the wake of the visitation of the leaf worm,
so is the narrator's aesthetically pleasing room in her house denuded of its fmery when the
narrator returns there after his fmal visit to Leipzig.

61

As Sadan said, Agnon's writing is not merely bound in his language: it is far greater
and extends to the structures, the ironies, the narrative voice and a myriad of other aspects
which cannot all be defmed. However, the linguistic allusiveness and association are part of
the thematic, and the cultural references mould them. But since nothing is fued, and ·
meaning often resides in the ellipsi, how important are they?
A quote from Gershom Scholem, given in answer to Dan Miron in a videoed interview

61

The leaf worm is a common symbol in 17th century Dutch still-life painting where it
signifies vanitas - the vanity and transience of life. The need for such a symbol arose as a result
of the loss of religious faith in the wake of the major schisms of the time. The emotional content
of this symbolism is despondency. All of these significations pertain to Mrs Blatwerm whose
entire being is the antithesis of religious faith. She is filled with a despondency at the loss of
her son and when his creditors come clamoring for recompense, she attempts, by her own
unsuccessful action, without taking any refuge in religious faith and acting on the assumption that
this is all that is left of her son, to salvage his belongings. Her lack of ethical behavior also
bespeaks the absence of any religious adherence. Similarly, she inspires despondency in the
narrator and in her husband.
The symbolic force of the leaf worm and the historical association of the symbol with the art of
. visual aesthetics are also pertinent to the story. The narrator is depri...,--ed of the former beauty
of his room in Mrs Blatwerm's abode and beauty thus proves to be all too transient. This reflects
back to his desire for 'a beautiful woman' and the concomitant 'beautiful home'. The unstated
lesson, contained in the use of this symbol, is that the only enduring beauty that can exist is that
which is allied to religion and religious faith. This beauty, of course, can only be found in Israel.
Thus the symbolism of Mrs Blatwerm's name reinforces the central adduction of Ad Hena: A
beautiful woman and a beautiful home are not within the domain of Germany.
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about Agnon that was transcribed in haA.retz - 5.2.82, summarizes the benefits of reading,
even with cultural gaps. Miron's question refers to Agnon's Hebrew readers but has wider
application, and relates as well to the problems of translatability, and thus to readeridentification. Professor Miron asked Scholem what he thought about the contemporary and
future readers of Agnon. Would Agnon, Miron asked, be understood and correctly
interpreted? Scholem answered:

My dear friend, your question is exactly the same question that could be asked
about Shakespeare. To-day's generation does not understand at all the literary
allusions from the mythological stories which abound in Shakespeare. What is
left? I once heard an excellent lecture of George Steiner's in Canada which was
called "Shakespeare Tomorrow''. He posed this question which one can, with he
same seriousness and the same justification, ask of Agnon. Steiner asked: How
will they read him, what will be left of Shakespeare when no one in the coming
generation will be familiar with all the mythology without which Shakespeare
cannot actually exist. Because he assumed that his theater audience knew it. That
is exactly your question. For all the Jewish learning

I knowledge which the full

enjoyment of Agnon is dependent upon is disappearing. Will they, in our day,
return to the primary and secondary sources and not (only read) the belle lettres.
This is an apposite question. But who can answer what will be with Shakespeare
tomorrow, and who can tell what will happen with Agnon tomorrow. It seems
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that things have the ability to change form. These great metamorphoses take place
with great authors. To the reader of Dostoyevsky, the reader of Balzac and even
more so to the reader of Flaubert - there are a thousand things which today are
totally foreign. Besides this, Agnon is not the only one. He is merely the most
obvious example in our literature of someone who is derivative. Yes, but take
some author with ... take Goethe. There are endless things in Goethe which no
one can understand today.
Miron: And still, their artistic strength carries them.
Scholem: That is something that happens. I think it is the only answer one can
give. Agnon's artistic greatness is authentic and its authenticity is felt even after
the removal of this important aspect which is important to those who are wellversed. Something is still passed on.
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_j

The associative quality of Agnon's writing, the manner in which he defies the apparent causal,
the suggestiveness of his work, its layering and encrustation, assure that "something is still passed
on," if only in the fissures between knowing. If Agnon has problems with the collective as the
abstracted group outside, he manages to dip deep towards the expression of the all-containing
oceanic self.
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This interview has been translated by me from the Hebrew.
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THE BODY AND REPRESSION IN AHARON APPELFELD'S
THE IMMORTAL BARTFUSS

(We are) up against a barrier of a common language
Dylan Thomas

The Holocaust, is a story of the murder of millions. The story of millions is difficult to
transmit, and can only be counted, spoken of and categorized in generalities. It cannot be
easily told with a cognisance of the many. But the many are always there making up the
ground, even in fictional narrations that speak through the medium of the few, or the
individual. The stories of the actual horrors in the camps and outside them recoil from
description. Language seems inadequate; the circumstances are too extreme for naked
expression. The Immortal Bartfuss by Aharon Appelfeld offers some ways with which to
wrestle with a depiction of the Holocaust and its effects. It is included in this study because
the plot itself is constructed by the tension between the national and the personaL The
protagonist, Bartfuss, is singled out by the community and claimed as its legend. He has no
sense of his individuality, and lives in a withholding pattern of regression. As the story
progresses he is released from this unstated collective grip only to be released from that stasis
into a sleep that has up till then eluded him. Bartfuss, the Other who experienced a world
which was horrifically other, fmds reward in the suspension of consciousness. As communal
symbol he can have no life of his own, and his greatest act as an individual is sleep. So the
question is if he can live at all.
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Aharon Appelfeld is a survivor of the Holocaust who, in his own words, has "inclined"
by fate for "some reason," to literature. He tries to speak, as he says, of the "individual. The
individual whose mother and father gave him/her a name, to whom they taught their
language, gave of their love and bequeathed of their belief. This individual who, because of
the many, has been obliterated and become one of the many,"

1

"this (... is the) individual

whose essence is the core of the literary vision", according to Appelfeld.

2

It is this

individual he feels compelled to speak of for, in his words:
at the moment that simple truth is revealed to you, you are no longer free to deal
with the grand and the lofty; you learn to inquire modestly about this individual
whose soul you would touch or, to be presumptuous about it, whose essence you
would reach.

and, he adds:

This individual is a Jew. Willingly or unwillingly he is a Jew.

One of Appelfeld's Jews - Bartfuss- is the subject of the present chapter. A Jew, perhaps an
individual, or maybe one of the many, immortalized in the tale The Immortal Bartfuss. What

1

Aharon Appelfeld, Masot beGuf Rishon, haSifriya haTziyonit, Jerusalem, 1979, p. 90. The
translations of this text are mine.
2

loc cit.
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is he, this human, this immortal that all survivors claim him? Is he an individual, or is he
representative of the many, collected in him into a type of individual form?

3

3

Joseph Cohen, in his book Voices of Israel, State University of New Press, Albany, 1990,
notes that:
At the time The Immortal Bartfuss was published, Philip Roth in an interview with
· Appelfeld asked him the same question Bartfuss asked Sylvia's (see following
pages) ex-husband: "What have the Holocaust survivors done and in what ways
were they ineluctably changed?" Appelfeld replied that he had tried to answer
that question in The Immortal Bartfuss, adding that "The Holocaust belongs to the
type of enormous experience which reduces one to silence. Any utterance, any
statement, any 'answer' is tiny, meaningless and occasionally ridiculous. Even the
greatest of answers seem petty." He then offered two examples and a concluding
statement, which, because of their relevance and insight into the fundamental
question underlying the novel, deserve to be quoted here:
The first [example] is Zionism. Without doubt life in Israel gives
the survivors not only a place of refuge but also a feeling that the
entire world is not evil. Though the tree is been chopped down,
the root has not withered - despite everything we continue living.
Yet that satisfaction cannot take away the survivor's feeling that he
or she must do something with this life that was saved. The
survivors have undergone experiences that no one else has
undergone, and others expect some message from them, some key
to understanding the human world - a human example. But they,
of course, cannot begin to fulfill the great tasks imposed upon
them, so theirs are clandestine lives of flight and hiding. The
trouble is that no more hiding places are available. One has a
feeling of guilt that grows from year to year and becomes, as in
Kafka, an accusation. The wound is too deep and bandages won't
help. Not even a bandage such as the Jewish state.
The second example is the religious stance. Paradoxically
as a gesture toward their murdered parents, not a few survivors
have adopted religious faith. I know what inner struggles that
paradoxical stance entails, and I respect it. But that stance is born
of despair. I won't deny the truth of despair. But it's a suffocating
position, a kind of Jewish monasticism and indirect selfpunishment. My book offers its survivors neither Zionist nor
religious consolation. The survivor, Bartfuss, has swallowed the
Holocaust whole, and he walks about with it in all his limbs. He
drinks the "black milk" of the poet Paul Celan, morning, noon and
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Bartfuss. The name (=family heritage) is immediately striking. Divided into two German
constituents and the result is bart fuss = beard foot. Turn the whole thing around, cognizant
of Appelfeld's bilingualism (for how could one not be, with this construction embedded in a
Hebrew text?), note the potential bilingual retrogress and divide the name once again into
two, only to recombine it, aware of vocal assimilation, and you are left with 'O"''!:li 1:J. as in
'son'/'owner'/'bearing' or 'outside of' (1:J.) 'the printed' or 'the ftxed in shape/formed' ('O"''!:li) or,
in another reading, the immortal'non-prototype' (outside the fixed and outside formed
convention).
What do these readings yield? As Bartfuss- hairy foot, beard foot- the name echoes
the late eighteenth century German custom of naming Jews by absurd names. In this context
it is a name redolent of antisemitic practice. Not a name given by a mother and father "in
I

their language," but a name forced by strangers on a mostly helpless population. An act not
executed in kindness or loving bequest, but in unrequited cruelty. It speaks volumes in
presaging the sadism beyond naming, perpetrated in much later generations, by the

night. He has no advantage over anyone else, but he still hasn't
lost his human face. That isn't a great deal, but it's something.
In his weaving of the individual and communal aspects of Bartfuss in particular, and the other
characters as well (for some detailed analysis of these see Gila Ramras-Rauch Aharon Appelfeld:
The Holocaust and Beyond, Indiana University Press, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1990, pp.
115-124), Appelfeld depicts the ways of living various survivors have chosen in order to adapt
the life's demands. The people illustrated in the book are representative of different solutions to
the immediate problem of living, and may therefore be codified into individualized presentations
of the group, and thus crystallize into the communal, even while there is a nod to their individual
(name and form) reality.
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descendants of those same Medieval namers on the descendants of the n~ed. And this
'

while the victims still bore the inscription of their earlier persecution.

'

In this reading the name connotes the historical continuity of progressive antisemitic
practice. Append the adjective "immortal" here and it resonates in two ways: Bartfuss- the
immortal, suffering and guilty, Jew (cf. Ahasuerus), and as a representation of the immortal,
not novel, but prototypical, and by no means unique expression of antisemitism. Either way
Bartfuss is taken out of the realm of the individual and placed in the communal and the
representational
If the gestalt is inverted to foreground the Hebrew, and the German. left as backdrop,

the communal still pertains in the rendering of iJ. as 'son of, 'bearing' 01!:11

=

'fixed form' or

'prototype'. And if 01!:11 is disentangled from its prototypic I formal denotation what is left is
'that which may be printed,' that which may be represented, eternally (Th~ lmmonal). ~The
implication of eternality here suggests repetition, even if not of the exact essence, then 'a~ least
of intent, so that the story is one that repeatedly recurs and may eternally be printed, written
.
.
and inscribed. And in another reading, 'son of', that is fruit of, the printed, which is the.text,

.

literature and finally the author.
.

If the Aramaic portion of the construction is rerendered, something quite

.

differ~~.t

emerges. If iJ. is taken as 'outside of' or 'on the outside', the name changes once again and
becomes 'outside the realm of print' or 'representation' or 'beyond the prototype' and thus
unable to be contained either in words or within any prehension of the known or

repre~ented.

Thus, eternally elusiye, evasive, untappable. Beyond even the notions of individual

~d

·
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community or so individual, so unique (although not in terms of the individual per se) that no
known cliches or schooled expressions express it.

In this text Bartfuss is called immortal by his comrades at suffering and smuggling
because he has taken fifty bullets in his body.

4

There is thus a very concrete and particular

reason for his immortality which removes him from the domain of the communal, of

0'\~'T.

And where does it reside? It is embedded in his very body, the most visible, observable mark
of self-identity and individuality.
We are told - either by way of the narrative voice, or via Bartfuss' deflected inner
monologue - that he is spoken of with awe and referred to as immortal because even
survivors need grand heroes:

But this is immediately followed by a comment applicable to the construction of heroes in
general:

4

Aharon Appelfeld, The Immortal Bartfuss, trans. Jeffrey M. Green, Weidenfeld and
Nicholson, New York, 1988, p. 62.
5

Aharon Appelfeld, Bartfuss ha-Al-Mavvet, in p. 122.
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Thus despite his singularity, despite any actual physical imprint that inscribes him with a
uniqueness, Bartfuss' immortality in the tale is an immortality inscribed on him by the actions
or consciousness or needs of others. Bartfuss' immortality, the result of the need for heroes,
is stamped upon him. This uniqueness is not his own, it is the property of the many, part of
communal consciousness, coerced by a covetousness of heroism.
How far is that heroism actually expressed in the text? Is Bartfuss, undoubtedly a
legend, a hero too? Do the perception and his action align? And if so is that person
contained in the narrative? Does he bear expression? Prototype or person? And how is he
each?
The frrst sentence of the book reiterates and affrrms the title, while the ensuing
paragraphs contain much of the thematic kernel of the tale. The frrst thing we are told in a
short three word phrase which comprises the opening statement of the narrative is a positive
descriptive statement:

7

6

loc cit.

7

ibid. : p. 87.
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the quite extraordinary (in semantic terms) opening sentence is flanked by some minimal
historical data and then followed by a rather pedestrian description of the fictive present,
which leads into

a detailed, and by contrast, microscopic depiction of the tight assuefaction of

Bartfuss' everyday activities. Thus the extraordinary receives scant mention, while the
mundane spreads, at great length, across the passages. The narrative representation at the
beginning of the book is emblematic of Bartfuss' existence. Much in the manner of the text,
his life consists of painstakingly observed minor rituals designed to lessen the repressed but
ever-present historical atrocity, minimally detailed, but indelibly marked, not just on his body,
but on his whole being.
As indicated by the title, the book is a story about Bartfuss. He acts as the axis of the
narrative, with his feelings or rather, his abhorrences, sensations, denials and evasions, serving

as its core.

But despite his focal function, and in consonance with his psyche, little of an

inner world is expressed. Instead, the text includes an collection of his reactions to the world:
reactive thoughts, presented in a deflected manner by way of the narrative voice, or reactive
action, which is usually the response of the perceived demands of others and to the threat
their intrusion entails. If intentionality is the acid-test of individuization, Bartfuss does not
pass it.
Bartfuss is a survivor. He lives in Jaffa in a "not

lar~

apartment" with his wife and

has two daughters (Paula and Bridget). His life at the outset of the book comprises a
perpetual attempt at fending off ("He nips his anger in the bud"). He fends off the avaricious
advances of his wife ("the woman he used to call Rosa," stripped by him now of her name),
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who is greedy to get her hands on the treasure he hugs unto himself and hides in the cellar.
This 'treasure', which is a compact point in Bartfuss' life, is really not much of a treasure at

all. It consists of a few thousand dollars, some gold and some objects of sentimental value,
but Rosa does not know this and it becomes an instrunient of withholding for Bartfuss. Rosa
imagines it contains fortunes of unimaginable bounty and he does not disabuse her of this
notion. Bartfuss also fends off his daughter Paula (whose approaches are also related to the
treasure) and he fends off society at large. Like the treasure in the cellar, he hugs himself to
himself ("goes straight to his room") whenever the world seems to come too close to him.
But most of all he fends off words and his life is insulated in a silence he has created. He
speaks to almost no one except cafe owners and waiters/waitresses when he orders food and
drink (he eats out all the time, does not take nourishment at home); bus drivers (on his night

rides to Netanya) and presumably to those with whom he has business dealings when he does
his buying and selling. It is not clear what he buys and sells and precisely how he makes a
living. In the time after liberation, in his idyllic days as a Displaced Person on the beach in
Italy, he was a smuggler and it seems his 'work' in Israel is a legal(?) continuation of this.
Bridget, Bartfuss' younger daughter, is retarded. She is not much given to language
and is totally under her mother's domination, so that she thinks of Bartfuss as a nameless "he"
and is quite terrified of him. She is the one with whom he feels most affmity, but Rosa has
blocked his way to her. She has cut him off from both her daughters and set them against
him. But Bartfuss is hardly blameless in the matter. When some lame attempts to establish a

relationship with them in their youth fail, he easily gives up the endeavor.
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There are only a few things which Bartfuss actively seeks out: the sea and bus rides.
And sometimes, though infrequently now, desultory, wordless liaisons with strange women on
the beach. He has removed himself from language and chooses instead to immerse himself,
whenever possible, in the womb-like sensations of inchoate sound and rocking movement.
But although he seeks solace in a prelinguistic, pre-formed world, he avoids the total
unconsciousness of deep sleep.

He struggles with it perpetually, so that part of him is

always awake and aware; always watching for intrusions from the outside and especially
guarding against Rosa and her curiosity.

9

Near the start of the narrative, in Chapter Five, Bartfuss' life begins to change. He is
seized one day with chest pains and hospitalized. This event sparks off the beginnings of a
new process in him where he slowly begins to relate in some small measure (if itmay be
called relating) to the worldaround him. His new 'openness' is reinforced when, sitting at a
cafe, he sees a woman from his past. She is Theresa, whom he met on his way to "that little
camp ktiown for its horrors."

10

They had spent the night together discussing The Brothers

Karamazov. She is the only person he remembers as separate to the rest among the sea of
faces that passed him that whole year. Seeing her - the distinct and individuated - evokes in

him memory and the wish to remember and discuss the past. By contrast she neither wishes
to remember nor discuss anything other than the present and claims not to know him. Her

9

10

Appelfeld, op cit., 1988, p. 57.
ibid. : p. 48.
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attitude has a paradoxical effect on him where, set against her refusal to remember, he enters
memory and lives the past as he had never lived it before:
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Theresa redeems memory for him, redeems him:
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He decides that survivors need work for the common good; need have "generosity" and
"mercy". He forms a relationship with a woman called Sylvia. She too is a survivor. She
dies shortly thereafter, but not before she shows him his lack of generosity. Finally, at the
end of the tale, Bartfuss gives away bills of money to a woman - Marion - who, like his
daughter Bridget, is semi-retarded. Marion is also a survivor. In earlier days she was pretty
and gave herself to any man in exchange for gifts that helped her survive. The book ends at
this point. Bartfuss goes home and we leave him on the brink of the relief he has denied

11

Appelfeld, op cit., Hebrew, p. 118.

12

loc cit.
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himself all these years: having entered the world of words and definition, he releases his anal
hold on his treasure, by giving it to a surrogate Bridget, he is about to fall into a deep sleep.
The book may be seen as a struggle for expression with a concomitant denial of words
and language, and with it, a denial of and struggle against history. The denial of history
extends from a denial of history in a very personal sense - as in Bartfuss' own history - to a
wider arena. The greater aspect cannot be evaded because of Bartfuss' experience of the Holocaust; willy nilly he is only part individual, an 'accident' of history decrees that. And yet
he can only fmd his way to history by way of the personal It is Theresa's individuated form
that creates for him "the point of light" into which the "orangish spot before his eyes"

13

-

sign of his impending illness - changes. And yet it is only the retrieval of the personal which
allows Bartfuss reentry into the communal. Note his visits to the "H. M." or "Holocaust
Memorial"

14

and his decision after seeing Theresa that:
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Appelfeld, op cit. 1988, p. 48.

14

ibid. : p. 76.

15

Appelfeld, op cit. Hebrew, p. 132.
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Thus history - communal and individual - reasserts itself in Bartfuss' consciousness by way of
an individual presence in the shape of Theresa's body. Her body (= her presence, her
identity) operates on him in an opposite way to the manner in which his body affects the rest
of society. His body, marked as it is by a personal exposure to a coriununal experience, has
become a general symbol of hope immortal:

- says an observer. His body has become the property of the many and stands as a quasiindividuated, yet representations expression of the Jewish people: fatally wounded many
times, but still alive.
When thinking about the Holocal.ist we inevitably remember the many and thus think
in terms of the many and thus in terms of the abstract or symbolic. We lose sight of the very
personal experience of the physical degradation and pain of its victims. Stripped to the bare
essentials of survival, all that is left is the body, its sensations and suffering. The state this
experience brings a person to is, in a sense, regressive as, like the infant, the victim's focus
becomes aligned with an intensity of bodily consciousness.
When the infant is in this state, it is still prelinguistic and is, as yet, without separate
identity, existing in a sea of sameness, not knowing the difference between body/self and
other bodies/outside world. In this universe it experiences movement (most often the mother's

16

ibid. : p. 122.
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movement, often a rocking movement) and inchoate sound. When sound becomes more
coherent and is sensed as a mark of difference, the process .of identity formation begins. It
entails a separation from the mother. When the sounds become words, become language, the
sense of separation becomes more acute. This phase- The Law of the Father, has the father
as object entering as language to deny the child the all-pervasive harmony of total union with
the mother. Functioning adults cannot regress so far as to reenter the initial prelinguistic
condition. But it is possible that, in being forced to live with an excess of bodily
consciousness, the adult with early, albeit unconscious, memory of that state will be thrown
back towards it and actively desire its comforting incoherence. This is the case with Bartfuss.
Although his connection with the sea may be explained in terms of his personal history (the
stay on the beach in Italy), and similarly the need for the rocking motion of the bus may be
associated with the year long trip to the camp, they also reflect his need to return to a primal
oneness.
That those years of being starved and cramped:

- in a way that deadened and repressed feeling:

17

ibid. : p. 114.

18

ibid. : p. 118.
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- where all that remained was the proximity of body, which drew the map of Bartfuss'
subsequent desire. This may be seen in the type of sexual liaisons he chooses, which accord
with a prelinguistic form of desire. Note his first dalliance with Rosa:

N.'J N.~il
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He likes her at the beginning because of her silence - "her silence charmed him."

20

Later,

in Israel, his casual sexual interludes with others follow the same wordless pattern. Bartfuss'
desires strive towards the prelinguistic wholeness of the infant's world.
But Bartfuss is an adult who cannot fully achieve this state. And thus alongside this
form of regression, he is ftxed in the later developmental stage of the anal. This is the
mechanism by which he protects himself, as far as possible, from the invasion and intrusion
of a world of which he is all too conscious. His anal aspect is expressed in his withholding
and negating behavior and language:

19

ibid. : p. 95.

20

Appelfeld, op cit. 1988, p. 18.
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21
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It is most evident in the way he nurtures the treasure he hides. It is noteworthy that he hides

the treasure in the dark and damp of the cellar, underground, as if in the recesses of his
consciousness.
The treasure gives his existence meaning:
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His treasure comprises artifacts from his past. Holding onto them, desiring them as a beloved
woman and keeping them hidden, indicate the need to regress, to return to the past and hold it
fast.
Bartfuss becomes set in a mixture of prelinguistic and anal regression in Italy, soon
after

P~ula's

21

22

birth, when she is struck with dysentery and battles with death for a fortnight. In

Appelfeld, op cit. Hebrew, p. 94:
"

ibid. : p. 112.
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Paula's illness he is faced with the dramatization of the threat of the death he escaped in the
camps, and recoiling from it, he imprisons himself in non-language and suppression:
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The retentive crystallizes in him when Rosa announces she is pregnant again.

24

Birth and

death evoke in him the fear and anger of the Holocaust he has denied, and cause him to
regress to earlier developmental stages. The second birth, to a retarded (not fully formed in
normative forms) girl fmnly establishes Bartfuss' regression.
It also might be productive to view this regression in its association with his

relationship to the women in his life. This will be developed following. While the text does
not describe the bodily experience of the Holocaust itself, the traces of this experience can be
observed in the recurring references to the body in tlie post Holocaust world. People are
usually described in terms of their bodies. The survivors have, for the most part, changed in
physical aspect. Most of the women in the story (as well as some of the men) have become
fat. While this condition may be seen as a natural consequence of aging, and as a change

23

ibid. : p. 98.

24

Appelfeld, op cit. 1988, p. 22.
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wrought by living in a peaceful world, its repeated mention seems to imbue it with extra
meaning.
Rosa becomes fat after the birth of her daughters, just when her silence breaks into
insistent, nagging and demanding speech. Her broadening is associated with her entry into
motherhood and into language. Her thickening is inscribed upon her by the Holocaust, and
more specifically is a response to Bartfuss' ongoing, repressed experience of the Holocaust. It
is the result of a development of the acquisitive in her which arises as a result of Bartfuss'
anal denial of her and her needs. She becomes somewhat anal as well and garners her own
treasure - her daughters who become almost exclusively hers -: which she withholds from
Bartfuss ..
Inasmuch as she becomes the mother of specific children, Rosa ceases to be the
inchoate murmuring representation of the all-encompassing undefmed mother who is but the
extension and base of Bartfuss' consciousness and becomes specific mother and specific
voice. It is .at this time that he recoils from her and even tries to escape her and the children.
From now on he fmds her repugnant. He shudders at her description of her daughters as
"nature girls" (with the sexual implication of the term) and is repulsed by her use of
cosmetics. 'She can no longer be desirable to him and the nameless female turned mother
· (entering to a world of family culture) turned

'whor~'

(with her cosmetics, the adornment of

her body associates her with gender and body specific culture, which is a reminder of the
indignities heaped upon bodies and gender constructions in the Holocaust) becomes for him
the ultimate symbol of all he need gird himself against.
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Theresa too has become fat. Her fat may also be seen as a protective mechanism, a
fortressing of devised boundaries. When she and Bartfuss met in the transit camp she was
thin. She was the one face that stood out on the "long road" to the camp:
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Then Theresa stood out in her association with language, now she is fat and does not want to
remember or speak to Bartfuss. Fat, also a form of garnering, has replaced her language.
But despite her present condition and because of her earlier individuated form, she inspires in
an already prepared Bartfuss (his chest pains could be seen as a mark of the opening up of
his solar plexus= his feelings) the wish to remember.

26 • "n1)11:J~
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- he replies to her inquiry when she asks what he wants.
It is after seeing her and after remembering that Bartfuss begins to release the hold of

the anal and moves away from the early, primitive psychological structures. He begins to

25

Appelfeld, op cit. Hebrew, p. 115.
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thlnk in terms of abstract qualities, now desirous of an altruism and aware of his meanness
and withholding, and defines generosity in terms of a post-Holocaust communal obligation:
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And together with this statement comes the admission that language is unavoidable now in his
later years, is more than a repressed substratum:
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It is at this time too that he begins to move away from his former refuge, the sea.
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ibid. : p. 131.

28

ibid. : p. 130.
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Appelfeld, op cit. 1988, p. 74.
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It is now that he makes contact with Sylvia, the woman who provides him refuge and
teaches him the meaning of generosity. Sylvia, in contrast to most of the other women in the
tale, is thin, and thus ungirded and undefended:

30

.1Y1

7VJ 111 01\!J N.7J.1

il~::n~n ,iln il\!JN.. ..

She is very much in the realm of language. She graduated from a Hebrew high school, loves
Jewish Law and modem poetry:

1')110 1111N. 01£1\?1N.J.
31

7)1 N_')il il7')£lil ,"J1il N.'JJ. 11)VJ).Jb1 ilb~YJ. ilY1PVJ il11Y

.1J. YP\!J N.1ilVJ 111'))') 1111b 1111VJb7 ')1:l o')'Jb i11')J. VJ') '):l il\!J1n11 il~')N.

She helps him into the world of forms and human culture, and she does this by way of words.
She echoes his present sentiments about generosity, telling him he should be more generous.
33

Thus it is that a woman, who is not inscribed by :Bartfuss' dual reactions to the Holocaust

- she is not fat and is thus neither fo~ess mother cir retentive withholder - operates here

30

Appelfeld, op cit. Hebrew, p. 145.

31

ibid. : p. 145.

32

Appelfeld, op cit. 1988, p. 97.

33

ibid. : p. 98.
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much in the manner of the Law of the Father: she brings hlm back towards the adult world of
social relationships and of ethics and she does this by acting as individuated sound.
Bartfuss finally gives expression to that which Sylvia has taught hlm, albeit in a
somewhat distorted manner. Near the end of the book he partially unburdens himself of his
accumulated riches when he forces his money on impoverished Marion, who is ftxed in
withdrawal and entrapment. She too has become fat and does not remember anything of the
past.

Thus is Bartfuss finally released from his stasis. He is finally redeemed from the tyranny of .
his body. His senior years accord hlm his secret hope:

lil\Jll 1\!JN il~::n'J~ 1l')N ,n:npn ,0')\!JYY.:l 1'J 1)bl') o')b')il '):J i111')p n'J 1110::1
34 • )£)))

llN.

At the end of the tale, when Bartfuss releases his hold on the body and its psychic memories
and allows them to enter language and concept, he undergoes a process of individuation and
enters into the world of adulthood. It is just when he abandons his will that was formerly all
focused on withholding and repressing and protecting the self and its material possessions in a
shell of exclusiveness; as he exchanges this strongly maintained will for witlessness, and as a
result enters into the oblivion of deep sleep, that he becomes individual, a separate identity,

34

Appelfeld, op cit. Hebrew, pp. 98-99.
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and the twin regressive cores that are inexorably bound to the Holocaust evaporate and allow
for a more mature ego-formation. Bartfuss is now freed of the immortality imposed on him
by communal will. He is no longer a fallacious answer, a living emblem of survival. He can
enter the forgetfulness first of sleep and later of individual death.
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THE GASH IN THE FLESH WHERE THE PAIN COMES OUT:
STORIES OF THE OTHER IN D. GROSSMAN'S THE SMILE OF THE LAMB

Lamb is an anthology, a Rosetta stone, of secret
languages, symbolic systems of communication.
John Leonard in "The Nation"- May 27, 1991.

Born in Jerusalem in 1954, David Grossman belongs to the ftrst generation of postIndependence, post-Holocaust Israeli writers, whose whole experience -political, cultural,
psychological and social - is of the Israeli nation-state that came into being six years before
his birth. Shaked, in an article addressing Israeli writing in the 90s, proclaims him- "a

legitimate heir of the New Wave writers (as) he took up the heritage and rebelled from
within,"

1

by "transcend(ing) the boundaries ... (and) struggle(ing) against...norms and

remold(ing) them."

2

The story of the battle for individual versus group expression in modem Hebrew.
literature can be traced in the four novels David Grossman has written to date. His ftrst
novel, The Smile of the Lamb, (1983) addresses the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, but also deals
with the idiosyncratic and psychological. The second novel, See Under: Love, ( 1986) is a
story of childhood, and of a writer's coming into being, while its thematic kernel is the

1

Gershon Shaked, Darkness Under the Sun, Modem Hebrew Literature, AutumnjWinter
1993, p. 5.
2

Ibid., p. 4.
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Holocaust and its effects on the second-generation Israeli. By the third novel, The Book of

Intimate Grammar,

3

(1990) the stress moves almost entirely to the personal, albeit with a

modicum of leeway which could allow for a symbolically associated reading of the national.
The book is a portrait of a male child's arrested development at puberty, which he is not able
to overcome, and which leads to his possible, though unintentional, self-inflicted demise. The
chronological setting, Israel in its puberty of the 1960s, and the father's tale of escape from a ·
concentration camp in Europe, allow for the national dimension. The fourth novel, The

Zigzag Child, (1994) breaks with the thematic of the national. It is the story of an individual,
a young boy coming to manhood (in Jewish terms, reaching the age of thirteen), when he
discovers his heretofore unknown and uniquely personal history.
This chapter focuses on Grossman's first novel The Smile of the Lamb, on its melding

of the personal and the national, and its attempts to find expression for both in language and
the act of writing.

3

4

The backdrop of the novel is the Israeli occupation of Palestinian land

Shaked, op cit., p. 5:

The Book of Internal Grammar - the story of an introverted child growing up in
Jerusalem on the eve of the 1967 Six Day War- is committed to place and time,
without pretending to represent them. But in contrast to See Under: Love, here
Grossman is more concerned with the effect of the personal, psychological past
on the character in the present than in a historiosophical summary of a collective
problem.
4

Gila Ramras-Rauch, in The Arab in Israeli Literature, Indiana University Press,
Bloomington & Indianapolis, 1989, pp. 188-192, concludes that the book "is about selfestrangement in psychological time, and how people can victimize others by means of love and
hate; it is about psychological and political violence," but adds that, "above all this is a story
about stories and texts. The inclination to see life as literature gives outline and structure to
existence." (188) (In this context see my remarks about the formal structure of the text as a
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in the West Bank in the early 1970s (1972). The characters in the book embrace a
representative spectrum of Israeli society, while the Palestinian world fmds its voice by way
of a rather uncommon and romanticized exemplar, and the small cast of characters, real and
imagined, introduced by him. Nurit Gertz says of this work:

... the novel succeeds in extricating itself, to a large degree, from the old stereotype
as it moves beyond the conventional reversal of (Jewish/Arab) roles. It does not
merely reverse the positions of Jew and Arab within the same hierarchy; nor does
it simply exchange one hierarchy for another.
categorizations.

Rather, it destroys all

In effect, it turns the very collapse of the hierarchies into a_

theme.

whole.) She also quotes Grossman (192), talking about the relationship between this book and
a later text The Yellow Wind (1987), a collection of essays on life on the West Bank:Seven years ago, I felt I had to write something about the occupation. I could not
understand how an entire nation like mine, an enlightened nation by all accounts,
is able to train itself to live as a conqueror without making its own life wretched.
What happened to us? How were they able to pass their values on to me during
these years? For two years I sat and worked out those thoughts and dilemmas of
mine. I wrote a novel, The Smile of the Lamb, and the more I wrote, the more I
understood that the occupation is a continuing and stubborn test for both sides
trapped in it. It is the sphinx lying at the entrance to each of us, demanding that
we give a clear answer. That we take a stand and make a decision. Or at least
relate. The book was a sort of answer to my riddle of the sphinx.
Years passed, and I discovered that one does not have to battle that sphinx.
That you can go mad if you allow it to torture you with questions day and night.
And there were other matters, and other things to write about and do. Because
there are other sphinxes as well.
The last paragraph explains the progression of his literature from themes of the national to the
individual.
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Having disposed of the dichotomy that posits the Jew against the Arab, The

Smile of the Lamb does not construct another opposition but rather devises a
pluralism of identities and viewpoints. Thus The Smile of the Lamb embodies a
new direction in Hebrew literature... of an open culture that recognizes the other
as an other and does not try to turn it into an "I".

5

The representational and often stereotypic attributes of the characters in the book are
ameliorated by their personality traits which are highly idiosyncratic, and by their ongoing
strivings to reach an inner truth. Hierarchies are somewhat disrupted, but their structures still
obtain.

Gertz notes, that "the dichotomy of Arabs and Jews ... (is) replace(d) ... with one of

daydreamers and realists, between outsiders and members of the collective, and that, "The
•

collective is juxtaposed to the world of the outsider."

6

This is a multi-voiced text, made up

of memory and difference, whose intricacies are often beyond strict dichotomy, though
differences still suggest themselves in the form of dyadic opposites, despite an impressive
kaleidoscopic play which searches an impossible redemption through language and does not
find it.

5

Nurit Gertz, Grossman's The Smile of the Lamb: In Quest of an Authentic Humanity,
Hebrew Studies 34 (1993), pp. 80-81. The final sentence of the quote is actually Gertz's
summary of Foucalt's vision of an "open culture," taken from the same paragraph in Gertz.
6

ibid., p. 89.
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The Gash

The movement of the tale is channeled through the journey to, and arrival in, a colonized, and
thus forbidden and negated, terrain. The traveller is a young Iraqi-Israeli soldier named Uri
(root=light) and the destination is a cave next to the West Bank village - Andel (root=to
embellish). Uri's self initiated mission is to tell Chilmi (root=dream - heb.; setting right;
patience; composure; quality of thinking {also 'dream'} - arb.), an old, half-blind, smelly and,
by societal norms quite crazy, Palestinian who has become Uri's spiritual father, of the death
of Chilmi's adopted and favorite son Yazdi at the hands of an Israeli military unit. Uri, has
escaped military detention (he is detained because he overturned a table full of food on an
officer who refused to respond to two Arab women whose house had been violated) in the
'

camp where he has been serving under the command of his Polish-born friend, Katzman.
These altruistic, if somewhat impetuous, actions are spurred by his despondency at
discovering three days earlier a terrible deceit perpetrated on his marriage by his goldenhaired, Ashkenazi-Israeli psychotherapist wife, Shosh.
When Uri arrives at the cave, Chilmi immediately knows what happened. His
knowledge and pain invert his whole being, so that he, who but the day before had
admonished Yazdi for his association with Fatah, saying that might was not the way to
overcome the Israelis, but weakness, which is:
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for-

- now takes up a weapon, Yazdi's gun, and threatens to kill Uri, his beloved surviving son, if
all Palestinian land is not vacated by the next dawn.
Katzman arrives in Andel with a group of soldiers to save Uri. Against the advice of
one of his officers, who is convinced they have stumbled on a nest of terrorists, he refuses to
contact Headquarters and goes up to Chilmi's cave on his own. There on a ledge he and Uri
discuss the situation while Chilmi looks over them, gun in hand. The soldiers in the village
below become restive and steal their way up to the three. Chilmi realizes it is all over and
raises the gun to shoot Uri. Katzman stands between them, and Chilmi realizes that Yazdi
(=Uri) cannot die all over again, and shoots Katzman instead. Thus Katzman dies on his 39th
birthday, and the tale ends with Chilmi physically overcome by the soldiers, who lead him
and Uri away from his beloved Andel, while:

7

p. 31.

David Grossman, Hiyukh haGedi, Siman Keri'a and hakibbutz hameuchad, Tel Aviv, 1983,
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This is the core tale, and its geographical loci are two points in the Occupied West Bank -

Juni (the military camp) and Andel (Chilmi's village).
A parallel tale, set at the same time, takes place in the geographically close, but
experientially distant, Tel Aviv. The carrier of the Tel Aviv story is Shosh, Uri's wife, who
sits in the Hillman Institute for problem boys where she works, trying to unravel a crime she
has committed (she seduced one of her charges - Mordi - who subsequent to her later sexual
. rejection of him, committed suicide) by speaking into a tape-recorder, to "get past the steely
core of (her) lie"

9

and looking "to find the way back to herself."

10

She is finally released

from this task by her father, Avner, the Labor-Zionist leader, and the old man, ex-Partisan
. fighter in the Holocaust, Zusia; who lives in her parents' house and is her alternate
father/mother/grandfather, who have become worried about her and come to take her home.
This tale ends with the three leaving the institute after a battle between Zusia and the Institute

goose, Sigmund, who is heard rustling around outside, so that they are all convinced that

8

ibid. : p. 281-282.

9

David Grossman, The Smile of the Lamb, trans. Betsey Rosenberg, Washington Square
Press, Pocket Books, New York, 1990, p. 267.
Hi

Grossman, op cit., 1983, p. 8.
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some dangerous presence threatens them, and Shosh is sure "Someone's been spying on (her)
all evening."

11

While these two story lines are clear of themselves, they by no means account for the
'whole' of the narrative, but are rather a map over which is spread a narratalogical
extravaganza. The Smile of the Lamb is a weaving of many tales which spiral in endless
directions and into which intrude times, places and events, actual, possible and fantastic, in a
ceaseless and detailed telling of tales.
The most present feature of this book, by its very nature an ink-written, paperinscribed, bound text, is the animation of voice and the suggestion of boundless possibility.
And yet, much as the bound book encapsulates and holds as one the strated monologues
within, so does a very stringent formal control chart a course between them, with a
simplifying structural imposition similar to that overlain on the variegated terrain by the
pilot's military. map at the narrative's end. The book is a collation of narratives dominated by
a perfect formal symmetry, and more subtle, but evident, strings of thematic echoes (such as
surrogacy, doubling and transposition) running through it, which both shift and connect
meaning.
The text is laid out in the form of a number of narrative cycles, with each cycle
comprising three or four voices. The whole is symmetrically arranged and there is a
congruence between the thematic content and the narratological formulation. Each chapter is
accorded one voice, and the voices are those of the main characters in the story/ies- Uri,

11

Grossman, op cit., 1990, p. 308.
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Katzman, Chilmi and Shosh. There are, in all, seven narrative cycles, and one external
chapter that forms the end of the text and the denouement of the tale. The narrative
arrangement is sci stylized that two 'whole' (four-voiced) cycles embrace the three defective
(three-voiced) cycles on either side. The main voice is Uri's, who most markedly carries the
impetus of the plot and binds the two connected 'present' stories in the most obvious way.
His central position is marked by the following structural elements: His voice creates the first

narrative, and his voice is present in every narrative cycle, whereas the other three voices,
which belong to the more subsidiary character constructions in terms of an overarching
narrative, each miss a turn in the defective narrative cycles.
Uri and Katzman are placed at the two edges of the macro-narrative, in whose terms
(by way of the fabula) they function as antagonists to each other where the oppositional
placement is a formal expression of their function as actors in the tale.
Similarly three of the voices (Uri's, Chilmi's and Shosh's) speak from within the firstperson mode, while Katzman's is expressed in an impersonal third-person narration. This
more distanced representational fashion presages his fmal distancing at the end of the tale
when he is killed. And there is an array of characters (Avner, Zusia, Leah [Shosh's mother],
Yazdi and Mordi are the most important among them) who are historically causative, but are
not actors in the immediate gesture of the story lines, and thus, despite their operative force,
are not given the immediacy of their own narrative. The thematic knit which both holds and
moves meaning derives from repeated patterns of surrogacy, doubling and transposition, that
correspond yet create ongoing motions of difference.
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War and suffering close in all around the story, as do prejudice, hope and fabrication.
Uri is a first generation Iraqi-Israeli, his parents and grandfather are Iraqi Jews. His father
and uncle are caught by the Jordanian military in the War of Independence. Only his father
returns, filled with hatred for the Arabs, so much so that he composes prayers and J71>1tJ>:J>J
for their downfall and destruction, which he publishes as a special Siddur. He exiles Uri's
grandfather (who spent the war hiding under his bed) to a shed in the yard, calling him a
"coward and deserter."

12

Grandfather Amram regresses on his son's return, reverts to

speaking Arabic and spends his days deciphering messages emitted by the ants who make
their home in his little shack, and telling Uri their "real stories." He shrinks physically, calls
Uri strange names, puts notes in his mattress and:

-yet Uri understands:

Nb-N~-1N:J ,1'JVJ n1~'ti1i1 'JVJ y:nVJbi1)£l1~VJ nN 1'J~ 'JVJ 'J:JVJJ. ~nVJ£ln ~.lN1
14

12

Grossman, op cit., 1983, p. 14.

13

ibid. : p. 15.

14

loc cit.

.... 'JN. 1VJ~J.

VJ~N il~il ,il~il , )N:J
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Amram stretches across the years and portends Chilmi who enters Uri's life some twenty four
years later. Chilmi too is physically shrunk. He too deciphers messages written with leaves
and twigs and insects left hlm, in his opinion, in tree-trunk cracks by his idiot son, Yazdi.
And he tells Uri stories about himself that didn't happen to hlm, and sometimes calls hlm ·
Yazdi. He speaks in a language that others don't understand, and lives in a cave outside the
village, exiled from his immediate community. And like Uri's father he composes and invents
texts to sustain his obsession. But whereas Laniado senior's creations derive from hate and
are printed, Chilmi's stories are told often told in silence:

- with some hostility towards words and a total dismissal of writing:

~'J'lN

.'l)11J.i1N 11'\)~ 'J~J. 'l'J ~11i~~O O~i'l~~O i1\U'l'J\U ~'J'lN .'l)i:J.~i \::>)JY.:l i1Y.:l~

,11'l~~i1 'l~i1 )i1 'JJ.N

.o~'JY.:l i1NY.:lY.:l i11'l~ 'l)~)~J. 'liY.:l)J~ i'l:J.O ~))~N

~~ o~'JY.:l i1J.ii1 l~-'J~-11Y~'l .onni1

'\Y) )i1'J\U

.i1)JJ.iN

'J~p 'J~J. ,o~'JY.:l:J.~ 11'l~O~)i1

.i:J.i O~iY.:l'lN 'l))~N'l ,'l)'J

and:
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o~VJ1jJ) 1~il o~~nil
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1n'JVJ)VJ

.)1£1) oopil

o~~n-~1on o~J.n:Jb'J

il~il
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15

.n1)1VJN.1il oil~n1'Jb nN. 1b1'J 11b'J lN.VJ:J 'J~'J:J o'Jy)1 ,n11~ilb:J. l'J1il1

When the word "traitor" is painted in red on a rock outside his cave, he does not erase it but
paints over it with green, even though he is told what it says (he is illiterate). Uri asks him
why he so carefully has painted over the exact shapes of the letters, he answers that:

nN.1 n1~£l\Jil nN. p1 ilO~:J p'J1 ,N.11P N.'J N.'J~bb N.1il n1~n1N.il nN. ~.,il
l~N.1 ,\J1VJ~p

1Y.l:J .'J:Jnoil'J o~y) 1'J~£1N. il~ ny:J ,011N. YJ.~J. 1~il~ ilN.)VJil
16

.il~ nN. )~J.b N.'J ~)N.

Chilmi's stories are told to remember, but they tell a fancied and beloved past that did not
happen. And Uri, an adult now, understands the code of Chilmi's fantasies, just as he
understood grandfather Amram's in his youth.
Chilmi becomes surrogate father and grandfather to Uri, and Uri whose father too
thought he could become "11il) \J1~1~N.,"

15

ibid. : p. 33.

16

ibid. : p. 46.

17

ibid. : p. 49.

17

becomes son to Chilmi, and fmally a transposed
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idiot Yazdi. When Yazdi runs off with Fatah (the gang of reciters, in Chilmi's words), he
abnegates the divine idiocy Chilmi has toiled so to cultivate in him.
parallel manner, Uri's father "ll')N.':Jpni1 i1')):)'))£l':J '))l)N. i1':Jli1"

18

In an antithetically

for fear of his

tal~nt

for

idiocy. Thus Chilmi and Uri meet and join by dint of their common need, and are united by
the tendencies and history they share.
Chilmi too is unsatisfied with his parentage and invents for himself a loving father Darius, and then another, glorious father - Sha'ban ibn Sha'ban - after egging his hostile and
distorted biological father, who has banished him and left him bound- 11py, to suicide.

19

Darius is a savior, wise-old man figure, and Sha'ban ibn Sha'ban a brave and lusty lion-hunter
who lives in a country without lions. The lion-hunter and Greek monk (Darius) combine to
create for him a wonderful past. Darius teaches Chilmi about another, invented Andel, almost
an i1':JYY-l ':J\!J ':J1W, and Sha'ban affords it an earthly glory.

20

Uri who was a lonely marginalized child with only a rather unfortunate red-eyed dog
for a friend, also lives in invention. His mie love prior to Shosh was a woman named Ruti
with whom he came into contact through an exchange of letters during his time in the army.
When he insists on meeting her it turns out that she is an invention, created by his fellow

18

loc cit.

19

For an analysis of the story of the akeda and the novel, see Yisrael Bermah, Khemo Milim
al Chut Til, in Moznayim, January 1984.
20

The lion motif is interesting in its relationship to the Lion of Judah.
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soldiers in mockery of him. He severs the relationship, but never ceases to regret having
done so.
There are countless permutations such as these in the novel, and they turn in on
themselves with ever greater complexity, so that the reader too is thrown into the web,
searching for the core of the lie, looking for the elusive symmetry or meaning of things,
leaving us ever-vigilant, like Katzman:

The Smile of the Lamb is a tale of distance in many ways. It is a text woven of many types
'

of distance - between people, between nations and the most searing of all, intrapsychical
distance. Its weave is made of the distance between expression and its impossibility; of
various types of expression that are not only often mutually unintelligible, but which for the
most part do not understand themselves. Set within the tightly constructed narratological
framework is the expression of chaos seeking order, or in Katzman's words, in search of:n~:\Nbi1 i1~1\Jb~'Oi1

-of things; a symmetry misleadingly provided by those formal features

mentioned above which serve as apparent markers that hint at some ftxity which is only
illusory.

21

ibid. : P·. 20.
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In the interior monologue (his voice enters his narratives directly at pivotal points, so

that the interior monologues change from deflected - by way of their third person construction
-to direct), preceding his intuition of the magical nature of symmetry, Katzman muses that "a
birthday is a landmark. .. that hints at consistency":

il)i\J):))tJ 'J\U \U"'J):))):)"'J ili~tl 'J)J ,llW)J.jJ 'Jy ~):)i):) li1 )"'J)~"'J , li1 )"'J)~ ...
22

.D'J"'J:J Q)iJ.1i1 )\Ui"'J\UJ.\U )i1\U'J:J )l)))JJ."lll

This conclusion is undermined by the words immediately following:

"'J'J)£lN. .1tl£l "'JJ. i1'J)\?i1\U D"'J\U):) ,llN.~i1 i1)i\J):))tJi1 'J\U J.i1'Jl ijJ"ltl i1)i1 )):)~jJ
Q)iJ.1 \U"'J\U'J i1)'J)J i):)"'J'J i1)i1 'J"'J:J) .D'J"'J)Ji1 tl)'J~i1 N.'J illl"''N. j)1)i1'J
.0)\U)J):)il 'J:J 'J\U C)"'JO-C)"'JO-)~"'JN.):)"'J )"litlN. )"'JJ.\Utl ))):):J N,)il\U )"'J::l:J ,D)'J£li"'J)J):)
llN.~i1 )l))N,):)i1 j1)j\J):))tJi1 llN. j):Ji1'J )1:J . )1 i1)i1 N.'J i1~i1 iJ.Oi1J. 'JJ.N.

illl"''N. ll"'J):)1'J i1)i1 'J"'J:J) )):)~p .p1 )):))l£l \U"'J\U):) )))J):) :1tl"'J)):) \U"ltlJ. T:n~ i1)i1
llN. .1'J l)ll):)):)i1 )j~:JN. \UlW 'J\U )"'J\?)J.:J nN. ~ DY"l ,i1'J"l1::l il"l"l'J\U:J "l):)~)J'J
liW ,11"'1\Utlillil 'J:JJ. il)itlN. \U£ltl):) i1)i1 N."li1 .J.\U))'J )J1) N.'J l:lJ.\U i1i)lltJi1
.l:JJ. tl)'J~i1 N.'J D'J"'J)J):) ."l'J\U "'J))flJ. illl"l'J::l'J )1:J D~)£l"'JtJ))N."'J Q)j))J~ ll"ll"'J)tJ)
N."li1 ."'ll "''N. C)\Utl N.'J )):)~jJ D)iJ.1i1 )JJ. \?J. "'Ji1\U'J:J )"'J):)tJ )"'J)))i1 i1)i1 Dl):)N. DN.

22

ibid. : p. 21.
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- where Katzman's conclusions and desire stand as an articulation of the meandering and
'

detailed narrative concoction that wrestles with the fallacious overlying formal and thematic
order of the book, and which is the expression of The Smile of the Lamb itself.
Most of the characters in the text seek order in different ways, yet order here does not
mean an hierarchical hegemony of logic, but rather sense in the meaning of understanding (or
a fiat), or the resolution that getting beyond the promise of:

23

loc cit.

24

ibid. : p. ,12.
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These searches are not only individual, but are culturally coded and historically determined as
well. They are enmeshed within the varieties of Israeli culture, and subtend towards a less
time-bound and more figurative notion of Arabic lore, which serves in this text both as. an
expression of difference, and as an idealized-aesthetisized escape from the constraints of West
Bank as well as Israeli reality.
Uri, the ethnically "eastern" Israeli, tries to look for himself through an identification
with others. He first allows himself to be absorbed by the Ashkenazi Avidan family in his
search for narrative. Yet through them he sees not himself but, the already Ashkenazi, Shosh.
His return to Chilmi constitutes a return to his ethnicity, to a world represented here as

magical, imaginative and arabesque-like.

25

The European-born Katzman, looks for himself mirrored in Uri's faithful listening, by
'

pouring his words into him:
.

.

'

26

.il'til J.~Pil

Shosh's search is institutionally bound. Her connection with the psychological, and thus
personal, even while caught within the institutional, is an echo of the position of modem

25

It should be noted that he is first absorbed into paternal relationships in the Avidan

household; with Avner (as father figure) and Zusia (as grandfather figure).
26

'

i?id. : p. 22.
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Hebrew women authors. Whereas the tension of the individual and the communal is an
emphatic feature of male writing, the many fmd little representation in women's writing,
though the intensity of the political reality in Israel grasps even the most private parts of life
in a societal hold.
Shosh looks for herself through the framework of Viktor Frankl's logotherapy, which
holds meaning as the important key to things,

27

and whose name itself denotes words and

their meaning (although Frankl speaks of the inefficiency of language in and of itself).

28

Partner to her discourse is the magnetic tape, which moves through time in a mark of
linearity, and onto which she attempts to spew her outpourings. Unbeknown to her all her
thoughts remain inside and she does not voice them, so that the tape does not record
anything. The inefficacy of empty language is emphasized as she searches the endless written
pages in Mordi's ftle for an answer, for exoneration, knowing all the while that:

27

See, among other places, Viktor E. Frankl, The Unheard Cry for Meaning: Psychotherapy
and Humanism, Simon & Schuster, New York, 1978. Frankl, on Logotherapy, ibid., p. 17: "Here
man is revealed as a being in search of meaning - a search whose futility seems to account for
the many ills of our age." And, ibid., p. 19: "A literal translation of the term "logotherapy" is
"therapy through meaning." Of course, it could also be translated as "healing through
meaning," .... "
28

ibid. : p. 89:
Unless it has a message, language is not really language. (... )
Language is more than self-expression. Language is always pointing to
something beyond itself. In other words, it is always self-transcendent.
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- and that she'll never be able "to bridge the apparently transparent distance between herself
and that conclusion."

30

Revision, reconstruction, recitation avail naught, and she is

vanquished in her attempts by the arrival of the somewhat inebriated Avner and Zusia, and by
the interference of Sigmund himself, who stands for that which is beyond the apparent logic
of consciousness.
Katzman, Uri and Shosh form a triangle or, rather, a menage a trois. Uri is married to
Shosh, and is Katzman's close friend. One of the few he has ever had in his entire life.
Katzman is very attractive to women, and is attracted to them in turn. He tries to avoid
forming a relationship with Shosh. The only place he has ever felt at home, if only for a few
moments, is inside a woman, where the sense of containment is evocative of his earlier home
in a hole of the ground, where he lived while in hiding during the Holocaust. But however

much he is attracted to women he finds that he is soon disenchanted, and drops them. Willynilly he becomes involved with Shosh. This time however he finds himself more caught up
and more a victim of the relationship than ever before. The reason for this is Shosh's
connection to Uri, who matters to him much more than Shosh. He sees himself (the
European-born Jew) as pouring life into Uri (the Israeli-born, Arab Jew), and that life

29

ibid. : p. 37.

30

Grossman, op cit., 1990, p. 37.
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(=sperm= his words= logos spermatikos, the fructifying word) becoming their children and
making them unable to part:

There is a peculiar sexuality that overarches the entire text. It is in a way about relationships
of power and violence. Uri is cuckolded by Katzman in an utterly shameless and humiliating
manner. But Katzman's physical penetration of Shosh is really a penetration of Uri,
perpetrated on Uri's marriage bed. He also invades Uri's house and becomes a fixture there.
The real relationship is between him and Uri.
But his penetration (his words) is meaningless, and its lack of efficacy is brought to a
head at the end of the tale when he is impaled, as it were, on the gash of Uri's mouth. The
gash is the mien of Uri's smile, the (silent) smile of the lamb (so called by Shosh and
repeated by Katzman)

32

which at the end Katzman sees as:

n'l:J Y1 rNJ. , Y1 n~\?b ~i'lN\U Jl~'ll~in i1'J'Jp ,ll)J'll'lib'l Jl~b'lbi)J i1:JtJb )~b ...
33
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Grossman, op cit., 1983, p. 23.

32

ibid. : p. 18.

33

ibid. : p. 280.
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The smile thus described by Katzman contains the violence of passivity and sacrifice. In a
complete reversal of convention it is this passive smile that penetrates Katzman's
consciousness (hypnotizing and thus immobilizing him), and ends his life via the retort of
Chilmi's gun. Chilmi's gun becomes the penetrating counterpart of Uri's receptivity (= the
frozen gash or smile on Uri's face); and much as Katzman sees Uri's features and the new
malice etched upon them as expression of his very own evil and thus as an extension of
himself and his own action (=activity), it is in fact Uri's type of action (=passivity, an analogy
of Chilmi's earlier exhortation to Yazdi) that is the stronger, all-embracing and more potent.
Katzman is finally penetrated and overcome by Uri via Chilmi's agency, when Chilmi is
overcome by Yazdi's weapon, which strips him of the strength of his endless patience and
infinite weakness.

The Smile of the Lamb is a fictional text that parades its fictional nature, and in the
flaunting, negates it. The text spreads its invention over layers of extension and retraction,
and so colonizes the expressivity of the fabula and overrides it. And yet the countless
assertions of fictivity that pepper the text and repeatedly adduce fabrication, are .themselves
configured as narrative voice, of itself a fiction. Adductions of fictivity thus express and
subvert themselves in recurring cycles.
The text of The Smile of the Lamb opens with a double negative: .N.'J .N.'J.

34

The

doubled negation is emphasized by the twice-occurring isolation of the most simple signifier
of negation in Hebrew which is isolated in both instances by comprising a sentence en toute.

34

~bid. : p. 7.
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The semantic valencies which attach to this repeated and emphatic negation are denial,
recoiling and protest. The visual effects of the repeating, short hi-consonantal word,
contained and halted by way of two periods, are stark and jarring because they are clipped
and unexpected. The surprise element of this primary structure in the text derives from its
force of extra-textual referentiality, and plates the novel with its protest.
The double negation reflects both forward and backwards. The backward impetus
contains the weight of an earlier presence. It confers upon the opening of the novel an
implication that this is not the beginning of a text, but rather the continuation of some kind of
discourse. Yet the leaf which precedes these words is unmarked and comprises an absence of
visible text. But the absence is refuted by the imputation carried by the backward refractory
of the first two words of the text, which render this visually empty page anything but blank.
It is instead:

)1Y.lil DY n1')n1N ny,:, Oil 0) ,ilY.l'))~ nJ.Dil nN.'V D')j.J')1il D')~J'Jrlil ...
35

.nWY.l\UY.l

- imbued with implicit possibility, with. the blankness containing an intensity of murmuring of
hidden words. Like a great thickness of sound which manifests as silence, this text's primary
retrogressive referentiality spills backward and reverses its fictive present onto the depth of an
unexpressed past.

35

ibid. : p. 53.
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The tension between what is, what is recorded and printed, what appears in and as
words and the potentiality of words as yet unspoken and unrecorded or already spoken and
not recorded; and words and the ways in which they are expressed, the material on which
they are recorded, and the concomitant magnetism of that which is and that which is not,
form the nexus from which this book widens in its many directions and to which unspecified
point it retracts. This point, which is far from any point-material, is sung in the narrative by
the repeated refrain - set in the words of Uri, the speaker of this opening doubled negation: ")N.:l-N.b-N.~-)N.:l."

the Hebrew

The phrase is the Arabic equivalent of the English "once upon a time" or

"il~il il~il."

But whereas the English equivalent denotes a specificity of time,

thereby according that which follows the quality of the actual, and the Hebrew equivalent
seems to refer to some ontological actuality, whatever non-actual signification has attached to
these conventions, the Arabic quite clearly denotes both non-existence and existence, by
declaring that "it was or it wasn't."

The Smile of the Lamb's opening declarative is an avowal of "it was and it wasn't."
The convention itself appears only at the end of the first paragraph, but the entire text
preceding its statement serves as its exposition:

il~il~

il:J:J .~b'J~n .~'J )~bN.11\!J il~n ~)N. .D'J1:J 11N. ~11N.~bil ~)N. .N.'J .N.'J

11N.1 ,D~b~ il\!.n'JVJ ~)£l'J ~11:nyVJ \!J1\!J 11N.1 ,~11J.ilN.VJ \!J1\!J 11N. .1)~)\'J'J 1111~ 'Jp
1'J~£lN.\!J

,ilJ.ilN.b 11b\'J 1Y)il 11N. o::n ,il~'J\J~N.J. ,p1n1-p1n1 1N.\!J)VJ )b~p

l'J ~N.1:J\'J ,Y1111 .'))')'J')n ,1111N. 1'J')£lN. .D'J1:J .~11Y1') N.'J 1'J\'J D\!Jil11N.
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?1N.:J-N.b-N.~-1N.:J 11nJ. , ~b'.J~n , 11£1~0

The opening doubled negative is clothed in the potentially uncomplicated and unmediated
form of direct speech and set, it seems at this stage, within a dialogue of some kind. But the
simplicity of this form is deceptive (in the present context) as it soon becomes apparent that
the person addressed is enveloped in the self-conscious fiction of the address itself, and is
himself part of a sheltering kan-ya-ma-kan, where it's "quiet and secure and not dangerous."
But its shelter is given the lie to throughout the book, where fabrication often equals deceit,
and things being not what they seem cause pain and even death, like Uri's smile which is
finally poison to Katzman.
The fictionalized or real interlocutor in the opening paragraph is Chilmi, King of - ].N.:J,
].N.:J-.NY-J-.N' whose medium and order is the fantastic, or dream =

D1'Jn, used by him to

escape the hurts of body and soul to a truth more noble in its invention; Chilmi who is finally
snared by the slings of an insistent "it was." Yazdi is dead, and Chilmi's killed Katzman.
Action and events cannot be escaped and do not lead one back to oneself. Rather, like the
military map, they colonize and rule, not the land but the soul. And the inscription that binds
is:

36

1"b"d
1 . :

p. 7 .
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- which spurs the ·only attainable quest - "the confused and desperate search for the gash in
the flesh from which finally the pain will depart":

At the end of the macro-tale (Uri, Yazdi, Chilmi, Katzman) it is unclear who is fmally the
lamb that is sacrificed. Katzman is lacerated by Uri's frail receptivity; Chilmi is bound
{11jJY)

by the frustrated violence he courted as splendor and as wish-fulfillment in creating

Sha'ban ibn Sha'ban, the Lion-hunter in the land without lions,

39

which has led him to the

attempted sacrifice of his only surviving son - Uri, who like the biblical Isaac is saved by a
surrogate, who in this instance is Katzman; Katzman, who is the ram; Yazdi, the favorite son,
pierced by the worn recitations of Fatah, that find their idiom in the Israeli soldiers who kill
him, or Uri, who is left without father or love, hanging without resolution or succor.

37

1'b'd
1 • :

38

ibid. : p. 16.

39

For a reading of Chilmi's constructed fathers, see Gertz, op cit., p. 86.
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The Tel-Aviv Story: Shosh 's Tale

JJ>t '17'N.1 ON.i7 ?i>pi7 7.VV 7pJI!J 1lO!ln!l , >7N. n::J>>n DN.i7
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N.li7 , lJ7 1nu i7J'J . o>7>J'J V!JnJ'J D1N.i7 - 7nJ'J 1.V7 IJ'J lN.
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David Grossman reaches towards the unsayable, and is in battle with words, looking for some
truth, some authentic signified. The repeated refrain in this work, its chorus, if you will, is

.

the grasping at expression, and the attempt to make language a meaningful sign-post, so that
its parts are - "Words on which we can set, for a moment, our weary feet."

41

This section

looks at Shosh's story where the wrestling with words in search of a plausible truth on which
to rest, is dealt with at greater length and more explicitly than elsewhere in the text.
Shosh's story accounts for the feminine narrative voice in The Smile of the Lamb. Her
narratives are the longest in the book and, despite her absence from one of the story cycles,
her voice is accorded the most space in the text. Hers is the only unmediated feminine voice,
and its bulk stands in contrast to the absence of any other direct female articulation in the
tale/s. (Her mother's voice is represented in a deflected manner; Chilmi's granddaughter,

40

ibid. : p. 43.

41

The tr~lation is my own.
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Najach, is mute.) But the voice she uses is not really her own. She is rather a conductor of
a number of other voices that play within her, she is their orchestrator, and is never able to
authentically sound her own language.
Uri talks of Shosh's story-telling, and her capacity for fabrication and lies, in the first
paragraphs of the book, where his opening remarks to Chilmi 42 provide the rationale for the
entire tale. He presents Shosh and the Tel Aviv story as yet another fiction-making
ephemeral ficitivity within the fiction\truth of the entire saga. After speaking about Chilmi's
kan-ya-ma-kan and its relationship to legend, he says:

il:J\Url:l .l'J\U 11b')'Ji1 ~)) 1')'J jJI 0')')1\!J!:lN. i1'JN.:J 0')1::11\U 1')b)l '))1::1\Url '))N.1
)1)'))\!J))\U )l)~')rlbil) 0')'))')\!Jil ')'J)'J:.n 0'))\?jJil 0')£)))bi1 1')::1 'l'J\U ill))b:l\U
I')))N. 1rlN. 0)') N.'J~)l 1ll1N.\U , tnn )l)n)\U))\U ll111jJi1

r:1 jJI

.\!J'):J.:J)) ')l)jJb

ll:lllb1 ,1')b)l '))1::1\Url il:J:J .InN. 01jJb'J ')W'J 0))£l ::11\U iltJ))l) ,1rl)')b:l 'JjJ
, \Ub\U 'J\U iJ'rl 11N.:l
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See the comments on the opening paragraphs earlier in this chapter.
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The emphasis is mine.
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Grossman, op cit., 1983, p. 7.
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Uri thus includes not only Shosh, but all she represents - all the voices within her, which are
the voices of the Israeli establishment - under the same umbrella of their seemingly opposite
Other: The Palestinian world as embodied in Chilmi's eccentric and extreme configuration.
The carefully detailed opposites: Tel Aviv's blinding suh and its searing neon lights, the
sanitized whiteness of the Hillman Institute, and modem technology as represented by the
tape-recorder, as against the darkness of Chilmi's cave, "with the little gears and cranes and
cobwebby curtains, and the earthen jars,"

45

are opposite no longer.

46

There is a boundless

possibility of invention and no actuality in all worlds, and words are not stepping stones on
which to rest amidst "the flowing river."
Shosh works backwards, archaeologically, looking for truthful words. She tries to
excavate and clear off the layers of the deception she longs to escape, but fmds herself
forever trapped in falsehoods, in circular dead-ends set "in the shape of the ring." Her voice
is presented as a feminized presence of difference in the novel, but the difference is

somewhat illusory, and is finally not a difference at all. The questions she poses in her talk
are mainly questions of cultural determinism, in which are imbedded elements of national,
socio-relational and intra-psychical concerns. Shosh is very much part of the Israeli
establishment. Her parents are stalwarts of the old Ashkenazi mainstream. The family looks
like an ideal family portrait of the latter-day Labor-Zionist movement. Avner, her father, is

45

46

Grossman, op cit., 1990, p. 4.

For an excellent and detailed commentary of the breakdown of opposition and dichotomy
in The Smile of the Lamb, see Gertz, op cit.
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full of party-line mottos. ·He preaches to Israeli youth to revive quickly fading ideologies,

and struts out ideological slogans in articles he writes for party publications. Leah, Shosh's
mother, performs good works for the country and its people. She organizes outings for the
old, toys for hospitalized children, and provides a stable home:-base from which her ideologue
husband can pursue his altruistic mission. Shosh is their perfect daughter, "il1'J)il 'Vbb
il)1'VN. lil n)I:J.Yil,"

desire 'for values,"

48

47

in their words. In her early teens she writes an essay on "the youth's

which· is published in the Party's internal press.

But things are not what they seem. Reflecting backwards Shosh says:

n1)'JN.)N.:J.il 1))):J.il )):J.N. 1)r1)N.'V illno )nnil 1)>Jn )lil :il>JnN. :J.1'V1 :J.1'V1
49

• N.~>J):J. 'V

n11'V1N.>Jil O) 1=> 'Jy1 ,1n1):1

The Avidan household is full of hidden contradictions, secrets, and lies. Avner, the paragon
of Labor virtue, drinks from morning to night, and Leah, who spreads her charity across "the
People that lives in Zion,"

50

has no intimate relationships,

51

resents the cost of Avner's

idealism (his ongoing travels, his rejection of a diplomatic post in London), and repeatedly

47

Grossman, op cit., 1983, p. 42.
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ibid. : p. 38.

49

ibid. : p. 107.

50

ibid. : p. 107.

51

loc cit.
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recounts his wrongs as against her long -suffering martyrdom to Shosh, but never mentions the
drinking. Both Leah and A vner act out their lives for the public view, as if it were the blueprint for a Party manual. And they do that even in their own home when no-one is looking.
Leah deludes herself that they are living. out a rational, humanistic ideal She does not permit
emotional outbursts, and will not admit to the shadows in their lives. Avner, on the other
hand, keeps his shadows well hidden from societal eyes, relegating them to the numbness that
comes with drink, and to writing perfectly structured sonnets, which explode with dark
feeling, under a nom de plume. Underneath the balanced surface, seethes a fair amount of
darkness and despair.
Zusia, the European-born survivor, the fourth member of the Avidan household, hovers
around and in their lives as an expression of the undefined malaise that surrounds them.
Zusia hardly speaks, and when he does, his words are not always clear or correct. He "was
swept along" to Israel, via Sweden, during the War of Independence, having survived the war
in Europe fighting with the Jewish Lithuanian Division. As he arrives in Israel, he is taken
off the boat, dressed in a "too small military uniform, armed with a weapon he didn't know
how to use," and is sent "to be killed in some (battle)field," and "there," says Shosh in
Avner's words, "he died."

52

He is Avner's drinking-buddy, helps Leah around the house,

and was a somewhat bumbling, shadowy, alternately father, mother, grandfather to Shosh
when she was growing up, providing her with the only familial warmth she's ever known.
Not that her family life made her capable of it. In her words, "I think I was too suspicious a

52

1'b'd.
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p. 78 .
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girl to love."

53

Zusia's inarticulateness stands in stark contrast to the Avidan family, as

does the heavy smell of women's perfume that clings to him at work and permeates the
atmosphere of the orderly Avidan home.
At age twenty six, Shosh sees herself as dead as Zusia:

.
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The question is though, whether she were ever alive. In her own words she was- "Shosh
Avidan, Avner and Leah's daughter." The "delicate leaf" has been long covered by "the clods
of earth that attached themselves to her."

53

.

ibid. : p. 82 .

54 ~bid. : p. 38.
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The earthen clods that choke Shosh's vitality are the words and repression layered on
her at home. Avner "molds her in his image," so that as an adult, a psychotherapist of the
Frankl's logotherapy school, she can find no words that are her own, let alone words that
have meaning. A repressed and repressing Leah has stifled Shosh's emotions, oppressing
them with repeated recitations of her lackluster credo:

-and overlaying Shosh with the identity of her own self-ideal, not wanting her to be anything
but an imprint of her own fantasies:

Shosh is left sitting in the Hillman Institute, devastated in the wake of Mordi's suicide and her
undeniable role in it, looking for even a trace of her own identity, sifting through the words
whirling in her, and the appellations accorded her:
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ibid. : p. 80.
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ibid. : p. 38.
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But it is not only the meaningless words that form a barrier in Shosh that does not allow her
to reach herself. All those words emptied into her would have been blockage enough and
deceitful enough of themselves, but there is much worse than that. Avner has also trapped
Shosh in the world of literature, and the snare he has half-unwittingly laid for her is all the
more powerful for its subterfuge.
When Shosh is fifteen, at the height of her adolescent confusion, and self and sexual
searching, desperately probing for authenticity and meaning to her life, she clings to a voice
that speaks as her own. This voice "sears" her, and makes her "feel herself the way she is,"
and assuages her new "moist soft secrets and sense of ancient pain,"

58

in a way that none of

the young boys with whom she experiments sexually can. It is the voice of "some desirable
poet," whom she discovered at the early stages of her puberty. This discovery, and her sexual
attachment to the poetic voice, change her inner-life in unimaginable ways, and form possibly
the most important nexus and lock within her entire psyche.
The significance of the event is contained in the words used to describe it:
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ibid. : p. 42.
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ibid. : p. 38-:-39. The last part of the translation is interpretive.
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,"'JN. 1)'llb N.1il'll ~1~:JN.il oopil nN. ,01'JYil ')'JN.bil 'J'll \J1'llil

'11P'llil ,1'J:J1'JY.lil 1'")'J nnnn ,n'll)11n-~n'JJ. \JYb:J ,il'Jp ilY1)n il)bno)
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01"il J.'JJ. ,o1J.1\J1N.J.1 ,1"'llil 11n'J n"1WJ. O'P11bil 1""n 'JN. ,n1~N.J. ')£~1'Jbil
n"'ll - 'nY1" N.'J 1""1Y ~N. - il~ il"il1 ,"1~'llil nn£~nil "J. y~ ,1"ilJ.il ":J."J.N.-'Jnil
59. 1?'0

The passage is replete with primordial and sexual suggestion, beginning with the dramatic
stylization of the opening shot: "1, at age .twelve, knew him for the first time." The
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ibid. : p. 263.
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prominence and emphasis of the first person pronoun "I", that is isolated by the comma which
follows it, combined with use of the root Y1'), with its biblical reference to copulation,
associated with the beginning of puberty, and adult sexual awakening, and the appended third
person singular masculine pronoun in this pithy sentence, overlays the mini, one-paragraph
story with an aura of the momentous, the mysterious and libidinous. The sense of drama is
heightened by the passage's syntactical arrangement, the cumulated conjunctives. "Y' and "IV",
combined with the choice of theatrically phrase-initiating temporal markers,

"il~

il')ilY';

"D1Nll!Yl," and oppositional words- "'J:J.N," and in the many heaped short phrases that form

the second, and final, lengthy sentence in the paragraph.
The section spills over with intimations of the erotic, and with a violent and sadistic
carnality. From the ftrst verse she reads, Shosh feels a "strange... moist and dark and sharp
(biting)" longing; the predatory letters have thigh muscles that "tremble," and she is filled
with "the lash of the anonymous tamer's whip," and the "cruel magic that it transmits to her."
The poem is written on newspaper stained with blood and f'tsh scales, the blood an allusion to
the onset of her menses and womanhood, and the palpitating, dying piscatorial figure,
wrapped in slimy sea-weed, evocative of the male sexual organ in the final stages of postejaculatory pulsation.

60

60

And in religious terms suggestive of fertility. It was customary for Jews to eat ftsh for
the Sabbath night meal as they were considered a symbol of fecundity.
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The sexuality in the depiction of Shosh's first encounter with the unknown poet, and
the central image of the unshaven, smelly old man,

61

with his laden baskets, and the

newspaper-wrapped, almost dead, moist, bloody and staining, straining fish, casts itself
backwards, and brings together important elements in the story Shosh has already told. When
Shosh speaks of Avner, or addresses him in her inner-monologue, she often refers to him as
"a fish," as she does, for example, on p. 108 where she calls him "1111b.:J'll

i~il't1':n1l l1."

The reason for the use of this epithet is unclear until the incident on the bus, which
provides a direct causal connection between Avner and the fish. The poet whose words cover
the paper that shrouds the moribund ftsh, is the unknown Aviv Raz, who it turns out is none
other than Avner Avidan himself. His choice of nom de plume is entirely fitting in terms of
Shosh's relationship to this aspect of his persona. The ftrst name, Aviv, which is constructed
of letters borrowed from his first and last name, corresponds to her pubescence, while the
second name, Raz, serves as apposite expression of the way in which he and Leah kept his
poetic life a secret from Shosh until her fifteenth birthday.
When Shosh turns fifteen, an excited and giggling Leah and Avner offer her this piece
of information as a gift of her new maturity.

61

62

The revelation cores Shosh's budding

While I do not intend expanding this reading to the Jungian archetypal system, it is worth
mentioning his commentary on "the old man" archetype. For an extensive analysis of this see
Jung, op cit., 1969, pp. 217-242, and especially p. 229, where Jung uses an analysis of a fairytale to exemplify the archetypal image of the old man as a representation of Woman's animus.
62

ibid. : p.235.
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maturity and her first steps towards adult identity that are dependent in great measure on the
poet's words:

VJ. o~Y111\U>:lil o~>:l1~Yil o~~~nil ~Y 1\U:\~ 1~ )11~l 111W~>:lN.J. p1v
63

1~\U 11>:lN.il ~v ,111111J.il ,111~1ny~il 111~111:Jil

It causes a massive repression and dissociation, where she is thrown into "reconstructing

(herself) ... as she were supposed to be,"

64

so that she is forever reaching towards the

appeasement of a desire that can never be sated, but can only search for its gratification
through a destructive network of surrogacy:

,1rlN.~ ~~:J \U>:l\U>:l D1N.1 ,~)\U ))11N.>:l~ ilN.110il \U>:l\U>:l 1rlN. ))11N.b 1~>:)11\U

D))£l ~1>:) il1t>>:ll )>:l~p~ il1))1)\U il11N.11 - 1:J1 ,1>:l~))\U~:J N.1il'll 1J.1 )~N.1
,~111>:)

D)) ~~\U 11J.~1il 11£!\U~ )11~J. 1>:):\1111 ~11N. ~J. 111)..1\U D~£l10~:J ,~11N.~

D))£l J.11:J 1lJ.N.'ll ,1~:J~il~ ~~1N. 1~1~1 ,11~)J.~))il 1)1\U~ ~)) D:J11J. 1rl)))£l11l1
~1>:l1~ ~1:J 1\U~

11N. pv~l 1\UN. 111~1p v~N. il11il~ ~y N.~~£lil~ il£l~ ilt>l1t>

11N. D~:J£l1il 1~N. ~111>:)~ ~>:)~)) ~)N.1 ,J.1~~~ Dil~~))\U 'li~N.il il~'ll D~lil:J~
65 ~~:J~ ilp~\U)il
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ibid. : p. 232.
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loc cit.
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ibid. : p. 233.
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The sexual contents of the event notwithstanding, the Oedipal bind into which Shosh is flung
is far-reaching and archetypal in its effects.

66

Avner and Leah's silence, and later

disclosure, have sentenced· her into perpetual exile from herself, forever trying to assuage and
contain the pain that arrives in its wake with words:

Yb'V) I:I..:J 1''JN. 0:\'V ,l1N.'V :nn;, ili1:I.tJ'V ilb 1)'N. I:I..:J l1N. ... 'V I:I.1il 'V11'£l1
,O'J1.:J ))J.:J il'JU ''il1 ,1l11'J))J)J) 1::i1N.b 17 '.:J'J'V lb1N.il 'l't.:JN.1 1)1::i 'J)jJ
l11b'Vil'V Y:\I'J ')'bN.il1 ,1'J'V O'YijJil l1N. O'JW:I. 1'l11Y1)l1 \'J1n:I. 11£ll1'J '0)1
67

1il''JY 'il'V'J.:J il\'J''J'V 17 0')l11) l11£l1tJ'J ilP':I.1b l1N.'V

Shosh is exiled into the world that represents her betrayal, the world of language and
literature in which she is stuck, with no escape. It is this stasis that makes her see truth as
circular, as "set in the shape of the ring." This world entraps her in webs of lies, and halftruths, and sends her running to the fifteen year old Mordi's silent world, only to betray him
in the end, much as she was betrayed by Avner at the same age. . In this sense, Mordi's
suicide is merely an outward manifestation of her own inner death at age ftfteen.
Avner's writing and sonnets pursue her with no reprieve. Sitting down to begin her
self-examination at the start of her story, Shosh cynically objectifies herself saying:

66

The reference to Judas is obvious in its reference to love and betrayal.
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ibid. : p. 232.
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,n717~ il\J)1tJ:J ilb~Y nN J.1n:Jn N.')il .tl:J i1~N.n 1')Y.l )N.:J nJ.\V1m 1~
68

.o')7')Y.lil '))£l 7y 11£ltlib n11Y.l 7\V il)')~1 ,nynp n~')itl1 nn1\V ili\VY-YJ.iN.

Avner himself has taught her well in this regard. Shosh is caste as a feminized presence of
difference in the text inasmuch as she voices a despair about language and literature, and their
deadening effects. While Chilmi distrusts words and clings to silence, he is quite content
with his linguistic invention and meandering tales; Uri is an absorber of words and stories,
who finally vanquishes the story tellers with his silence, and Katzman, whose voice is heard
in the first person but once in the book, is a crucible of words in search of an audience.
Shosh struggles against the lack of meaning in words and especially in formalized, high flown
language and literary concerns. In her early years she is the victim of aphorisms, and later,
after the Raz\Avner event, and thanks to some additional instruction from Avner, she is felled
by them, utterly.

The art and uses of narration take up much of her conversation, and block her
communion with her pain. Thinking of how Avner, her mentor figure whose force cannot be
overcome by Frankl and his theory of meaning, would deal with her present task, Shosh
knows it is via the devices of story-telling. He uses the framework of literature as a .defense
mechanism, its forms and the sense it lays over chaotic life and its passions, to check his
ardor and reinscribe the confusions with "the dust of logic":
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ibid. : p. 36.
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ilY.YJ ,n1~1b1 ilb:J ,~n'll ,11£l~o 'JY:J il't 'Jy \J~lil'J ~o) :)N.:J lb1N. ilm l)lN.1
tJN.1 ,n1n~nb1 o1n 1p~£lil

n

)£l'J1n11 ,~'l11)N.il 'lUl 1ll~)'ll n11pn1 n1p1'lln

nN. 11't\U~'ll ,o:Jn l£lOb il£l ))'J ~1n)\U ~n~N. ~b~:Jon ~N.11 nN.'t ~N.In 1:J
'J~:J~\!J ;)1~l~il

'J'll jJlN. tJ) - I\U£lN. tJN.) ,ll):J't 1~
69

))J. N.~b~)

,il't:t il't ))')):J

.o~£li1\Jbil n1)iJOb nN.1 ,o~:J£lilil 'J:J) n1il~bni1 'J:J nN.

Shosh adds that Avner "too knows that this (finding a clever narrator) is too much to ask for."
Later, as she speaks to the tape-recorder she contemplates the question of audience and
listener which punctuates her monologue even though "the answer is already known."
clear that she addresses her words to Avner.

71

Trying to unravel the Mordi story, she stops to listen to her inner narrative, and
disparagingly turns on herself, deriding the purple quality of her idiom:

~)il ,'l11~i11b'll' ,'~tJ)~£l p1~' :i1'JN.i1 n1£l~1'llbi1 o~'Jb'J ~l~'l1Pi1 ?nYb1'll nN.
72

'l~£)1~b o~'Jb pn\Ub )N.:J npn'llb nN. ~~il ,'l11\U ,n1n11i1 'J:J'J
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ibid. : p. 37.
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loc cit.
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ibid. : pp. 103-104.
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ibid. : p. 42.

It is
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Shosh's directives to herself throughout her monologues illustrate the process by which the
story teller recoils from honestly contrived language. Thinking of her culpability with regard
to Mordi she calls it murder, saying, "11l"IN

'))ln~n'V iriN.'J

0::\," 73 and. immediately recoils:

No no. Don't use that word. After all no direct connection has been found, and
so on, and we are trying to fmd some sort of logical explanation, and there's no
use in childish outbursts. There are words whom silence suits best. That change
the composition of the air itself when they leap from the mouth, and taint all the
innocent words. And now tell us about something else, here, about kites, for
instance, you haven't spoken.

74

- directing her narration away from the pain and the truth, and onto the incoherent world of
Zusia and his kites. Even her three thick files about Mordi are phrased in a literary language
that distances as far as possible direct expression, which serves as "word barriers that... (she's)
set up."

75

She speaks of Katzman in terms of the "worst chapter headings of himself."

76

Shosh stands as a sign of difference in the text, but she is not an independent speaker.
Even while she searches for her perfect audience, she knows that the best narrator and perfect
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ibid. : p. 85.
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loc cit.
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ibid. : p. 178.
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ibid. : p. 112.
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audience of her story are one and the same, her father Avner, who is the poet Aviv Raz. Her
voice is colonized by Avner, with whom she is locked in an unresolved and convoluted
Oedipal complexity, and her passion is dammed up and snared in the tumult hidden by the
cold formalism of Raz's verses.
Unlike Ne'ima Sasson, in Kahana-Carmon's story,

77

she does not find her own voice,

though she struggles for it ceaselessly, but poetry seems to be her undoing and not the
making of her. The shadows in her life, and her own shadow, that hover all about her story
(there are repeated references to shadows) remain elliptic, but unincorporated, outside of her,
she does not know how to own them:

ny:> n'l'p:n:) '))N."' .n')?>::l ')nil' l":t'l' -,')y~n ?~:t fl)"'>::l n"'')n? ?"1:>') n:t1i1 il>::l:>
78

.n..,.,')'l' :tn"':>il 1):tN. ?y ,nN.?£l)"' n??~"'Y-l i1Y-ljJ1 il'l'YY-l ?y .'l111l ?~ ?y 1£ltJ?

At the end of her story, Shosh remains in mired in the same quandary in which she began.
Her fmal actions have her locking the gate of avoidance over her pain and her seeking. She
removes Mordi's T -shirt that she had put on earlier, covers herself in a sweater, rolls the rest
of his clothes in brown paper, and hides the bundle behind her books, commenting "No one
will notice that something has been moved here." She closes the door on all that by locking
her office, and leaving with the somewhat inebriated, and psychically numbed, Avner and
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See Chapter Five here.
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ibid. : p. 231.
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Zusia, while Sigmund, the unruly goose- and somewhat obvious reference to Dr. Freud and
the unconscious - is left behind in the room with her books and her guilt and the picture of
Viktor Frankl.

79

·

Shosh represents difference in the text, but her difference works allusively. Her voice
is made up of a cacophony of political ideology, Ashkenazi-Israeli culture, and literary
truisms. In a reversal of the norm this male clamor is set under the patronage of a feminine
guise. But it is only a guise, because Shosh's language in this book is not an alternate female
language, not a language written in milk's white ink, but a masculine language of Zionist
ideology, a group language, and the language of a writer caught within the phallocentricity of
'western' literature, who feels imprisoned by that literature, and uses the vehicle of voiceless
woman, and the Other (Chilmi as well) as emblem for his search for transcendent sound.
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THE OTHER IN MODERN HEBREW LITERATURE:
EPILOGUE
How much can be laid in the tiny shadow between two words The Smile of the Lamb

The concept of the Other in social and psychological terms may be usefully applied when we
look at modem Hebrew literature. In the phenomenological world the word covers the feeling
of alienation that dogged writers of modem Hebrew literature from the outset, when they
stood outside the consensual world of traditional texts and created a secular literature in a
language determined holy and unusable for mundane purposes. The sense of otherness the
early writers felt came from inside themselves as they struggled with their own conditioning,
and was reinforced by external censure. This stemmed from the tension between the societal
emphasis of European Jewish culture and Jewish tradition at large, and the Haskhalah
aspiration to free the individual from the collective. The conflict was already imbedded in
the very idea of a secular Hebrew literature by the coUective-religious value placed on the
language. The works of these writers, as they set out to express the individual in a strong
literary tradition that is so focused on the group, are framed by this friction from the
beginning by the linguistic medium itself. But as we have seen in the preceding chapters the
pressures do not disappear even after the Jewish collective is 'normalized' to the point of
claiming its own state with Hebrew as the national language.
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The works of modem Hebrew literature examined in this thesis were chosen for the
specific ways they confront the problem of the Other, and because they represent writers from
the late-Haskalah period to the present day, cover major events in recent Jewish history, and
span the worlds of Europe and of Israel. Gordon was a Haskalah poet; Berdichewski, one of
the first writers of modem Hebrew fiction; Baron, probably the most important woman writer
of Hebrew prose in the pre-State era, and like Agnon, a bridge between European Jewish life
and Jewish life in Bretz Yisrael; Agnon, a link between Europe and Israel, but also a signal
bearer in terms of narrative experimentation and writing; Appelfeld, European-born, child
survivor of the Holocaust who lives in Israel, but writes about the effects of the Sho'a;
Kahana-Carmon, born on a Kibbutz in the pre-State era, and the most influential woman
writer of the New Wave,

1

and Grossman, of the first generation of State-born writers. The

power of the communal and the struggle against it is common to the works, despite the
temporal and geographic disparities of the authors, and the different settings of their fictional
worlds. They try to break through the demands of the group and speak for the individual.
Because of the force of Jewish male textual collectivity that excludes women, the feminized
Other is the vehicle through which this striving is expressed. The readings here look at the
ways this feminized Other is counterpoised to the collective in the texts.
The negation of woman is deeply entrenched in Jewish tradition. The Talmud calls
woman's voice an abomination or lewdity. One of the distinctions for which orthodox men

1

See Shaked, op cit., 1995.
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bless God daily, is for not making them female.

2

Woman is thus repeatedly designated an

undesirable category of being, and traditional readings of the Eden tale make her the culprit
of man's fall from initial grace. The negative evaluation has been added to by layers of
religiously construed misogyny over the centuries, so that by the time modem Hebrew
literature comes into being in Europe, She is silenced and pushed beyond Jewish textual
margins. Her social and linguistic exile fit nicely into Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytic
theory, where Phallus

3

is Culture and Language, and its absence diffused silence, and

woman "the dark continent." The first chapter mentioned the ways in which the idea of the
Other is relevant to the study of modem Hebrew literature, and introduced the idea of the Big
Other and its relationship to writing. The second chapter positioned the primal Other within a
Jewish world-view, beginning with a reading of the biblical creation and Eden stories, and
touched on the ways in which the word acher (other) moves through the later literature. The
I

·

Other proposed in the second section of the introductory chapter and in the Eden reading is a
construal made up of loss and desire that come into being as infant consciousness begins to
have knowledge of itself as separate to the all-containing sea of uroboric bliss. The
separation becomes all the more searing by the encounter with the Symbolic Order of the

2

Which is placed after expression of gratitude for not having being made a Gentile or a

slave.
3

Although Lacan denies the relationship of identity between Phallus and the actual male
organ, Phallus is inevitable reference to culture which, in his reading, is male created. That
culture as it stands is explicitly patriarchal is undeniable. But its creation and subsistence are not
so well girded that Woman is not a presence there, and not only as a representation of the
unrepresentable and the feared lack.
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world of culture and language, and the sense of alienation grows exponentially in its wake.
Consciousness is split from itself and forever seeks a way back. Yet individual consciousness
is caught in the Imaginary and the Symbolic which are fragmentary and do not have access to
an all-pervasive unity. The individual is thus destined to live in an ongoing state of insatiable
desire, that can only be requited with the death or absorption of individuality, when there
would be no awareness or gratification. This paradox reflects back onto the struggle of the

talush who, in the name of truth, seeks individual freedom. It also mocks the quest for truth
in the writer's art which battles it with the elusiveness of language.
The relationship of Judaism to separation, and to the Other, is contradictory. The
biblical story of creation begins with a separation of the Divinity, and expands into the Eden
narrative, which is read as a depiction of the primary individual split from an all embracing
Edenic Self into the world of self and Other. Judaism does not always see separateness in a
positive way, it venerates distinction and still deplores it. The divisions between things are
celebrated, but that which is seen as truly different is abhorred. All that is undesirable is
subsumed under the category of Other, even while God is blessed for creating distinctions.
The second chapter looks at separation as basic to the primal myth from whence these
positive and negative attitudes derive: Creation is dependent on separation, but separation also
means unbearable loss.

Qotzo shel Yud, and its companion piece in this study, Mishpacha by Devorah Baron
describe the stilling of women's voices in traditional Jewish society and their oppression by
the textually formulated world of dominant masculine religiosity. They speak of the
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subjugation of woman at the harsh hands of the Letter and the Law to which she has no entry
and thus no recourse. Gordon's Bat-shua, and Baron's Dinah, have voices that are
domesticated to the economy of Shtetl society, and are alternately mute and submissive. The
novel Miryam, written by M.Y. Berdichewski, is a portrayal of the absence of woman's voice
in the east European Jewish world and even while the text itself exemplifies this absence, the
very absence itself gives voice to the male fears which inspired the suppression of female ·
vocality, as Miry am, the subject of the novel, has fearful effects upon many lives in the
lustful male world around her. The female hero of Berdichewski's Miryam has very little
actual voice in the novel, and her powerful effects are exposed not by her presence, but in her
absence, and in the compounded heterogeneous narratives that make up the textual weave.
Amaliah Kahana-Carmon's Ne 'ima Sasson Writes Poems depicts a young Israeli woman who
comes to adulthood by learning to claim her own voice, and fmally knowing that it is
independent of the world of the masculine. Kahana-Carmon's Ne'ima wins ownership of her
voice through a psychological struggle with her animus.
In the next three texts, with their emphasis on exile and misconstruction, woman is

limned somewhat differently. These narratives are not concerned about the inclusion of
woman or her voice. She operates as a convenient dimly seen Other, who promises hope and
offers magical deliverance. The two Agnon stories tell of war and its-devastating after-effects
against which woman is counterpoised as a silent symbol of redemption. She is textually
repressed, but stands as the wonderful signifier of a wordless salvation in a romanticized and
diminishing manner. A Guest for the Night is the portrait of a disintegrating Jewish world in.
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the wake of the upheaval wrought by World War I. The novel illustrates misconstrual in
various shades of Otherness such as the amputation of bodily parts and the dissolution of
traditional values. Ad Hena is the story of the narrator's adventures in wartime Germany,
though its temporality is deceptive, and its mode is full of deflection and transposition.
Aharon Appelfeld's immortal Bartfuss walks around sunny Tel Aviv like a dead man in the
post-Holocaust period. The only succor he finds is in things that approximate the sense of
primal mother consciousness. He feels persecuted by female voices and the women in his life
are desirable only in so far as they are silent vehicles of receptivity. But he is fmally brought
out of his stupor by a woman who is attached to the world of culture and is not associated
with the desire for prelinguistic completeness.
With Grossman's Shosh we come full circle. Shosh's story is the unrealized version of
Ne'ima Sasson's. Ne'ima learns to own her voice, Shosh never fmds hers. Her story is also
Miryam's story in the Berdichewskian novel, the story of a presence that does not appear in
the fictive spatiality of the story's plot, yet whose being itself serves as the plot's incentive.
Unlike Miryam she seems to have endless recourse to voice, but her voice is never her own,
it is merely the expression of the desires other have poured into her in an ongoing maze of
surrogacy. Shosh's story is also a form of Bat-shua's tragedy. While Bat-shua is and remains
subaltern in societal terms, and Shosh is a modem woman in contemporary Israeli who has
class mobility, the latter is nonetheless dominated and colonized by the linguistic prescriptions
of a male elite. This novel brings to the surface the primary concerns of the study, as it deals
both with story-telling and fictivity, and with woman as a feminized presence of difference.
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The tensions in The Smile of the Lamb, between the nation and the individual, between
competing nationalities and ethnic cultures and modes of narration, as well as the striving to
find a way to the 'truth' through the word, summarize the subjects emphasized in this
dissertation.
Finally, overarching the thematics of the Other as exile and dispossession, and
subtending from the concern about woman as other, and the problems in her representation, is
the question of writing which is the ultimate challenge of the Other. The greatest problems
with which the writers wrestle are the shortcomings of language and the failure of the
Symbolic Order as they reach towards a union of signification to write, as Joyce suggests in
Ulysses, "I said 1." This quest is not unique to modem Hebrew literature, or to literature
itself. The individual's sense of loss of Self which begins with self-awareness is an awareness
of Self as separate, and thus object and Other. That sense of loss acts as a lifetime
determinate with the ongoing desire cathected onto the moment of separation and bonded onto
a trace-sense of the all-encompassing unity which predates that experience. The importance
of this to the present study is the idea, appropriated from Lacan and later commentators on
his work, that language is the marker of the fmal and most excruciating rent from the world
of unity and wholeness. The premise in this work is that the writing of texts is an attempt to
grasp at primal oneness, and heal the pain of the separation from Self, by using the medium
most Other to it. Thus it is that the freedom so desired by the talush seems an impossible
dream and yet, to quote Grossman "... much can be laid in the tiny shadow between two
words."
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